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SUMMARY 

This thesis presents the result of investigations on the calibration methods to estimate the 

normalized radar cross section, crO. of earth surfaces from the space-borne synthetic aperture 

radar (SAR) data. The calibration of the SAR system which is composed of the SAR 

instrument, the SAR processor, and calibrators, bas become very important in recent years 

because the srudies on the physical relation between crO and the target characteristics have highly 

advanced and the absolute value of crO derived from SAR data is being used in the global 

environment monitoring studies. The rain forest deforestation, oil spill disaster in the ocean, 

land use change, sea ice movement classification, etc., are the typical targets observations by 

SAR. In the measurement of crO there are such error sources as recei ver thermal noise, 

saturation noise at NO converter, temporal change of antenna pattern, instability of the 

calibration instrument deployed on the ground, and the terrain gradient. For deriving accurate 

crO, these error sources must be carefully analyzed and be f10ally deleted. The following is the 

summary of the investigations presented in this thesis. 

A new radar equation for SAR, in which saruration at ND converter is considered, has been 

derived. A new calibration method on SAR images with saturation has been proposed. The 

method has been applied to real SAR images effectively. 

A new method to estimate the antenna elevation pattem of an inflight SAR bas been proposed. 

A screening processing using the x2 test to collect similarly distributed areas and inclusion of 

the signal-to-noise ratio in the radar equation are the feature of this method. By applying the 

method, the an tenna elevation pattern of the SIR-B (Shuttle Imaging Radar-B) has been 

determined with an accuracy of O.l dB. 

An accurate impulse response function has been developed for the frequency-tunable active 

radar calibrators (ARC). From computer simulations and field experiments on the JERS- 1 

(Japanese Earth Resources Satellite-!) SAR, the following has been shown and/or derived: l) 

the location shift and the peak gain loss can be estimated with an accuracy less than 4.2 m and 

1.6 dB accuracy, respectively, 2) the peak calibration method is not effective for the frequency

tunable ARC because of resolution broadening and decrease of peak, 3) the integral method 

should be used for the frequency-tunable ARC, and 4) the allowable frequency shift has an 

upper limit, which is about 40Hz in the case of the L-band SAR. 

As an example of calibration applications, images of two paths of the JERS-l SAR over the 

Amazon have been connected based on the proposed calibration methods. The images have 

successfully been connected without generating visible banding. The accuracies of the peak 

method and the integral method have been compared. 



The SAR interferometry technique has been applied to correct the effect of slope in crO 

determination. It bas been shown that crO can be obtained with an accuracy of about 0.3 dB 

when the interferometric condition is satisfied. It bas also been shown that the accuracy will 

become less than 0.1 dB when the perpend.icular baseline d.istance is determined with an 

accuracy of 2% or higher. 
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--.---------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------
Chap. I 

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

1 . 1. 1 Need for Earth monitoring by SAR 

Global environmental changes from the 1980s, e.g. , warming, ozone depletion , disa ters 

(floods and hurricanes), and earthquakes. require the total understanding of the Earth system. 

The Earth is a very complex thermodynamic ecosystem, balancing the solar energy, the Earth 

radiation, and the inhabitants ' energy consumption . If the energy interactions between the 

elements (i.e., forests, desert, water, land, ice, and snow) are expres ed accurately, we may 

obtain some keys for describing the mechanism of these unusual phenomena and may have 

some ideas to prevent or delay them. These phenomena occur nearly randomly on different 

spatial and time scales (several kilometers to several thousand kilometers, and several seconds 

to several years). Earth orbiting satellites carrying the appropriate sensors may detect these 

phenomena because of their large spatial coverage and frequent availability. Active microwave 

instruments using relatively low-frequency signals (i.e., several hundred MHz to several GHz) 

are vital for Earth observation because those signals are se lf-generated, do not rely on the sun 

light, and can directly carry the Earth surface information unaffected by the atmosphere. 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an active microwave instrument that performs high

re olution observation under almost all weather conditions. The measurements are the 

backscattered signals from the targets on the Earth in response to its transmission code. The 

optimal correlation of these signals with the ideal SAR receiving signal achieves high-resolution 

imaging of several meters. These correlated signals (or simply SAR images) contain 

information on the targets, the wave-propagation media, the distance between the SAR and the 

target, and the SAR characteristics. If the image is well modeled for these targe t , the SAR 

observation can retrieve the target itself. There are, however, rwo difficulties: first is how well 

the SAR characteristics are eliminated from the SAR images and how accurate ly the signal 

power or the backscattering coefficient of the target is determined: second is how accurately the 

backscattering model can be built for each target. The first difficulty is o-ca!led SAR 

calibration. Because erroneous calibration of SAR images causes mis-understanding of the 

targets, the SAR calibration is very important. 



Chap. 1 

1.1. 2 SAR instrument and processing algorithms 

High-resolution imaging by the two-dimensional correlation of the scattered s ignal can be 

performed optically or digitally. The SAR imaging principle was first developed by Wiley [9] 

in the 1950s, and was verified by using the experimental SAR instruments and optical image 

processor by the end of the 1950s [10] . Digital SAR processing and its application evolved 

after an effective computing approach was proposed by Wu in 1978 [II]. Wu's approach 

enabled reducing the heavy mathematical load by employing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

for the range and azimuth corre lation process ing (this method is called the Range-Doppler 

method). SAR imaging algorithms were developed in many ways, i.e. , range Doppler, seismic 

method [12], and chirp scaling [13] . All these algorithms have reduced possible distortion and 

yielded higher throughput. 

The first spaceborn,e SAR on SEASAT was developed by NASA JPL (Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory) [I] and launched to an 800 km polar orbit in 1978 with the other microwave 

instruments as a "proof of concept" mission. This SAR featured a high resolution of 30m (in 

azimuth, four looks) and lOrn (in slant range), L-band and HH polarization, a fixed off-nadir 

angle of 23 degrees, an imaging width of 100 Km, passive array antenna of 12 rn x 2m, a 

transmission power of 1000 W, an onboard data formatter which enabled the digital data 

generation on-ground, and the repeat-pass interferometry which was arranged after the launch. 

Although the SEASAT mission was terminated three months after the launch due to a power 

unit failure, most of the SAR missions succeeded. The huge amount of data acquired through 

its life advanced the SAR technologies not only for sensor development but also for digital 

s ignal processing, data interpretation, and Earth sciences. Following SEASAT, the Shuttle 

Imaging Radars (SIR-A in 1982 and SIR-B in 1984 [46]) promoted the radar science. The 

SARs onboard ERS-1/2 (European Remote sensing Satellite-112) (1990, 1995) [2], JERS-1 

(Japanese Earth Resources Satellite-! ) (1992) [3], [16], and Radarsat ( 1995) [4], [15] are being 

used more operationa.lly at different frequencies , polarizations, and incidence angles. To 

increase the measurement consi stency (same time, same place) at different radar parameters, 

SIR-C/X-SAR (1994) [5] , [47] was launched on a later space shuttle mission. The data 

acquired in the rwo 10-day mission covers 19% of the land, 100 million km2, within+- 60 

degrees of the latitude in L, C, X bands with full polarizations and wide incidence angles. 

ALMAZ, the Russian SAR system, operated at S-hand. Moon surface observation by Apollo 

17 and Venus observation by the Magellan SAR [6] , [ 17] are planetary applications of SAR 

technology [14]. 
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1.1. 3 Normalized radar cross section and its properties 

As a general measure of backscattering properties. the bi-directional normalized radar eros 

section a0 is defined by ([7] , [8] , Fig. t-1) 

( 1.1) 

where (8, q>) is the direction of the incident wave; (8,, q>5) is the direction of the scattered wave; 

E,i and E,5 are the electric filed of incident and scattered wave with tor r polarization; t and rare 

the hori zontal or vertical polarizations; A is the illumination area; and ( ) is the expectation. 

This quantity is the energy ratio of the total power scattered by an equivalent isotropic scatterer 

in direction (8,, q>,) to the products of incident power density in direction of (8, q>) and the 

illuminated area A. Usually , crO is measured fo r the case in which the incident and scattering 

directions are the same. crO for the backscattering case ( inc ident angle = scattered angle) is 

sometimes called "the backscattering coefficient." If the incident and scattered signal fields are 

very stable, cr0 can be accurately measured. Speckle, a fading of scattere rs within a SAR 

resolution cell , however, provides a considerably large fluctuation on crO measurement. ln 

addition , the SAR adds the thermal noise and AID conversion noise to the measurements. 

Moreover, multiple scattering between the target and the radar propagation media fluctuates 

incident and scattered signals. Thus, crO is the statistical value [59]. 

Scattering in the microwave region depends on the surface roughness, three-dimensional 

distribution of the complex emissivity, and the local incidence angle of the incoming s ignal to a 

target. More generally, crO of a target is expressed by 

( 1.2) 

where x (y) is the location, t is the time, and A. is the wavelength. Ideally, any target can be 

represented by these parameters. crO also depends on the structure and composition of the 

targets. The microwave signals most commonly used in SAR imaging are in the P (70 em), L 

(23.5 em), S (10 em), C (5.6 em), and X (3 em) bands, where the numbers in parenthesis are 

the representative wavelengths. The lower the frequency, the more the signal penetrates the 

target and is scattered by the target structure. The higher the frequency, the more scattering 

occurs at the target surface. The overall sca ttering intensity, therefore, depends on the 

combination of the direct scattering at the target surface, the penetration rate wbich depends on 

the wavelength , and the size of the scatterers within the target. Becau e the target may contain a 

huge number of small scatterers, the recei ved signal has statistical properties. 
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X 

Fig. 1- 1 Coordinate system for bislatic radar scattering 

1.1. 4 SAR data interpretation and the accuracy requirements 

We here observe SAR data examples and consider the accuracy requirements for SAR 

calibration. 

Forest 

Some 30% of the global surface is the forest, and its biomass plays an important role in Earth 

environment maintenance. Identifying the forest region and estimating the forest biomass are 

desirable for understanding global phenomena. A typical flat rainforest image of the Amazon in 

Brazil acquired by JERS-1 SARis shown in Fig. 1-2. This region suffers from expanding 

deforestation. The dark broken lines are the so-called fish bone deforestation area, and their 

temporal change should be monitored from space. This area also contains several targets: the 

fully grown forest; the secondary forest re-grown after the destruction by inundations, rivers, 

trees in deep water; the deforested area; and pastures. This fig ure also shows that each target 

can be identified from crO using the scale bar at the upper image. Fig. 1-3 shows the 

representative relationship between forest biomass and crO with L-band HH polarization [52]. 

crO increases as forest biomass increases to 100 tons per hectare and is saturated at crO of -7 .7 

dB after that. Other examples at different radar parameters (i.e., frequency, incidence angle, 

and polarization) show linear relationships between crO and the trunk biomass [55] ,[53]. Thus, 

the calibrated crO can be useful for measuring the forest bioma s and/or trunk biomass. 

Although the sensitivity depends on the radar parameter, I dB may be the accuracy requirement 

for crO measurement. 
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Sea ice 

Monitoring the sea ice distribution over the ocean is important for the global environment 

understanding as sea ice acts as cold sources. Its movement should a lso be monitored for 

marine safety . Sea ice is classified the first-year ice and the multi-year ice. This distinction is 

based on the bubbles contained in the ice layers and urface roughness. Discriminating the sea 

ice from the ocean is necessary to estimate the volume of the cold sources floating in the ocean. 

Fig. 1-4 shows the possibility of discriminating sea ice in the ocean north of Hokkaido. 

Land utilization 

A typical example for the visibility (o-0) difference for the land area i shown in Fig. 1-5 for 

JERS-1 SAR (L-band HH) and ERS-1 AMI (C-band VV). Mt. Fuji and the sun·ounding area 

contain various features such as urban cities, lakes, grassland , an army training area, a snow

capped top of the mountain, and natural forest. Differences in crO should be detected by image 

interpretation. crO for these areas also differs with frequency . 

Soil Moisture 

Soil moisture affects the global climate change through the water circulation and the thermal 

energy exchange between the atmosphere and the land. Measurement of the soi l moisture is 

very desirable for promoting global understanding. Scattering from the land surface depends 

on the surface roughness and the dielectric constant of the so il moisture. We may estimate the 

soil moisture of the land surface by measuring crO and knowing an additiona l parameter (i.e., 

surface roughness). Fig. 1-7 shows the relationship between crO and soil moistures (% g/g) for 

two different field conditions (bare soil and vegetation covered soil) and radar conditions of 

5.3 GHz, VV polarization, and incidence angle of 23 degrees [56]. The dielectric constant, 

and, thus, crO increases as soi l moisture increases. Other research at different frequencies, 

incidence angles, and polarizations, provides similar results [54] . 

Wind speed 

The ocean surface is roughened by wind-driven capillary waves and its developed longer 

waves. Thus, crO of the ocean surface is related to the wind speed and direction. Most of th.e 

good examples are obtained from C and Ku band scatterometer data as shown in Fig. 1-8 [58]. 

Others 

Although the examples are not shown, plant water contents, woody biomass, lava flows , 

vegetation, and desert can also be identified using crO measurement [57], [60]. 

As described above, crO must be measured accurately to classify and recognize targets. The 

requirements for relative and absolute accuracies for crO measurement are summarized by A. 

Freeman [18], [20], F. Ulaby, and R. Kwok [19] and are shown in Table 1-l. The relat ive 
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accuracy is strictly required between 0.5 dB to l dB, but the absolute accuracy is slightly 

relaxed to between l dB to 3 dB . We also show the representative error of estimated 

geophysical parameters that corresponds to l dB error in o<> measurement in Table l-2. 

Table 1-1. 
Geophysical pammeter 

lee classification 
3 classes winter 

Ice motion 

Snow pack 
water equivalent 

Wind speed over ocean 

Wave height 
wave energy 

Soil moisture 
(5 separate levels) 

Surface roughness 

Vegetation mapping and 
monitoring 

Age of lava flows 

Reauirements for the rfJ measurements [181, [191 
Measurement accuracy 

Probably correct 
classification> 80% 

Probably correct 
match> 95% 

<20 em• 
Assumes > 20 em 

<20% 

System transfer function 
<5% 

20% variation in each level 
level(+- 0.3 g/cm3) 

Biomass density lO within 
25% leaf area 
inde• (LAO+- 0.5 
between 0 and 2 

Accurate classification 
of three aoes classes 

Calibration requirement 
abs. rei. (shon) 

2.0 0 .5 

0.5 

1.0 1.0 

1.0 1.0 

1.0 0.5 

I dB <0.5 dB 

I dB 

I dB <0.5 dB 

3dB I dB 

Table 1-2. Error of £Coohvsical oararneter that corresponds to I dB error in rfJ 

no. ftem Error Measurement range rfJ range (dB) 

Forest biomass 20 tlha 0-IOOtlha -1 2 - -7.7 

2 Volume soil moisture(C) 5% 0- 30%(g/g) -9- - I 

Volume soil moisture(L) 4% 0- 25%(g/g) -18- - 10 

4 Bole volume 70 m3fha 0-250 -10- -6 

Plant water contents 0.75 kg/m3 0-5kg/m3 -13- -7 

6 Woody biomass 500 m3/ha 400- 2400 m3/ha -II - -6 

VVtndspeed(Ku)down 10% 0-30 m/s -25- -10 

Note that (C), (L), and (Ku) mean the radar frequency baod. 

6 

rei. (long) 

2.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.5 

I dB 

0.5dB 

I dB 

Ref. 

[52] 

[56) 

[54] 

[57) 

[55) 

[55] 

158),(59) 
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1 . 1. 5 SAR artifacts 

Aside of the original distortions in the SAR data, such as foresho rtening, layover, and 

shadowing, some artifacts caused by incorrect SAR calibration make the data interpretation 

difficult. These artifacts are generally rwofold: sensor oriented artifacts, and the interference 

from undesired targets. 

I) Sensor oriented artifacts 

SARis ideally a linear system, and the receiving part is composed of a linear receiver and an 

analogue-to-digital converter. However, the hardware limitations (data transmission 

bandwidth, receiver dynamic ran.ge, etc.) require time-changing attenuators to fit the wide

dynamic-range signal within the receiver sensitivity. They are represented by the sensitivity 

time contro l and automatic gain controllers, which are adopted by most of ai rborne and 

spaceborne SARs except for AMI, SIR-C/X-SAR, and SIR-B . The antenna pattern and the 

high transmission signal power improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the target area. The 

incorrect instrumental characterization and its correction, however, cause everal defects, i.e., 

several weak stripes along the path (Fig. 1-2). 

2) fnterference from undesired targets 

An external signal wtti.ch shares some or all of the SAR signal bandwidth can be received by the 

SAR and possib ly imaged as brighter targets. Ground transmi tters used for ground 

communication lines, air- traffi c moni toring radars, and defense related radars , can be 

interferers. 

1.1. 6 Calibration of the SAR data (crO) and procedure 

We focus on calibrating the SAR, not on canceling the interference from ground radar. As 

shown in Fig. 1-9, the accuracy of the estimated normalized radar cross section ( 0"0 ) depends 

on how accurately the temporal (long term and short term during a pulse) SAR characteristic 

variation and th.e SAR processor's characteristics can be eliminated from the SAR image power 

(Pc). For this purpose, an accurate expression of the SAR sensitivity model should be 

developed. 
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Calibration : to meet Q-0 with crO 

spacebome SAR ground faci lity 
? 

' _.,.. 

target Antenna transmitter SAR processor SAR 
+ 
recei ver 

(corre lator) image 

+ 
AD converter 

Fig. 1-9. Simplified block diagram of 1he SAR calibralion scheme 

The simplified radar equation relating the SAR image power Pc and 0"0 is given by 

( 1.3) 

where Gan1 is the antenna pattern , Grec is the receiver ga in , R is the s lant range, Onoisc is the 

thermal noise, and nsaturarion is the saturati on no.ise. Several factors mu t be considered to meet 

the estimated 0"0 with the true crO. This procedure is called the SAR calibralioo, which requires 

us to determine I) the antenna e levation pattern, 2) the receiver gain, 3) noise, and 4) the 

processor gain. Note that SAR calibration deals with the expected behavior of SAR image but 

not the speckle noise. 

Since the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), an international organization to 

utilize spaceborne sensor data fo r global monitoring, was establi hed in 1984, a program 

named "the SAR data CALN AL" bas progressed through cooperative activ ities of the Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) , Canadian Center for Remote Sensing (CCRS) , German Space 

Agency (DLR), National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA), European Space 

Agency (ESA), French Space Agency (CNES) , and other related agencies [21] , [22] , [23], 

[24]. 

SAR correlation power model 

The SAR calibration requires an acc urate radar equation for SAR images. A. Freeman et. a!. 

[25) developed a s imple model which is composed of the coherently amplified signal and 

I I 
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redundancy noise are considered in th.is model. This model has been widely used for SAR 

calibration ([45], (26] , [27], [28]. [29], [30]) . Most SARs are designed to prevent saturation 

in the data . Very strong back scatterers and incorrect receiver gain, however, sometimes 

saturate the signal, as reported that l) AM1 data is normally saturated over the ocean, 2) also in 

AMI, 32% of ali locations in the near range have a power loss exceeding 0.5 dB [31], [45], and 

3) JERS-1 SARis normally 5% saturated for all images [42], [43]. [44]. The model by 

Freeman et. al. overestimates the signal power if saturation occurs. Therefore, we have 

developed a new radar equation to cover the saturation noise, wh.ich wiU be described in Chap. 

3 of this thesis. 

Antenna elevation pattern 

A SAR antenna is a large structure in space. The on-ground antenna pattern measurement may 

differ from the in-flight pattern due to possible anomalies in the deployment and/or vibration 

during attitude maneuvers. There are several methods for measuring the in-flight antenna 

pattern using 1) calibrated receivers (Se ifert [32], [33]), 2) comer reflectors and active radar 

calibrators (Dobson et. a!. [39]), and 3) flat rainforest data (Moore [34], [35]). The flat 

Amazon rainforest is a uniform scattering target with almost a constant backscattering 

coefficient (=cr0/co 9). Unless non-uniformities like rivers or mountain wrinkles are excluded 

and the noise level is considered, however, the pattern may be erroneous. We propose a new 

antenna pattern estimation method wh.ich excludes the non-similarly scattering areas from the 

SAR data and considers the signal-to-noise ratio. The method will be described in Chap. 4. 

Use of the frequency tunable active radar calibrator 

An active radar calibrator is a reliable external calibration source that provides a bright impulse 

response. 1f the re-transmiss.ion signal is frequency-shifted, its response can be moved in the 

azimuth direction to an area wh.ich is not affected by a man-made brighter target. The frequency 

shift, however, de-focuses SAR. The resultant impulse response looses the power and the 

resolution is broadened. Use of this ARC was frrst proposed by Brunfeldt [51], [36], and the 

location shift was discussed by Lukowski [50] and Fujita [41]. We have theoretically analyzed 

the mechanism which reduces the peak gain and broadens the resolutions. Based on a 

comparative study using the truth data, we have proposed a robust calibration method for this 

ARC. We have also derived a limit for the frequency shift for the resolution evaluation [40]. 

Our study on the ARC is described in Chap. 5. 

SAR calibration using the flat-rainforest and the external calibrators 

As an application of the calibration method described in Chapters 3 and 4, we have calibrated 

JERS-1 SAR data acquired for the Amazon rain forest. We have also obtained a calibration 

factor (CF) to convert a digital number to crO using external point targets. Tbe stability of two 

calibration methods, the integral method (Gray et. al. [37]) and the peak method (Ulander 
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[38]), has been compared. Measured crO was validated using the ARC and trihedral comer 

ret1ectors and its error budget has been analyzed. The image quality for the point target has 

been evaluated. Ground communication lines often interferer with L-band SAR data. A 

method to exclude such signal from the SAR image is also investigated. The studies will be 

described in Chap. 6. 

Slope corrected crO 

cr0 is a quantity per unit area. Two-dimensional terrain gradients cause local variations in the 

pixel area (A). If crO is generated from the elJipsoid earth assumption, it differs more from the 

true value. Th.is effect on the SAR calibration was analyzed by Zyl et. al. [48], [49]. They 

reported that SAR with a pointing angle of 35 degrees may have a maximum crO error of 5 dB. 

Slope correction methods were proposed by Zyl et. al. and Ulander. Ulander used SAR 

interferometry to estimate the terrain gradients. We also propose a terrain slope correction 

method using SAR interferometry. The difference is that 1) fiat-earth-corrected fringes are used 

and 2) orbital error is analyzed. Our study on the slope corrected crO will be described in Chap. 

7. 
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1. 2 Outline of the Thesis 
We have investigated the methods to measure crO accurately from SAR data. The studies 

focused on 1) deriving a radar equation considering the saturation and thermal noise, 2) 

estimating the in-flight antenna elevation pattern, 3) analyzing the applicabili ty of the distributed 

data for SAR characterization and calibrating the SAR using active radar calibrators, 4) 

investigating the availability of a frequency tunable active radar calibrator, and 5) obtaining the 

slope corrected crO using SAR interferometry. The thesis is composed of eight chapters: 

Chapter 1 Re views the SAR calibration, the background of the investigation, and the abstract 

of the themes dealt with here. The outline of this thesis is also introduced. 

Chapter2 Prepares for subsequent chapters by introducing I) the principle of SAR imaging; 

2) descriptions of the SAR system, SAR processor, and calibration instrument; and 

3) current calibration accuracy. 

Chapter 3 Discusses saturation and develops a new radar equation to express the SAR 

correlated signal power including the saturation noise generated by AID converters. 

Chapter 4 Discusses a method to estimate the inflight SAR antenna elevation pattern using 

natural target data. 

Chapter 5 Investigates SAR calibration accuracy using the frequency tunable ARC. 

Chapter 6 Discusses methods of characterizing SAR using the rainforest data and investigates 

defects removal. 

Chapter 7 Proposes a method for estimating the crO corrected for the terrain gradients using 

SAR interferometry. 

Chapter 8 Concludes the studies conducted in this thesis. 

Fig. 1-10 illustrates the organization of the thesis. 

Chap. I 

I Organization of this thesis I 
' Chapter 1 Reviews the SAR calibration, 

instruments, accuracy requirement, and 

thesis outline. 

-• 
Chapter 2 Presents principles of SAR 

calibration, the probems in more detail, 

and calibration instrument. 

• ,. 
Chapter 3 Derives a radar equation for 

SAR image considering the saturation Chapter 6 Calibrates low-dynamic-

noise. range SAR and removes the defects. 

~ 
Chapter 4 Estimates the in-flight SAR 

antenna elevation pattern using natural 

target data. 

l 
Chapter 5 Investigates the applicability 

Chapter? Presents slope corrected crO 
of frequency tunable ARC to SAR 

calibration. 
using SAR interferometry. 

T 
Chapter 8 Cone! udes the studies 

in this thesis. 

Fig. 1-10. Organization of !his lhesis 
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Chap. 2 

CHAPTER2 BACKGROUND OF SAR CALffiRATION 

2.1 Introduction 

Following the introduction given in Chap. 1, we review the following items in this chapter: 1) 

SAR imaging principle, 2) SAR calibration, 3) SAR instruments, 4) SAR processing 

algorithms, 5) Calibration instruments, 6) Statistics of the SAR data, and 7) Status of 

calibration accuracy. 

2.2 SAR Imaging Principles 

SAR imaging, a two-dimensional correlation of the SAR raw data with a reference function, 

have produced a high-resolution image of 8 to 20 min the recent space borne SARs, 5 m for 

airborne SARs, and !50 m in the Magellan [1], [2] , [3], [4], [5]. Obviously, the image 

focusing depends on how accurately the reference function is modeled by a transmission 

signal and a phase history between the SAR and the target. 

Range correlation 

SAR transmits cascaded linear FM pulses with a bandwidth "Bw" over a pulse duration "-r." 

Each transmission signal, S,(t), is expressed by 

2<i(fot+~tl J 
S,(t)=A(t)e 1

' , (2. 1) 

where fo is the carrier frequency and tis the time. The amplitude, A(t), is non zero only when 

ltk=-r/2 else A(t) = 0. The cosine component is shown in Fig. 2-1. The received signal, S.{t), 

from the target which is located at s lant rangeR from the SARis expressed by 

(2.2) 

Note that we discuss the imaging principle here and ignore the amplitude variation on the 

slant range, i.e., antenna pattern, range attenuation, scattering amplitude of the target. The 

received signal is represented by the transmission signal time-shifted by 2R/C, multiplied by 

the attenuation (A8tt) due to free space and the atmospheric loss, and multiplied also by the 

phase change at the target (15). Because the transmission signal phase (where, phase is the 

distance between the SAR and the target) should be preserved by each scatterer (ignoring the 

phase change at the target), one dimensional correlation with the complex conjugate of the 

tran mission signal makes the signal focused in range, i.e. , 

20 

I ' 
S,.(R) =;:I S,(t + t')S,'(t')dt' 

' 
2 

( R-1?, ) sin 2Jr:Bw · --- •• . 
---'----..---..!;c;,-.L. c''"'A -;6 - R-Ra e urre 

2Jr:B ·-,, c 
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(2.3) 

where Src is the range correlated signal; R is the slant range; Cis the Light speed; "*" is the 

complex conjugate; and fo is the transmission frequency . This formula suggests that the 

range correlation gives a peak at R = Ro and the signal decays as a sine function. A half 

power point which equals half the peak. power is given at (R-Ro) = 0.886C/4Bw (A half power 

point of the squared sine function is 1.39). Therefore, tbe range resolution containing more 

than half power is given by 0.886*C/2Bw, which is simply written by C/2Bw. 

Azimuth correlation 

Some thousand pulses hit the target contiguously while the SAR antenna beam covers the 

point. Within this period, the distance between SAR and the target, R(T) , changes as 

vz 
R(T) = !?, +-T 2

• 
21?, 

(2.4) 

Although the range curvature migration correction is a most difficu lt task , it is not discussed 

in this thesis. Ignoring the sine modulation introduced by range compression and the target 

and atmosphere dependent terms, we pick the exponential term of equation (2.3): 

(2 .5) 

This is also a linear FM signal generated by the relative motion between SAR and the target. 

If the SAR antenna is length L in azimuth, the illumination area size in azimuth is Ro*AJL, 

which corresponds to a correlation time of Ro*AJL V. Including the range correlation, the 

final output, Srca(R), is ex pres ed by 

(2.6) 
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where x and xo are the location of the target, and V is the satellite speed. Similarly, the 

second term gives the half power reso lution by 0.886*L/2. Therefore, the range and azimuth 

correlation provides the two-dimensional high-resolution images. The actual processing is 

somewhat different for the range migration correction and the reduction of the azimuth 

reference function. 

Tazimuth~"' 

V satellite speed \ 

Antenna length L 

.... 

R(T) = R, + ~ T2 

21?, 
\~ 

X 

Fig. 2- 1. 

Target point 

c 
2Bw 

SAR coordinate system and full resolution image. 
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2.3 Detailed Discussion of the SAR Calibration 

We will review the current SAR calibration procedure in more detail and rearrange the 

problems. We show a detailed block diagram of the SAR calibration procedure in Fig. 2-2. 

two adjacent 
range lines ~ 

~o: 
ARC 

Earth ellipsoid surface 

A' 

SAR 
SAR processor 

Grec(AGC,STC) 

Error sources 

Radar equation 
Antenna pattern 
Pixel area 
Receiver stability 

Pc 

Fig. 2-2. Block diagram of aO measurement from the SAR data. Error sources arc saturmion noise 

model Psat· antenna elevation pattern G(cx. ), pixel area A. receiver gain model Grcc· and stabi lity of reflectors. 

The calibration factor is detenni ned by using the impulse response of a reflector. Values wi th ' are for rellcctors. 

2.3.1 aO Measurement and Current SAR Calibration 

Speckle noise, caused by the fading of scatterers included within a resolution cell, is the 

largest obstacle fo r SAR dara interpretation. It changes oO of two adjacent pixels more than 

several dB (this amount heavily depends on the number of looks and the distribution of the 

scatterers; 200-look image for simnarly distributed scatterers gives l dB of variation [73]) . 

SAR calibration is defined to deal with the speckle-free SAR data to which some smoothing 

filter is applied. Under this condition, crO of each pixel is expressed by (see Fig. 2-2) 

a• = Pc - P,.c - P,"' R2 . CF 
G,.,c;.,(a)A · 

(2.7) 

where Pc is the correlation power (expectation), Precis the receiver noise (expectation), Psa< is 

the saturation noise (expectation), Grec is the receiver gain , Gan~(<l) is the two-way antenna 
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elevation pattern, a. is the off-nadir angle, R is the slant range, and CF is the calibration factor 

that connects the SAR image with crO. SAR cal ibration is defined to determine 1) the 

correlation power model which includes noi. e power, 2) antenna elevation pattern, 3) receiver 

gain characteristics, 4) pixel area (if obtained), and 5) calibration factor, CF, so that crO can be 

e t.imated accurately. 

After the first four components are determined, CF is determined by using the impulse 

responses from the reference signal sources (e.g. , the active radar ca librator and trihedral 

comer reflectors) and their radar cross sections. Since the SAR is the linear system, we have 

the calibration factor, CF: 

(2.8) 

where the prime values are for the ARC, Pc1uuer is the correlation power for the clutter, crARC 

is the radar eros section of ARC, and 9 is the local incidence angle. First, CFs are calculated 

for all ARCs, and their average gives the final CF. 

2.3.2 Rearrangement of the Problems 

SAR correlation power model 

SAR calibration requires an accurate model for the correlated image power. The current 

understanding (A. Freeman [6]) is as follows. T he received signal (after ND conversion) is 

composed of the pure signals from a point target or a distributed target (composed of a large 

number of point targets with small backscattering coefficient), and the noise (the receiver 

thermal noise and the ADC redundancy noise). As long as the saturation does not occur at 

ADC, different (but constant) correlation gains amplify the pure signal and noise. The pure 

signal i correlated in voltage with the gain, CG , which is roughly the product of the number 

of the range sample (Nrg) and the number of azimuth samples (Naz). The pure signal power 

is then amplified by CG2· 

The noise is a stationary random process, so, the correlation sums up the noise power 

incoherently and increases it by -CG. If the azimuth resolution is maintained constant over 

the full swath, Naz should be proportional to the slant range (R) (because the same Doppler 

bandwidth should be maintained over a swath). As a result , the correlated power {P0) is 

composed of a pure signal term inversely proportional to RZ and the poise term proportional 

toR (see Eq.(2.9), where K,, K,', K0 , and Kn' are constants). 
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(2.9) 

Generally, the antenna elevation pattern and other receiver gain controllers change the 

received signal intensity within a sampling window (- several hundred micro seconds). and 

this should be corrected before range correlation. lf the saturation occur at ND converters. 

this model overestimates the correlated signal power. 

To prevent the saturation, most SARs prepare four or five bits ADCs, or some employ the 

block floating pointing quantizer (SIR-C and Magellan SAR) and/or gain controllers 

(automatic gain controLler and sensitivity time control). Even so, very strong backscatter and 

incorrect receiver gain sometimes saturate the signal, as reported that AMI data are normally 

saturated over the ocean and that 32% of all locations at near range have a power loss greater 

than 0.5 dB [41), [55]. It is also reported that JERS-1 SARis normally 5% saturated for al l 

images [53]. [32], [54]. Therefore, theoretical power model considering the saturation noise 

should be developed. Some approaches have been developed to so lve this problem. 

Meadows uses a look-up table which connects the correlated image power and the standard 

deviation of the corresponding raw data [4 1]. Cooper changed the scale factor to express the 

non-linearity of the ADC saturation [42]. Shimada, as presented in this thesis, bas derived the 

correlation power as a function of the local saturation rate and has used it to con·ect the power 

loss [43], [72]. 

Antenna elevation pattern 

The antenna elevation pattern (G(a.)) is a vital e.lement for the calibration. Most SAR 

antennas have large structures, of 11.9 min along track by 2.2 min cross track for JERS-1 

SAR, after several sub-paddles being deployed in space. The on-ground antenna pattern is 

usually estimated by combining each sub-paddle's actual measurement and the antenna 

synthesis theory. Such a pattero may differ from the true pattern in flight due to poss ible 

anomalies in the antenna deployment and/or vibration during attitude maneuvers. From these 

points of view, several methods for measuring the in-flight SAR antenna patterns were 

proposed. Seifert [44] , [26] used many calibrated receivers across the imaging swath and 

obtained a two-dimensional measurement (range and azimuth) with an accuracy of 0.5 dB . 

Moore [45] , [46] and Shimada [47] , [56] used the Amazon rainfore t images, where 

differences are in the data screening, radar equation , and error analysis. The Amazon 

rainforest has an almost constant backscattering coefficient (y), defined as cr0/cos(9) in a llat 
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plane. Manipulation of the radar equation for those image provides the bener results within 

an accuracy of less than 0.1 dB. Dobson et. al . [49] have shown that point target , such as 

comer reflectors or active radar calibrators [50]. can be used to measure the elevation anrenna 

pattern accurately. The a.irborne SAR's elevation patlem was estimated using natural targets 

by Hawkins [48]. 

Use of the Frequency tunable active radar calibrator 

Absolute SAR calibration is high ly desired to ensure val id tesearch results derived from the 

SAR data. A calibration factor which trans lates the SAR data (8 bit, 16 bit, or more digital 

number) to the normalized radar cross section (NRCS or crO) can be obtained by using the 

calibration device deployed on the ground. There are two methods for the calibration; one is 

the integration method that relates the two-dimensional integration of IRF of the reference 

point target to the corresponding crO, and the other is the peak method that relates the IRF's 

peak to the crO [29] , [61] , [62], [53] , [28], [55], [19], [63] . Detailed error analyses fo r these 

two methods were presented by Ulander [70] and Gray et. al. [29]. Both methods require the 

subtraction of the averaged background in tensity from the isolated IRF for the calibration 

device. 

A comer reflector must be deployed in a wide and dark intensity background area. Desert 

and dry land are the best areas. A corner reflector with a smaller cr may be a reliable 

calibration in trument [62] , [53], [19] since it has a relatively larger signal-to-clutter ratio for 

such an area. It is difficult to find such places in small , developed countries as Japan. An 

ARC can eliminate the background COI\dition requirement because it can provide a larger cr. 

Its flat surface may, however, compete with the re-transmitted signal as it works as a 

reflector. Another serious problem is to find an area free from interference from brighter 

man-made targets, i.e., buildings, houses, highways, and automobiles. From these reasons, an 

ARC which is able to displace its response location is very desirable in order to provide a 

highly qualified lRF and its resultant calibration accuracy. 

SAR imaging correlates the raw data with the two-dimensional reference function , the 

azimuth component of which describes the phase history between the SAR and the target at a 

con tant range in the base band, and the range component of which describes the phase 

history over the pulse transmission bandwidth. It is possible to actively displace the 

calibration device response by modifying the re-transmission signal properties. Two methods 

are propo ed: the frequency-shifting method and the time-shifting method. The frequency

shifting method adds a constant frequency to the re-transmitted signal from the ARC and 

changes the received Doppler frequency. The resultant impulse response moves in the 

azimuth direction . This concept was pioneered by Brunfeldt in the early 1980s' when he was 
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associated with the Uni versity of Kansas [68]. [50]. Such an ARC was implemented in a 

transponder with a phase shifter [52], [59), [60], [69]. The time-shifting method delays the 

signal tran.smission from the ARC and moves the impu lse re ponse in the range di rection 

[64] , [61], [65] , [65] , [66], [67] . Both methods are very effective for shifting the ARC 

appearance. However, an avo idable mismatch with the reference funct ion should be 

considered because it degrades the impulse re ponse function and resulting calibration 

accuracy. 

Several frequency tunable ARCs have been developed and evaluated main.ly for the location 

shift accuracy [52] , [59] . The d.i advantage of correlation gain loss bas been less discussed 

[67] . Shimada et. al. discussed the gain loss theoretically and analyzed the impulse response 

[51]. Chapter 5 in this thesis pre ents a theoretical and experimental evaluation concerning 

the location shi ft, correlation gain loss, and resolution broadening caused by the frequency 

shift. 

Terrain Slope Corrected crO 
The area illuminated by the SAR antenna beam (strictl y, a beam correspond to the range

azimuth correlated high-resolution beam) changes with the local topography (two

dimensional gradients). While crO is defined as a unit-area quantity, the flat earth corrected crO 
deviates from the true crD that is corrected for the local gradients in two ways. First. the 

antenna elevation pattern is incorrectly estimated for the target position. Second, the 

tangential plane at the target area differs from that on the fl at earth. The first way affects low

altitude SARs (i.e., airborne SARs) more. The second affects both ai rborne and spaceborne 

SARs [57], [58]. 

Zyl et. a!. [57] first published error analyses for the airborne SAR (AIRSAR) and the 

spaceborne SAR (ERS-1 AMI) using a digital elevation model (OEM) prepared on the 

ground. In their article, it is stated that crO deviates more for small-incidence-angle SAR than 

large-incidence-angle SAR (i.e. , a typical value of 8 dB or more for ERS-1 which has an 

incidence angle of 23 degrees, and 3.5 dB for JERS-1 SAR which is the incidence angle of 40 

degrees) and warned that the slope correction factor of the crO was greater than the calibration 

accuracy of the crO which is not corrected for the topography. Ulander [58] first proposed the 

use of the SAR in terferometry technique for this correction. He described how the slope 

correction can be performed for a non-singular area, which excludes the layovers. He used 

the zero-padded FFT to estimate the two-dimensional local gradients, and derived an 

estimation error model for the slope correction factor. He also pointed out the importance of 

using the two-dimensional surface gradients for calculating the local surface normal vecto r. 
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We have developed another method using the SAR interferometry technique to derive the 

slope correction factor. Two factors are known to influence the slope correction factor: the 

estimation of the local instantaneous frequencies which takes very much computation time for 

the FFf and the accuracy of the restituted orbit vectors. We improved these two points by 

employing a fast processing for the frequency calculations (not using the FFf estimation) and 

by constmcting an error model including the phase measurement error and the satellite 

posi tion error. We have applied this method to correct JERS-1 SAR image and have 

achieved slope correction with an accuracy of 0.27 dB. Chapter 7 of this thesis treats the 

issue related to the terrain slope corrected crO. 
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2.3.3 Consideration of accuracy requirements for crO measurements 

Table 1-l in Chapter l summarized the accuracy requirements for crO mea urements from the 

user point of view, and it showed that the requirements varied from 1.0 dB to 3.0 dB. 

depending on the target. Measurement accuracy of crO depends on those terms constituting 

(2.7), e.g. , CF, Grec. Gant• A, and Pc. The statistical behavior of the scatterers that are 

included in the target and their fading deviate Pc as well as crO. Originally, crO is defined as an 

expectation and the uniform and widely distributed target only provides it accurately . Thus, 

we deal with Pc as an expectation , and specify crO accuracy as the product of four terms: 

(2. 10) 

Consequently, the requirement becomes independent of crO If the SAR is linear within the 

measurable range (this is the normal case), crO accuracy is described by (2. 10) at a known 

signal level. If the SAR is not linear, i.e. , due to the saturation, the accuracy can be estimated 

by the maximum slope deviation from 1.0 and (2.10) at a known signal level (at high ignal 

to-noise ratio). Measurement requirements for the terrain gradient can be set indi vidually. 

We therefore establish the following accu racy requiremem instead of cro in Table 2-l. We 

should note that the noise equivalent normalized radar cross section, a~. is the lowest 

measurable crO, and is given by a~, = (P, .. + f..,)R2 CF I G"'GLA. 

Table 2-1 

Stripes in range 

2. Gradua.l intensity change in azimuth 

3. Terrain correction 

4. Slope deviation 

Standard deviation 

Should be eliminated as much as possible. 

·> Ll.Gant < 0.1 dB 

Should be corrected. 

Not necessary for the nat land and the ocean. 

Necessary for the moderate and high leaf areas. 

·> A < 0.2 dB 

Ll.slope < 2% for rfJ dynamic range of 50 dB 

This restricts rfJ error less than 1.0 dB 

< 1.0 dB at known si nallevel 

Note that we will verify the real crO accuracy in Chapter 6. 
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2.3.4 Defmition of SAR validation 
Within a measurable aO range (larger than a~.). the true cr0 and the measured (estimated) aO 

are related linearly in the saturation-free case. In the saturation case, the proposed method 

overestimates the aO at low signal-to-clutter ratios, and the current method underestimates the 

aO for all the range (see Fig. 2-3 and Chap. 3). We will verify the measured aO using the 

following procedure: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

Determine the calibration factor from (2.8) using the ac tive radar calibrator's 

responses in SAR image and its radar cross sections; 

Convert the responses of ARCs and comer reflectors in the SAR image to aOs using 

(2.7) and the calibration facto r, then compare them with the true values, which are the 

radar cross sections divided by a pixel area; 

Use at least two different radar cross sections; 

Calculate the variance of the differences and the linearity; 

Measure the intensity variation in along and across track to evaluate the saturation and 

antenna pattern correction errors. 

measured 

aO 

Saturation 

corrected aO 

by this study 

noise 
equivalent 

aOne 

true aO 

Saturation-free case 

I 

Estimated aO by 

the current method 
(saturation case) 

Fig. 2-3 Block. diagram of the SAR validation. Here, a~, is subtracted. 
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2.4 SAR Instruments 

The SAR generally consists of four components: transrnirter, antenna, receiver, and signal 

processor. Among the typical SARs ever developed (Table 2-2), we here choose the JERS-l 

SAR to introduce the SAR's functionality [7]. Most of the basic functions are the same as for 

other SARs, besides the JERS-1 SAR has two gain controllers in the receiver, which enables 

3-bit digitization of the observation data and results small data transmission bandwidth of 60 

MHz. An artist concept of JERS-1 and its simplified block diagram are shown in Figs 2-4 

and 2-5. The following summarizes the key specification of the four components. 

Transmitter generates the cascaded transmission pulses. Each pulse is frequency-modulated 

(chirp modulated) within the pulsewidth of 35 ~.amplified to 325 W, and sent to the antenna 

at the pulse repetition frequency of 1555 Hz. A pulse is generated by a surface acoustic wave 

(SAW) instrument. 

Antenna is composed of eight 2.2 m x 2 m sub-paddles, each of which contains 128 planar 

patches. This produces a 3 dB down beamwidth of 5.4 degrees in range and 0.98 degrees in 

azimuth. Fig. 2-4 shows that the deployed antenna has 12.2 rn length in the along track 

direction. 

Receiver ampLifies the received signal using the low noise amplifier (LNA), and demodulates 

it with the Coherent Oscillator's output. The level is always adjusted to around 0 dBm by 

changing the attenuator in one dB steps (the automatic gain control (AGC)). Tbe sensitivity 

time control (STC) cancels the antenna pattern related power changes within the observation 

window (360 ~.s). Note that AGC and STC have become sources of difficulty in data 

calibration. 

Signal processor divides the incoming signal into the in-phase component (I) and the quad

phase component (Q). The latter phase is made 90 degree ahead of the r component's phase 

using a phase shifter. These signals are digitized in a 3-bit and sampled by 17.076 MHz. 
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Signal 
Processor (ADC) 
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Fig. 2-5 . S implilied bloc k diagram of lhe Japanese Earth Resources Satellite -

Synthetic Aperture Radar (JERS - 1 SAR). 
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Table 2-2. Re resentati ve snaceborne SARs 
JSAR SEASAT SIR-C ERS-112 Radars at X-SAR 

Off-nadir angle 35.2 20 20 -55 20 20-49 
(deg) 
Swath (Km) 75 100 15-90 100 100 15-60 

Resolu tion (m) 18(3) 20(4) 30*30 28*25 (4) 

Antenna gain 33.5 33 36.4(L) 44.5 
(dB) 42.7(C) 

Azimuth beam 0.98 I.O(L) 0.1 4 
width (deg) 0.25(C) 

Elevation beam 5.4 5 5 tO 16(L) 5.5 
width (deg) 5 tO 16(C) 

Antenna size 11.92 10.5*2.0 12.*2.9(L) 15.0*1.5 12. *0.4 
(m) *2.2 12*0.7(C) 

Wavelength 0.235 0.235 0 .235(L) 0.056 0.056 0.03 1 
(m) 0.058(C) 

Pol. HH HH HH, HV, vv HH vv 
VH, VV 

Pulsewidth(jls) 35 33.8 33 .17, 8.5 42.0 40 
Peak power 325 1000 4400(L) 4800 5000 1400 
(W) 1200(C) 
ADCbit 3 1-Q Analog 
number 

8/4 51-Q 4 1-Q 4, 6. IQ 

For Radarsat: Standard beam's specification is given. 

2.5 SAR Processing Algorithms 

The Range Doppler method approximates two-dimensional correlation by two one

dimensional correlations: range correlation and azimuth correlation. A frequency domain 

correlation significantly shortens the throughput time compared with time domain correlation. 

However, the range migration curve crossing over several ranges makes the processing 

difficult. Furthermore, the range migration amount, Doppler frequency chirp rate, and 

Doppler centroid, depend on the slant range. The original Range Doppler method did not 

correct local dependency of these parameters, resulting in some un-focusing in the near range 

and the far range when a wider range image was processed. This range migration problem 

was partially solved by Jin [4] and Tsuboi [5]. Smith proposed another Range Doppler 

method [ 10]; its advantage is the simple algorithm, and its disadvantage is the difficulty in 

perfect focusing for the large range curvarure. 

The range migration problem was also solved by introd ucing the seismic radar imaging 

technology for underground imaging; the omega-kappa ((J}-K) developed by Caffirio et. al. 

[ll], [12] has gained that the data focusing can be artained even for large range migration 
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[13], [14]. A true two-dimensional processing method was proposed by two Italian 

researchers individually. One is by Francescbetti [15] and employs many small computers to 

image the ERS-1 raw data. The other is by Lanari [16]. A Chirp Scaling method, proposed 

by Raney and Bamler [17], equalizes the dependence of the processing parameters on the 

slant range over a swath. This is not two-dimensional correlation, but is more like the (J}-JC. 

The FFT of raw data is tak.en in range first. The azimuth correlation is conducted next using 

the reference function nom1alized by a chirp scaling. Finally, an inverse FFT of the above 

data multiplied by the range reference function is conducted. The ad vantage is that the 

interpolation of the range migration is eliminated. 

2.6 Calibration Instruments and Sources 

Corner reflectors (CRs), active radar calibrators (ARCs), and ground-based receivers are the 

representative instruments for abso lute SAR cal ibration. As rainforest images are composed 

of the distributed targets, they become good sources for SAR characterization (SNR, AGC, 

STC, saturation, I-Q gain imbalance, etc.). Flat rainforest images for Amazon, Guyana, and 

Sumatra, are k.nown to be the best. 
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Typical calibration instrumenlS, ARC (top) and Trihedral Corner renector 
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2.6.1 Corner Reflectors 

The comer reflectors can be circular, planar, dihedral, trihedral , or other shapes [18] , [ 19], 

[20], as summarized in Table 2-3. Trihedral comer reflector is useful for caLibrating like

polarization because of its larger radar cross section, wider 3 dB down beamwidth which 

allows slightly relaxed alignment, and relatively stronger structure (Fig. 2-6). Dihedral comer 

reflector is used for cross-polarization. A pentagonal corner reflector has been proposed to 

improve the reflected wave which may be degraded by the possible multipath between the 

ground and the leaves of the comer reflector [21]. The advantages of CRs are that they are 

easy to assemble and cheap to manufacture, and that they have relatively good accuracy when 

each leaf surface is reinforced and well conditioned [22], [23]. The disadvantages of CRs are 

the uncertainty due to undulation of the leaf (by the wind [24]) and relatively small radar 

cross section, especially for spacebome SARs. 

T bl 2 3 S a e ummarv o the corner reflectors 

No. Tvoe of tar•et Peak RCS Half nower beam width Comments 
I Rectangular plate 

4nA2n,z 
0.44/Ja Large Om ax· very narrow 

beam width 
2 Circular plate 4rr;A2t'l..2 0.44/Jb Large Omax . very narrow 

beam width 
4 Trihedral corner 4;rra• 30 - 40 degrees <Jmax. about3dB lower than that 

reflector 
3.12 of a flat plate with same aperture 

5 Dihedra l co rner 16;rra2b2 Narrow bearnwidth in azimuth 
reflector -A.-,- - 40 degrees in elevation 

'l../2b in azimuth 

Note: Refer LO Ulaby [18] and Sarabandi [21] , A is the area, '1.. the wavelength, a the length of leaf. 

2.6.2 Frequency Tunable Active Radar Calibrators (ARC) 

The ARC consists of an antenna, a receiver and a transmitter. Here we describe one 

developed for JERS-1 SAR. We show the ARC deployed in the fi led in Fig. 2-6 a), and block 

diagram in Fig. 2-7, and the characteristics in Table 2--4. The antenna consists of two planar 

(square patch) elements; its azimuth and elevation beam widths are 30 degrees (3 dB down) , 

so there is a wide allowance for the antenna se tting angle [71] , [20]. In order to prevent cross 

coupling, the receive and transmit antennas are separated by 50 em and their polarizations are 

aligned perpendicularly. The receiver/transmitter amplifies the incoming signal by a low

noise amplifier, frequency-shifts it in the phase conrroller/sh.ifter, re-amplifies it to the 

appropriate level, and transmits it to the satellite. The frequency-shifted signal (power) can 

be monitored by a spectrum analyzer through the directional coupler. Gain can be measured 

by using a signal generator and spectrum analyzer. A step-wise selective attenuator can set 

the a from 15 to 60 dBm2 in 5 dBm2 step and frequency hifts of 0, 20, 40, 80, 180 Hz. 

While the SAR pulse is being detected, the phase controller mixes the signal (SARC) whose 

phase changes linearly with time. 
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T bl 2 4 a e Ch aracteristics of the reorescntative ARCs (for JERS-1 SAR) 
Satellite JERS- 1 SAR Remarks 
Radar cross secrion 15-60 In 5 dBm2 steos 
Frequency Shift 20, 40, 80. 180 Hz 
Antenna beam width (30, 32.4 ) de• Azimuth and elevation 
Freauencv Lband 
Receiver monitor Yes Soectrum anal vzer 
Stability (2 hr) +o.s dB 
Batt<;<Y 2 hr' External ooeration 
No. of units 2 

receiver/transmitter 

Band pass filter 

Attenuator 

signal generator spectrum analyzer 

Fig. 2-7. Block diagram of the ARC for JERS-1 SAR. 

2.6.3 Ground Based Receiver 

A ground-based receiver measures the signal intensity transmitted from the SAR. Data 

analysis based on the radar equation estimates the SAR transmission power. It also provides 

the SAR antenna pattern as a function of the azimuth and elevation angles. A set of receivers 

deployed over the imaging swath measure the three-dimensional SAR antenna pattern [25] , 

[26]. DLR and Univ. of Stuttgart joinUy conducted the JERS-1 SAR antenna pattern 

measurement and pointed out its asymmetry [33] , which may be due to the fact that SAR 

antenna was bended for fifty days until the final deployment was confirmed [33]. 

2.6.4 Rainforest Data 

Because of the vo lume scattering mechani sm, rain forest data is very useful for the 

calibration. The homogeneity of the scatterers shows the constancy of the NRCS for wide 
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range of incidence angles (see Fig. 2-8 obtained by AIRSAR of JPUNASA over Belize 

rainforest), and shows the strong agreement with the mathematical expression for the 

intensiry distribution (see Fig.2-9; the detailed explanation is given in (2.12)). However, the 

independence of the adjacent pixel is not perfect in actual images, so sub-sampling of the data 

is necessary for measuring the average and standard deviation (Azimuth and range auto

correlations for two different images are shown in Fig. 2-10. Distance of independence which 

shows l/e of correlation is more than 1 pixel). 

DC-8 SAR data from Belize rain forest 
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Fig. 2-8. Measured backscattering coefficients dependency on incidence angle in 

AIRSAR data over Belize (after [47]). 
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Fig. 2-9. The SfR-B image dist ribution for Brazil rainforest scenes. The measured 

distribution exists between the 3-look and 4-look distribution function . A "b lk" is the size of 

the bin. 
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Fig. 2-10. Autocorrelat.ion coefficients of SIR-B image for Bra1.il(a) and IJJinois 

farrnland(b), where the increment of the horizontal axis is the range line number. 

2.7 SAR Image Characteristics 

2.7.1 Received Signal and Noise 

The output of the receiver of SAR consists of signals scattered from the targets and noise in 

the SAR. The former can be corre lated. The latter (noise) can not be correlated . 

Additionally, speckle generates multiplicatively as a coherent system noise. Those signals 

and noise are summarized below. 

Signals 

i) Point target is an ideal type of scatterer and is iso lated from (not interfered by) any 

adjacent scatterer. A point target does not generate speckle noise. A bright target with a 

coherent signal reflector, deployed within a SAR resolution cell with a relatively higher 

signal-to-background ratio, can be recognized as a point target. 

ii) Distributed target contains a huge number of scatterers within a resolution cell. 

Therefore, the reflected signal suffers from the fading effect, and i ts intensity and phase 

change depend on the observation angle [36]. The correlation gain for each of scatterer is the 

same as that of the point target. The signal from the distributed target (real and imaginary 

parts of the reflection coeffic ient) behaves like a 2-D Gaussian in space but is repeatable in 

time at a ftxed coordinate [37], [38]. 

Noise 

.i.l Thermal noise is generated by the SAR receiver. The low noi e amplifier at the front 

end of the receiver generates random noise dependent on the temperature and the noise figure. 
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The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the raw data is primarily determined by the low noise 

amplifier (LNA). This noise is Gaussian. 

ii) Saturation noise The SAR receiver is designed and manufactured to be as linear 

as possible. However, the limited SAR dynamic range often generates signal distortion in 

receiver, AID converter, or protection amplifier before the AID converter. This noise is not 

Gaussian. 

iiil ADC bit redundancy noise is the uncertainty which arises during digitization. The 

distribution of the noise depends on that of the incoming signal [40]. If the incoming signal is 

uniformly distributed, redundancy noise becomes Gaussian. If the input signal is Gaussian, 

the output may be slightly different from Gaussian [39]. 

iv) Speckle is generated by the fading of the scattered signal from the distributed target. 

It is often modeled as a multiplicative noise: 

1 -~ 
P(u)= =e " 

u 
(2. 11) 

where P(u) is the speckle distribution function of intensity u, and u is the mean intensity. 

The feature of speckle is that the brighter the target is, the greater the speckle noise is. 

Reduction of the speckle noise is a major theme in image recogni tion. From th.e calibration 

point of view, the speckle is unwelcorned disturbance . A point target is not affected by the 

speckle and can thus he used as the signal source. 

2.7.2 SAR Image Distribution Function 

Incoherent summation of the single-look image power reduces the speckle noise. The 

distribution function of N (N>= 1) look images is expressed by 

(2.12) 

where Z,: is the mean of the N look image and is equal to N times the mean of single look, 

i.e. Z,: = N · Z,. The ratio (RA) of the variance to the square of the mean is simply a function 

of the number of looks (N): 

RA
_:?' _N+l 
--2 -

X N 
(2.13) 
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This parameter estimates the effective number of looks for an image. 

2.8 Calibration Status 

Since the beginning of the 1980s, SAR calibration ha been performed at several institutes. 

The calibration accuracy depends on the stability of the SAR instruments (antenna elevation 

pattern and gain change properties) , that of the calibration devices, and the signal-to-clutter 

ratio of the calibration sites, not on the calibration algorithm. We summarize the current 

status of the calibration accuracy reported by the representative agency in Table 2-5. From 

this, current status of the calibration accuracy varies from 1 dB to 3 dB. 

2.9 Conclusions 

This chapter has summarized the current SAR calibration status as a preparation for the 

presentations given in Chap. 3- Chap. 7. 
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Agency 

JPL 

CCRS 

DLR 

CCRS 

JPL 

DLR 

NASDA 

DLR 

JPL 
DRA 
PM 
1M 

Table 2-5. Calibration accuracv 
Sensor 

AJRSAR 

CCRSSAR 

E-SAR 
DC-8 

CCRS-SAR 

SlR-C 

X-SAR 

JERS- 1 SAR 

JERS-1 SAR 

JERS-1 SAR 
ERS-1 AMI 

Peak Method 
In tegral Method 

Freq. 

P-HH 
P-VV 
L-HH 
L-VY 
C-HH 
c.vv 

C-HH 

L 
L 
c 
c 

X 

L 

L 

L 
c 

Accuracy 

+-6.7 dB 
+-4.0 
+-2.4 
+-2.4 
+-7.6 
+-9.3 

+·0.8 dB 

+-1.1 dB 
+-0.4dB 

1.4dB 

+-2.3 dB 
+-2.0dB 
+·2.2 dB 
+-3.2 dB 

+-I dB 

+-0.99 dB 

+-2 dB(3cr) 

+-0.55 dB 
+-0.25 
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Year 

1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 

1991 

1991 
1991 

1990 

1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 

1995 

1993 

1995 

1995 
1993 
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Method Cal-device Ref. 

PM CR [35] 
PM CR [35) 
PM CR [35) 
PM CR [35) 
PM CR [35) 
PM CR [35) 

1M ARC [27] 

1M ARC/CR [28] 
1M ARC/CR [28] 

1M ARC [29] 

1M ARC/CR [30]SRL-I 
1M ARC/CR [30]SRL-2 
1M ARC/CR [30]SRL-1 
1M ARC/CR [30]SRL-2 

1M CR (3 1]SRL-I/2 

1M ARC/CR [32] 

IM CR [33] 

1M CR [34] 
1M CRIARC [22J 
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Chap. 3 

CHAPTER 3 RADAR EQUATION FOR SAR CORRELATION POWER 

3.1 Introduction 
SAR imaging is a linear process as long as the signal is within the dynamic range of the SAR 

instrument and the ground processor. When the received signal exceeds the dynamic range of 

SAR's Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), the saturated signal component reduces the 

correlation power with slightly different gains for the correlative targets and the noise. This 

chapter investigates a process which reduces the correlation power due to saturation. A radar 

equation of the correlated signal power which considers saturation noise, AID conversion 

noise, and thermal noise is derived. A radiometric correction method (power recoverage) , that 

amplifies the range correlation output or raw data by a gain depending on the local saturation 

rate, is proposed. 

3.2 Theory 

3.2.1 Ass umptions 

From data reception and digitization points of view, a SARis composed of three units: the low

noise amplifier (LNA), the intermediate amplifier with receiver gain adjuster. and the ADCs 

(Fig. 3-1). The LNA amplifies the incoming signals received by the antenna to an intermediate 

power level and generates the thermal noise additionally. The intermediate amplifier adjusts U1e 

output of the LNA to the final level , in which the gain can be selected manually; by Manual 

Gain Control (MGC), or automat ically ; by Automatic Gain Control (AGC). The noise 

generated in the intermediate an1plifier is negligibly smaller than the tllermal noise. Redundancy 

noise and saturation noise may occur in the AD conversion process as me difference between 

the input and digitized code. Although redundancy noise occurs only when the input is within 

the AD conversion range, saturation noise occurs when the input exceeds the AD conversion 

range. Thus, redundancy noise and saturation noise do not exi t simultaneously. 

Witllin the SAR observation scheme, a series of pulses is transmitted to the target as the SAR 

moves. These signals are then scattered by tb.e target and received by the SAR. In each 

process from pulse transmission to reception, there are three modulations: a gradual phase 

change which is due to the relative movement of SAR and tile scatterer; an amplitude change 

which depends on the scatterer' s reflectivity; and a quick phase change which depends on tile 

scatterer's complex reflectivity. Because each modulation is a linear process , summation of the 

processes over all the scatterers in the illuminated area expresses me signal to be received by me 

SAR. The scatterers are distributed randomly in space, not in time, so me scattered signals can 
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be approximated by a random process. Note that the received signal is a stationary independent 

Gaussian process in space, and the tllermal noise is a stationary Gaussian process in time. 

We assume the following for tile ADC and me receiver: 

(i) 

(ii) 

The ADC has a quantization interval , h, and a saturation level , C, of h*2(L- 1), where L 

is the number of bits; 

The ADC causes redundancy noise and saturation noise; the former is Gaussian witb 

zero mean and tile Iauer is not Gaussian as di scussed later; 

(iii) A receiver is a linear instrument, and does not cause any nonlinear noise; 

(iv) The LNA generates Gaussian tbermal noise. 
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Fig. 3- 1. Simplified block diagram of SAR. Gaussian noise is generated in the 

LNA and ADC; saturation noise (S4) is generated in the ADC. 
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Fig. 3-2. Coordinate system of AID conversion. S 1. 52, 8 3 and 54 are the 

nmplified signal from the resolution cell, the amplified signal outside resolution cell. 

the amplified thermal and ADC redundancy noise. and ADC saturation noise. C is the 

maximum inplll voltage. ADC saturation noise differs in each region (l to IX). 
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3. 2. 2 SAR raw data expression 

A instantaneous SAR raw data at the output of ADC can be expressed by (see Fig 3-2) 

s = ~G,"(r, , r.) · .Lsij + ~G"k.r. ) · .Lsu +~G,"(t, .t.) ·S"' +Srd +S,.,. (3. 1) 
ifeCtll ij 'L C~!I 

where 

(3.2) 

is the received signal from the ijth scatterer within an JFOV; GrecCtro ta) is the receiver gain at an 

azimuth time, ta. when pulse is transmitted and at a range time, t,, when the pulse is received:: 

Srec is the thermal noise of the receiver; S,d is the redundancy noise of ADC; Ssat is the 

saturation noise; k, and ka are the range and azimuth chirp rate ; au is the amplitude of the 

received signal from the ijth scatterer; Dij is the phase for the ijth scatterer. Dij contains 

information on the distance from the satellite and the scanerer's physical characteristics (Fig. 3-

3). The first term on the right side of (3.1) sums up all the correlative scatterers in a resolution 

cell (Cell). If we focus on the scatterers in a CelL, the remaining four terms should be non

corre lative components or noise. The second, third, and fourth terms are two-dimensional 

Gaussian signals, whose variances are the amplified signal power, amplified thermal noise 

power, and ADC redundancy noise power. The fifth term represents nonlinear noise with an 

unknown distribution function. 

Eq. (3 .1 ) is rewritten under the above assumptions by 

(3.3) 

where 

S 1 Amplified correlative signal from the scatterers within a Cell. S 1's x-y component is 

(x 1, yJ). Its power, P1, is given by using the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) and the 
averaged background power, a; , from each resolution cell as: 

S, = ~G,.c(t,.t. ) .Lsij (3.4) 
rjeCell 

J': =a~ · SCR G,., (3.5) 

.LaJ 
SCR = ;jeCe~l 

a" 
(3 .6) 
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Amplified non-correlative signal from an IFOV, excluding S1 . Its power, 2a~, is given 

by using M and N, which are the sizes of the instantaneous field of view divided by the 

pixel spacing in azimuth and range directions: 

s. = ~a,, (c,, t,) L,s.j (3 .7) 
'l"'Ct:ll 

2a; =a;· (MN -1) · G," (3.8) 

S 3 Summation of the amplifted thermal noise and ADC redundancy noise. Its Gaussian 

component is (XJ, YJ) and its power is 2a~. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

where 2a ;,
0 

is the thermal noise power. The second term on the right side of (3. 10) is the 

ADC redundancy noise power, which depends on the power input to the ADC (see Appendix 

3-l). W is a weighti ng fac tor. Combining (3.5), (3.8), and (3. 10), the SNR of the raw data 

can be expressed by 

SNR = (MN - l +SCR) ·~~ ·G, . 

' h 2a ;;, ·G,. +6 W 

_ (MN)·a3 ·G,, 
= 2a;, 

(3 .11 ) 

Usuall y, SCR is less than 10,000 even for the brightest target. M and N are typically several 

hundred to thousand, or more. Thus the approximation in Eq. (3.11) is val id. 

8 4 ADC saturation noise (x4, y4) generated when real , x, and/or imaginary, y, components 

of S1 + S2 + 83 exceed C. 

The aturation noise, S4, introduced here is a non-stationary noise because it is driven by the 

stationary noise, S3, and the time-dependent signal, S1 + S2 . 
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3.2.3 Range and azimuth correlation power 

General approach for model expression 

SAR correlation, which means range and azimuth correlation processing, is performed in range 

and azimuth directions with different gains. Saturation in the ADC affects both correlations. 

causing loss of amplitude and phase information . Correlation of (3. l) can be expre sed as 

follows: 

4 

8 ( , ")- ~8 cr· r") C l , l - £...J cra,m ' 
m=l 

1 T /2 <IL ,-----,-----::;-

~0 (t' t") =-- f f ~G (t, +t' , t2 +t")dt,dt, 
rr:c ' tl~tlT -T/2-rll rec -

g,(t)={e-1>9~• ' I~$T/2} 
0 ltl > -r /2 

g"(t)={e-
2'"f'' lti$ T/ 2} 
0 lrl> T/ 2 

(3. 12) 

(3. !3) 

(3.14) 

(3 .15a) 

(3 !5b) 

where 8 c is U1e SAR corre lation output; g, and g3 are the range and azimuth reference 

functions;"*" is the complex conjugate; E9 is ilie correlation operation; T and Tare the range 

and azimuili correlation durations; t.T and t.T are ilie Range and azimuili sampling intervals; 

and 8cra,m is ilie SAR correlation output for the m'h signal normalized by the receiver gain. 

GrecO is nor corre lated with the reference functions , so the moving average of receiver gain 

centered at t' and t" is taken out of the integration. Then, ilie remained term is almost separated 

from the receiver gain. (t~o t') and (12, t'') are the range and azimuth times. Note that the range 

curvature in azimuili processing is ignored for simplicity . 

83 is stationary Gaussian, and 81 is Gaussian in space but correlative in time. 84 and 8c are 

rando m processes. 8 c's power, denoted by Pc. is given by two steps expectations, I ) an 

expectation over 83 leaving 8 1+82 fixed, then , 2) an expectation over Sz as: 
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• • 
Pc(t' . r") =(SeCt ,r") · S~(t' ,t")) = L L (s, ..... m(r' , r") · 8: .... (r' .n) (3.16) 

ns=ln=l 

where 0 stands for the two step expectations mentioned above. Hereafter, ''an expectation" is 

used for this meaning. It should be noted that 81 and 83 are essentially different processes: S2 

correlates wiili ilie SAR reference signal ; S3 is white noise. Introducing Rmn• an expectation of 

the mutual correlation of S m and Sn •, a mutual correlation of Scra.m and Scra.n •, denoted by 

P mn• can be expressed more effectively [3]: 

P.m(f , t") = (scro.m (t' , I") . s: ... .cr 't")) 
..j -;=c==(t=r·""·) 1 r" r" , 11 , " 

= ~'m.; 1 J J J JR,.,.(t1 +t' 12 +t ,t3 +t",t, +t")g;(l,)g,(t2 )g:(r,)g.(r.)dt1dt2dr3dt4 
( ) -T12-TI2-ri!-TI2 

(3. 17) 

(3.18) 

where G2 = ~G,,(r2 ) and G, = ~G,, (t.) . The expectations are calculated fo rm, n >= 2. In 

the following. the variables t1, tz, t3, and t4 are not written except when important. SAR 

correlation power can be calculated term-by-term. 

Calculation of Pu 
R = s,. s; 

II c, ·G. 

(3. 19) 

where tj is ilie time delay in range and tj is the azimuili time. An expectation is not applied 

because S 1 does not depend on Sz or 8 3. Substituting (3. 19) into (3. 17). we have 

P. = ~c, .. (t .t") 
2 

LL L I a a T2T2 sin{nk,T(t, + I' l}. sin{ nk,-r(t, + n}. 
11 

(t.Tt.T)' ; I , 1 '
1 

" nk;r(t1 + t) nk; r(t, + t') 

sin{ nk.T (t1 + t" )} . sin{ nkJ(t1 + t")} . e'"'i:tol-•f>+2oq~<•i-,il•J(o,-o") 
nkJ(tl + t") nkJ(I, + t") 

(3.20) 

This is valid only when k = i and I= j as: 
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_ ~ , 2 MN ' [sin{nk; r (c, +f)}J'[sin{nk.T(t, +t")}]' 
P,l- G," L,L,a,i( ·) nk-r(c. +t) nkT(t+t") 

t 1 r 1 a J 

(3.21) 

t; and tj distribute around t' and t" respectively. Using SCR, (3.21) is modified to 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Here, D is the weighting function for forming a resolution cell. 

Calculation of P14 + P41 

S 1 is not a random process, so Rt 4+R4t is given by: 

_ S1 ·(S~)+(S,)- s; (
3

_
24

) R
1
, + R 

41 
- __:___;_:::..t_---'--'-'----'-

G2 ·G, 

(s;) = (x,)- J(y,) (3.25) 

( ) 

(c-.,, )' (c .. ,)' 

( ) C- x1 Erfi ( C- x1 ) C + x1 Erfi C + xl a ----,;;z-- a - la' 
x, = -

2
- c .fia - -

2
- c .fia - .fiii e - .fiii e 

(3.26) 
2 ~ . 

Erfc(x) = -J1i [ e-·· dt (3.27) 

The derivation of (x,) is given in Appendix 3-2, together with the other expectations. (y,) is 

obtained by replacing x1 of (x,) by y 1• Erfc() is the Gaussian complementary error function . 

Because x1 in (x,) is much smaller than C, (x,) can be Taylor expanded in x, , and the f~.rst 
order terms are mixed up as, 

(x,)= E x1 

E = -Erfc( l ryJ 
where 11 =a/C. Then, (3.25) is rewritten as the correlative form. 

(s·)- E -s· 4 - I 
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Furthermore, (3. L 7) i rewritten as 

R14 +R41 =2·E ·R 11 • (3.3 1) 

Finally, we have 

?,4 + f, 1 = 2a~ · SCR · (MN)' · D · E · .JG::'. (3.32) 

The reduction of the correlation power due to the saturation is clearly expressed in (3.32) . The 

negative sign, contained in E, in this term arises from (S,) and is reasonable because this 

instantaneous s 4 generated in the saturation process is generally in the negative direction of 

S 1 +S2+S 3. 8 3 is the Gaussian process with zero mean. An expectation of S4 over S 3 

becomes proportional to -8,, where the proportional factor is related to the saturation. 

Calculation of P44 

S4 consists of a deterministic component and a random component. The random component 

may make R44 to behave as a delta function at only around t1=t3, and t2=t4• The deterministic 

component behaves just as the square of (S4) because 84(t 1 ,t2) and 8 4 '(t3,4) are independent 

of each other except when t1=tJ and lz=4- R44 is given by 

R (c t 1 , ) = (s •. 8 ;)(11 ' 1' ' 13 ' 14 ) + (s4 s:)[,, .,,_,,.,, o(r -t )o(r -r) 
44 ,. ,, J• ' G,G, G,G, I 3 2 4 

(84 -s; )f 
= E'. R + ,,.,,.,,=,. o(r - c )o(c -1 ). 

II G,G, I 3 2 4 

The expectation power is then given by 

Calculation of Remaining terms 

The remaining terms are derived similarly to the above as: 

fl, + .P,I = 0 

P,,+f,,=O 
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(3.36) 



~2 + P,, = 0 

p:» + p4J = 2 (x,x,~+ (y,y,) (MN).JG,:' 

"' 
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(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41 ) 

Rearranging (3.22), (3.32), and (3.34) to (3.41 ) and using (x3x,) , (x;), (y,y, ), and (y;) , we 

get Pc: 

Pc = {(MN)
2 

·SCR ·a3 · D · V +(MN)~: U }.JG::2 

= (MN) 2a3 · (SCR · D · V + Q U) .JG,:
2 

V =(l+E)
2 

U = l + 2 E - (I + _!_J E- G_ ~ e ,~, 
t+SNR 172 'J; 17 

2a2 = a3(MN)G,.,Q 

S = Erfc( -
1 

) 
" .firy 

Q = l+SNR-1 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

where Sa is the saturation rate (described later), and Dis the processing efficiency that is 1.0 for 

the point target and 0.73 for the distributed target. There are three important parameters in 

(3 .42): V, U, and cr/C. Vis the saturation-caused correlation gain loss for the correlative signal 

for the Cell; U i the correlation gain toss for the non-correlative signal outside the Cell, thermal 

noise, and ADC redundancy noise; and cr/C is the input power to ADC saturation level ratio, or 

"ISL" ISL depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), receiver gain (Grec), and target 
brightness ( a; MN ). SNR depends on Grec. a~MN , thermal noise, ADC quantization interval, 

and so on. Thus, !SL can be assumed to depend on the receiver gain and the target brightness. 

Equation (3.42) means that the SAR image power of each pixel is composed of the correlation 

power of all the received signals from the scatterers within the Cell, the non-correlation power 

for all the remaining scatterers within the IFOV but not in Cell, the thermal noise, and ADC 

redundancy noise; the saturation reduces correlation and non-correlation powers rated by V and 
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U, respectively; the correlation gain loss depends on !SL, but not on the pixel brightness itself 

(SCR). 

Consistency with the ADC-error-free case 

We consider a case in which ADC does not generate saturation and redundancy noise. Tbe 

SAR raw data then consists of signals from the resolution cell of interest, background signal , 

and thermal noise. Setting the saturation-related terms to zero in the above equation, we have 

Pc =(MN)2 a~ - SCR·D+--- K,;. ( 
Q )- 2 

l+SNR 
(3.48) 

This is consistent with Freeman et at's result [4]. 

Standard deviation of the correlation signal power 

The expectation of the standard deviation of the correlation power is calculated (Appendix 3-3) 

as the normalized standard deviation (l<pc), which is the standard deviation (a rc) divided by an 

average ( Pc) as 

[ 
2 2 ] 1/2 K =ape _ Q ·U 14+2 ·SCR·U · V-Q 

Pc - Pc - SCR · D · V + Q · U (3 .49) 

3.2.4 A radar equation for the SAR correlation power 

The radar equation for the background power (ao2) is 

2 P,G~G~).' 0 8.8, L a= a--
" (4~t) 3 

R' sine • 
(3.50) 

where Pt is the transmission power; Go is the antenna peak gain (one way); Gele is the antenna 

elevation gain (one way); A. is the wavelength; R is the slant range; crO is the normalized radar 

cross section; li, and lia are the slant range and azimuth pixel spacings; 9 is the local incidence 

angle; and Lis a system loss. Generally, the NL independent data are incoherently summed to 

suppress the speckle noise. This is so called look summation. Combining this with (3.42), the 

generalized radar equation for SAR correlation power becomes 

(3.51 ) 
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which we can use as the base for the SAR calibration. The equation (3.51) governs the 

relationships among the correlated signal power. the target backscanering characteristics, and 

the radar parameters. When Pc is expressed by a short integer value, such as I 6-bit data, it is 

converted to 

DN = C · N (MN) 2 P,G; c;,,}._2 a 0 8,8• L(SCR · D · V + Q · U) fG 2 

PC I L (4n-? R4 siniJ vv'" ' (3 .52) 

where DNPC is the digital number for the correlation power and Cr is the conversion factor. In 

(3.52), unknown parameters are constants and functions of slant range. 

I) Constants 
P, MN, lia, li,, A, Cr. NL, and L are radar and processor parameters. Some of these can be 

estimated from ground measurements acquired before launch. The possible gradual change of 

the sensor characteristics on orbit may, however, degrade the estimation. 

2) Functions of slant range 

The antenna elevation patlem (Gele) and tlie slant range (R) change across the swath, so they 

must be accurately dete rmined to cal ibrate SAR products. Determination of the slant range (R) 

requires the precise characterization of the time delay in the SAR transmitter and the receiver. 

The an tenna e levation pattern can be determined in two ways. One is to deploy several 

reference targets with known radar cross sections at known locations over a swath and use 

them to derive the pattern. The other is to use a natural target with the same normalized radar 

cross section. The Amazon rain forest data can be used in the latter method, which will be 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

3) Calibration method 

After Gele and Rare determined precise ly, the remaining problem is to determine the unknown 

parameters . If we set P,, MN, A, li ,, lia and L to the representative values (ie., ground 

measurement values), Cr can be adjusted to make most of the DNs fit wi thin the dynamic range 

of SAR product and also to relate DNs to ao. This is how to convert DN to crO. This will be 

discussed again in Chapter 5. 

3. 2. 5 Several expressions for the real SAR data 

We summarize several expressions for the real SAR products based on (3.51). For the SAR 

product that maintains the same azimuth resolution across the swath, Doppler band width 

should be constant. This implies that the azimuth correlation number (M) is proportional to the 
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slant range (R) and is expressed by the satelli te ground speed (V 8), pulse repetition frequency 

(PRF), theoretical azimuth resolution (p3), and wave length (A.). The range correlation number 

(N) is determined by the radar parameters, pulse duration ('t) and sampling frequency (fsample): 

M= PRF AR 
2~p. 

N = 1" · fsamplt!. 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

If we use scattering coefficient ('Y) instead of crO, the final expression for the correlation signal 

power becomes: 

P, = """· PRF ?.. P,G[iG,,?.. N ycot8. 8 8 L (SCR . D. V) ((;2 ( J
2 

' 2 2 

C ".. sampt~ 2 ~Pa (41r)3 L R2 t.1 r '\I Vrec 

(3.55a) 

In case of the saturation-free, a more simplified equation is derived. 

(3.55b) 
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3. 3 Analysis of the Parameters 
In the correlation power model of (3.42), U and V represent the power reduction quantities. In 

order to retrieve the saturation free signal power, U and V should be evaluated under the 

possible saturation condition represented by (cr/C). This section discusses the saturation rate, a 

comparison of the ADC output power and correlated signal power, an analysis of these 

parameters under JERS-1 SAR conditions, a model comparison with JERS-1 SAR data, and 

the receiver gain mode. Only three-bit ADC is considered. 

3.3.1 Saturation rate 

To express the saturation quantitatively, "Saturation rate," denored by Sa, is introduced as the 

expected occurrence that the x or y component of S 1+S2+S3 exists in all ADC conversion 

regions except IX (Fig. 3-2). Because the distribution functions P(x 1+x2) and P(x3) are 

Gaussian, the saturation rate of the x component is obtained as 

(3.56) 

This parameter has been already introduced in (3.42) ass •. Because the two ADCs have the 

same characteristics, their saturation rates are the same. Fig. 3-4 shows the relation between 

the saturation rate and cr/C. The saturation rate increases simply with cr/C of greater than 0.4. 

JERS-1 SAR data, which is always slightly saturated with S, = 4 to 5%, has a cr/C of 0.5 [1], 

[2] . 

3.3.2 Comparison of correlation and non-correlation power ratio 

It is important to know the dependencies of the correlation power and the non-correlation power 

on the saturation and SNR. These power ratios, (1 + SNW')U i(SCR · D · V), were calculated 

for SCR = 1, 10, and 100, and for SNR = 5 dB, 10 dB , and 20 dB. For these values, SCR = 

1 corresponds to a wide area with simi lar brightness; SCR ~ 100 corresponds to a bright point 

target (e.g., a comer reflector deployed on a dark target); and SNR = 20 dB is typical for the 

land (noise equivalent crO for JERS-1 SARis -20.5 dB, and crO of land ranges from -10 dB to 0 

dB [6]). Fig. 3-5 shows that the correlation power always exceeds the non-correlation power 

in the given 11 range; the correlation power become much more dominant than the non

correlation power as the SNR increases. Representative power ratios are listed in Table 3- 1. 

From this table, the non-correlation power is around 30% of correlation power ar SCR = 1, 

SNR = 5 dB and cr/C = 0.5; and the ratio at SNR = 20 dB and cr/C = 0.8 is 15%. The non-
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correlation power therefore cartoot be neglected. The expectation of the ADC output power 

(Praw) is obtained in the same way thatPc has been derived (see Appendix 3-4): 

2{ E {2 1 -.;,. SCR } ?. •• =2cr l- 11,-~-;r-rye • +(MN/l-2S.) (3.57) 

Dependence of the correlation gain loss in raw data power cPraw) and the SAR image power 

( Pc) on the ISL is evaluated by using the parameters, D.Prow = P,.,J2u ' and 

M e= Pc/{(MN)
2 ·a~ ·SCR · D}. The resul ts in Fig. 3-6 show that these two powers decrease 

as the ISL increases; the SAR image power decreases more than raw data power as the ISL 

increases (e.g., at cr/C of0.8, Me is about -2 dB for SCR =I and L'>Praw about -0.6 dB: at cr/C 

of 0.5, <'>Pc is -0.4 dB and <'>Praw -0.2 dB); as SC.R increases , the SAR image power 

asymptotically approaches the final curve. 

T bl 3 I a e - R e resentanve non-correlation oower to correlatio n power ratio 

No. SNR ~ ~ 
I 5dB 33% 47% 

2 IOdB II% 24% 

3 20dB 2% 15% 
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3. 3 . 3 Comparing Sa for model and data 

Two saturated raw data areas, south of Mt. Fuji and west ofBeppu city, both in Japan, (Table 

3-2) were evaluated for the saturation rate and the raw data power. As shown in Fig. 3-7, the 

measured saturation rate (Appendix 3-5) - averaged over all the segments in the full range -

reaches 19% at worst, when the AGC monitoring window views the ocean. AGC value ranges 

from o to 9 dB when the data are not saturated or slightly saturated, and goes to 0 dB when the 

signal is heavily saturated. Note that AGC value is the attenuation in the receiver. 

Relationships between the saturation rate and P,.j h' are plotted for the measured data and the 

model in Fig. 8. The solid line represents the model for which the output of the intermediate 

amplifier is controlled to 4 dBm as AGC (Fig. 3-l). 0 is the measured value for Beppu, and 

t:, is that for Mt. Fuji . The models and measured data agree well for the saturation rate and the 

raw data power. 

l'fu. 

2 

Table 3-2. Evaluated JERS-1 SAR ima es 

.l.=liQn I ~1- !d~ll)Lon. (d~gl Path &= A£gyisitiQD .B&o:ll!ill 

Mt. Fuji 35.32 138.57 65 241 Sept. 7, 1995 325W of trans. power 

Be u 33.25 13 1.5 78 245 Nov. 3. 1995 325Wditto 

30 

25 
o Beppu 

~ 20 • Fuji 
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Fig. 3-8. Comparison of the measured saturation rate and the model using Ohita 

image (78-245) observed by JERS-1 SAR. 
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3.3.4 Receiver gain and the Gaussian power 2a2 

Two gain selecting modes are available in the JERS-1 SAR receiver: Manual Gain Control 

(MGC) and Automatic Gain Control (AGC). In the MGC mode, a constant gain is selected. In 

the AGC mode, the gain is selected automatically every 64 pulses ro keep the ADC input power 

almost equal to 2a;n in I dB steps. Using the Gaussian notation [·], the noise power is 

2a2 = ( MN)aJ · Q · 10°1- 'c~ (3.58) 

IG,, = [10log,0{( 2a;" - : ' W(a,n) )/((MN)aJ + 2a~)}] (3.59) 

3. 4 Racliometric Correction of JERS-1 SAR Data 

3. 4.1 Radiometric correction of the saturated signal power 

Since U and V behave differently depending on SNR and SCR, the received signal power can 

not be estimated accurately by subtracting the non-correlation power from the SAR image 

power. AUowing an error of 15% in the seriously saturated case (cr/C of0.8 and SNR = 20 dB 

in Table !), we define the saturation-corrected SAR image power as 

P.' == Pc = (MN)1 a1SCR · D ·(l+ l+SNR-' U)= (MN) 2a2SCR· D 
c V " SCR · D V d ' 

(3.60) 

for which V requires the measured saturation rate. If cr/C = 0.5 and SNR = 20 dB , the final 

modification can be valid. If we simply apply the above correction to the SAR image power 

(produced by considering Grec on.Iy), Sa may not he exactly co-registered with the SAR image 

power and artifac t may occur. This is because the location matching between raw data and 

SAR image depends on the SAR processor design, especially the azimuth reference function. 

Even if it is possible, the interpolation of Sa at each pixel location may cause artifacts. 

Our proposal is to convolve the correction factor with the receiver gain correction during the 

SAR correlation. We caU this the M-1 method. (see Fig. 3-9 for the correction flow) 

M-1) 

(3.61) 

(3.62) 

(3.63) 
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where p~ and f~ are the saturation-corrected SAR image power and its complex expression, 

respectively. For compari on, we define rwo simple methods, M-2 and M-3: 

G ,_1_ 
u - rc 

v v rtc 

(3.64) M-2) 

M-3) (3.65) 

M-1 requires measurement of Sa and the receiver gain G,ec, and may require more execution 

time with better accuracy. M-2 only corrects the receiver gain , which does not provide 

suffic ient correction for heavy saturation. M-3 does not correct receiver gain (AGC). 

Start 

Pig. 3-9. 

3.4.2 Simulation 

Measurement of the 
local saturation rates 
of the raw data image 

A correction flowchart for M-1 . 

A simulation study is conducted to estimate the saturation-free SAR image power for MGC and 

AGC modes and for the methods M-1 and M-2 (Table 3-3). Three cases (SCR"' l, 10, and 

1 00) are examined in this simulation. Fig. 3-10 shows the correction error in MGC and Fig. 3-

1 lin AGC. 

i) MGC In general, the error increase as the ISL increases. In M-2, the norrnal 

JERS-1 SAR conditions cause an error of -0.4 dB ; the error becomes around -2 dB at a 
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saturation rate of 20% (cr/C = 0.8). M-1 succeeds in saruration correction even for SCR = 1. 

yielding an error of 0.5 dB for a saturation rate of 20%. 

ii) AGC There are several differences. Fir t, M-2 reduces the error to less than 

0.3 dB and produces a saw pattern, which is driven by the AGC's tep-like operation. Second, 

M-1 succeeds almost perfectly in saturation correction regardless of SCR (error is around 0.04 

dB at SCR = 1). 

The normalized standard deviations (Kpcs) for SAR image power saturation-corrected by M-l 

are shown in Figs 3-12 and 3-13. The MGC case (Fig. 3- 12) shows that the correction error 

increases as SCR decreases and as saturation increases. This is because the non-correlation 

powers are produced by a random process and Krc may gradually approach 1.0 for SCR = I . 

The AGC case (Fig. 3-13) shows that the correc tion error does not depend on the cr/C) . The 

slight stepwise pattern is due to the AGC gain changes. Up to cr/C = 0.5, MGC and AGC yield 

the same Kpc value. Above that input level, MGC becomes less accurate but AGC remains 

accurate. 

From the above, we conclude that M-1 corrects the saturated SAR data more accurately than M-

2 for both AGC and MGC, that a combination of M-1 and AGC is the best for saturation 

correction , and that M-1 attains a correction accuracy of 0.04 dB at SCR = I and saturation rate 

of 20% and smaller value for high SCR. 

Table 3 3 . Simulation condition 

N2. ~ ~ 
I ADC 3-bit ADC with h=0.128 V and C = 0.512 V 

2 SNR 20c!B 

3 MGC Constant gain is used. Grec = 0 dB 

4 AGC Selects the receiver gain in 1 dB steps to keep the ADC input power less tban 

OdBm. 

5 Impedance 50 ohm 

6 SCR 1. 10, 100, 1000 
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3.4.3 Comparison of images corrected by M-1, M-2, and M-3 

A 40 K.m (south) x 6.1 km (east) image, which includes Mt. Fuji (lat. 33 19', Ion 13134'), 

Japan, the north side of which is a non-saturated area and the south side of which is a saturated 

area, were corrected by the three methods, M-1, M-2, and M-3. Their related figures (Figs 3-

14 (a), (b), and (c)) were visually enhanced in the same way. As shown in Fig. 3-7, the right 

half of the image is saturated at a maximum rate of 20%, and the left half is not so saturated 

(2.5% or so). Because both a highly saturated area and a normal intensity area are included 

simultaneously, this image may be a good example for evaluating the correction method. The 

original image looks fully saturated south of Mt. Fuji and appears bright in (c). M-2 makes the 

north side of the mountain brighter than the south side area in (b). M-1 corrects the brightness 

uniformly over the full image in (a). The along-track profile was calculated by averaging the 

intensity over 8 pixels in azimuth and 320 pixels in range for the rectangular area (boxed in Fig. 

3-14-b), and the two results are shown in Fig. 3-15 for Beppu and Fig. 3-16 for Mt. Fuji. The 

calibration instrUments were not deployed in the saturated and non-saturated areas, thus we 

cannot di scuss the radiometric correction accuracy as done in [7], [8]. We may, however, 

assume the average normalized radar cross section of both saturated and non-saturated areas to 

be the same. We conc.lude that M- 1 can recover the saturated images. In contrast, M-2 

undercorrects the Beppu image by 1 dB and the Fuji image by 2 dB ("undercorrect" means that 

the corrected image for the saturated area is darker than the non-saturated area) . M-3 does not 

correct the saturation or AGC. 

3.4 .4 Merits and demerits of the method 

We will now summarize the merits and the demerits of the proposed method (M-1) and the 

current method (M-2). 

Proposed method (M-1): 

It can accurately correct the saturation caused power loss for the bright 

target, depending on the SNR and SCR. 

It can correct the clutter with an accuracy of 0.6 dB in bias and 1.7 dB in 

random at the saturation rate of20%. 

It requires a saturation measurement over an image, and requires more 

computational power. It is not available for the extremely high saturation 

case (when the denominator becomes zero). 

Current method (M-2): 

Simple operation. 

It can not correct the saturation caused power loss and leaves the gradual 

intensity change along the azimuth. 
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The e;,timated cr0 ha, bia, error of 1.5 dB and random error o r 1.7 dB ror 

clutier at a satu ration rate of 20%. 

The es timated cr0 has bras error or 2.0 dB and the ~ mailer ramk1rn ern r for 

the brighter target at a muration rate of 20%. 

3. 5 Co nclusions 

A radiome tric co rrection method for the sa turated SA R images has been proposed. This 

method co rrec ts the decreased correlation gai n, which is due to the raw data saturation. The 

theoretica l models are derived for the expected retrieved s ignal power and its normali zed 

standard deviation as a function of the. aturation rate. The di stribution of the aturati on rate 

over an image is then req uired. Correction can be conducted either for range corre lal!on or 

azimuth correlation. Several simulation using the JERS-.1 SAR saturated images have shown 

lhat the proposed method can on·ec t. the sarur:ati.on. 
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Appendix 3-1 ADC redundancy noise 

ADC redundancy noise, cr!oc• is given by 

(3A-l.l) 

where 

(JA- 1.2) 

is the ADC output; X is the input voltage to ADC; h is the ADC conversion interval; ( ] is the 

truncation operation; and ( ) is the expectation. A Gaussian distributed signal with 2cr2 of 

power is the input. The above expression can be calculated for each ADC interval. Integration 

over 2L interval gives the final expression for the ADC redundancy noise 

l _ () Erj" 1 l() "" 2a· 2a' 
2 ( 2u2 ·I) ~I 2'"-1 { _(;+

11:•• _;'•'} 
cr - - c - -- - -- L..t e + e 

ADC 2 .fi.cr 71: 2 ;=-2'" 

h' ( 2L
12 

·h) h
1 2

u'-
1 

{ ( i·h) ((i+l) ·hJ} +-(2L+0.5)Eifc -~ +- L i · Eifc ,-;;: +(i+l)Eifc ---r::;- . 
2 -v2a 2 ; •. 2 u• -v2cr -v2a 

We define a weighting factor 

2 12 
W=aAoc· h'' 

(3A-l.3) 

(3A-1.4) 

which is normalized by the variance of a signal that is normally distributed and not saturated. 

W vs. 2cr2 is shown for the 3 bit ADC in Fig 3A-l. The figure shows that for a power less 

than 9 dBm, W exceeds 1.0 and when P;0 exceed 5 dBm. W becomes less than 1.0. 
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Expectation of X4 

An expectation of X4 is given by: 

- -C-.rl-l"l 

15 

F(x,.x,) = J(C-x1 -x2 -x3 )P(x3)dx-3 + J(-C-x1 - x, -x3 )P(x,)dx3 
C-x1 -.r~ 

(x,)' 
l -

P(~)=--e 1a~ 
.J2iicrm 

2cr2 = 2cr; + 2a! 

= 2a!(SNR + l) 

The term-by-term calculation gives 
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(3A-2. l) 

(JA-2.2) 

(3A-2.3) 

(3A-2.4) 

(3A-2.5) 
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)= C-x,-~ E c(C-x, -x2 ) - C+x, +x2 Erfc(C+x, +x2 ) 
F(x,.x2 2 rfi ..fi<J,. 2 .J2<J,. 

(3A-2.6) 

(3A-2.1 ) means that x2+x3 is a variable which distributes in the convoluted distribution 

function of x2 and x3. Then, (3A-2. 1) is expressed simply by 

A similar expression is obtained as 

(3A-2.8) 

(x3x4 ) is expressed by 

(x3x,) = J P(~) · G(x1,x1 )dx2 , 

G(x, ,x,) =- <J2~ { Erfc( C~~~x, )+Erf{ C:fz~:x, )} · 

Numerical simulation so lves the above formula as 

(x3x4 )=---Erfc ,-;;- . <J' ( c ) 
l+SNR v2<J 

(3A-2.9) 

Appendix 3-3 Normalized standard deviation 

Normalized standard deviation Kpe is given by 
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(3A-3.1) 

The fourth order moment of correlated signal f is expressed by VPC and is given by 

(3A-3.2) 

Summation of 256 (=4*4*4*4) terms produces the expec tation of squared correlated signal 

power. Using the fo llowing two conditions, KPC can be calculated to be (3.31). 

x, =y, = 0 
(x1x2x3x4 ) = (x,)(x,)(x,)(x,) 

+(x,)(x,x3x4 )o(t, - t3 )o(t3 -r,)+ .... . 
+ (x,x,)(x3x,)o(t, - r,)o(t, -r3 ) + ..... . 
+ (x,x2x3x,)o(r1 - t2 )o(t, -r, )o(t, -r.) 

+(x,)(x1 )(x3x4 )8(t, -r,)+ . .... 

Appendix 3-4 ADC output power (Raw data power) 

(3A-3.3) 

(3A-3.4) 

Raw data power, denoted by P,. .. , is obtained in two steps in the same way as R mn of Section 

2. 

~aw = (s •. s:) 

=(s, s;)+(s, s;)+(s, -s;)+((s, sS)+((s, sS)+((s, sS) 
(s, -s;) = (x,>) + (y~) = G",a~ · SCR 

(s,. s;) =(xi)+ (Y;) = 2<J2 

(s, . s;) =(xi) + (y;) 
((s, sJ) = (s; -s, +S, -s;) = (zx,(x,) + 2y,(y,)) = (zx,o + 2y,o) = o 

((s, s,)")=(s; -s, +S, -s;)=2(x,x,) +2(M,) 

((s,- s,J")=(s; S3 +S, -s;)=(2x,(x,)+2y,(y3 )) 

(3A-4.1) 

(3A-4.2) 

(3A-4.3) 

(3A-4.4) 

(3A-4.5) 

(3A-4.6) 

(3A-4.7) 

In the right side of (3A-4. 1), the first, second, and third terms are positive. The fifth term is 

negative because XJ is opposite to x2. The sixth term is also negative because XJ and (x3 ) are 
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opposite. Therefore, the saturation reduces the non-saturated ADC output power [ 1], [6] . 

Finally, we obtain 

p =2cr 1--- --e +--(1-2·5.) . '{ E ~ 1 -,~, SCR } 
""' 11' rr 11 (MN) 

(3A-4.8) 

Appendix 3-5 Measured saturation rate, S. 
The actual saturation rate, 5.", can be measured from the raw data as follows. An image is 

segmented into small pieces, each of which is 512 pixels in range and 64 pixels in azimuth. 

Normalized histogram, h01 [i) with i = 0 to 7, is measured for each segment. The histogram 

h01[i] fori = 1 to 6 is Gaussian distributed. Then, the following equation is obtained: 

(3A-5.l) 

J..l is calculated by the measu rement, then the unknown cr is determined by the iteration method. 

Finally the measured saturation rate can be obtained by the following parameter: 

'.s I -~ s = j - f ---=--€ 2CF' 

• ~.s-fiiicr 
(3A-5.2) 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.1 Introduction 

Chap. 4 

MEASUREMENT OF SPACEBORNE SAR ANTENNA 

PATTERNS USING DISTRIBUTED TARGETS 

From the studies on the inllight antenna elevation pattern determination conducted by Moore et 

al [1], [2] , Shimada el. al. [13] , Hawkins [5], and Dobson et. a!. [3], it has been known that 

distributed target data offer the best prospects for precise measurement of the elevation antenna 

patterns of SARs. This is mainly because of an availability of the large number of data points, 

which results in reduction of the statistical errors. The major uncertainty in this approach is in 

the reliability of the scattering coefficients. For most spacebome SARs, however, in which the 

imaged swath mainly represents a few degrees of variation in off-nadir angle, the incidence 

angle variation in scattering coefficient is much Jess of a problem than for airborne SARs. 

This chapter focuses on obtaining the antenna pattern of a space borne SAR antenna utilizing 

scattering data from a set of possible distributed targets, including the Amazon and Sumatra rain 

forests, the lllinois farm land and the Canadian boreal forest. In this method, we assume that 

the image swath is so small that the scattering coefficient does not change there . The novel 

features of this study are ( l) in the use of a screening process to ensure similarity between 

scattering areas from the selected scenes on the basis of texture analysis, (2) reduction of the 

noise power from the correlated image and (3) stochastic estimation of the antenna pattern as the 

solution of a maximum likelihood estimation. We discuss how to determine the size of the 

image for evaluation in azimuth and range, confidence value criteria for the screening process, 

the polynomial order of the antenna pattern model, the repeatability of the evaluation, and the 

effects of noise reduction. 

The ANNEX 4 of this chapter describes a study on the JERS-1 SAR case. JERS-1 SAR is a 

more compLicated system comparing to, for example, SIR-B , because of its two time variable 

functions, sensitivity time control (STC) and automatic gain control (AGC). 
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4. 2 Principle 

In this study we assume that the SAR amplirude images are correlated in the range and azimuth 

directions, with neither radiometric correction nor geographic mapping transformation. Further 

we assume that images are generated from saturation-free signals; the only noise considered in 

this study is the thermal noise. We will use SIR-B data, because SIR-B imaged several 

distributed target areas, such as in the Amazon, fllinois , Canada. etc. during its mission life. It 

can be snpposed that a fully-developed distributed target i composed of a huge amount of 

small point targets, and the electric characteristics of the reflected signals from it follow the 

Rayleigh distribution for the amplitude and uni form distribution for the phase. The signal 

received by SAR becomes a sum of Gaussian signals from these small targets and internal noise 

of the SAR receiver. The receiver noise can be assumed to be time-invariant noise. The 

expectation of the correlated image power is obtained as a product of the processor gain and the 

expected raw signal power. Each pixel's expectation, Pe, is then given by a sum of the signal 

part Pes and the noise part PeN in reference to the previous chapter and to Freeman and 

Curlander [12] (related coordinate systems are shown in [A] of Figs 4-1 and 4-2): 

Pc =Pes + PeN 

P. =(PRF ·?..iL.,.,N . ?,?..
2
8,8, ·G2 (1/!)· ycottl 

CS 2 V.Pa L { 47r)' R2 

PcN =B·R 

B= ~~ · ?.. L.,... ·NL . pN 
,P. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.3a) 

where V g is the platform ground speed; PRF is the pulse repetition frequency; Lw is the Joss in 

the peak signal strength due to the azimuth and range reference function weighting; NL is the 

number of looks; Pa is the azimuth theoretical resolution; Oa is the azimuth pixel spac ing; o, is 

the range pixel spacing; G is the antenna elevation pattern (one way); y is the scattering 

coefficient ( = cr0/cose : constant); R is the slant range; e is the local incidence angle; 4> is the 

off nadir angle; P1 is the transmitted peak power; A. is the wavelength; and PN is the mean noise 

power. The SAR image is designed to keep the azimuth resolution constant over the full image 

swath by selecting the azimuth correlation length proportional to the slant range . Pes is then 

proportional to R-2, PeN toR. 

If we know Y as a function of e, the estimated value of PeN (from system tests or analysis of 

the range spectrum), and the estimated value of Pe, then the antenna pattern can be estimated by 

a simple rearrangement of (4.1) , where Pe is converted toG point-by-point over the whole 

image. This formulation requires a knowledge of the local incidence angle, for which we may 

take two approaches: to select a flat and uniform area or to utilize a Digital Elevation Model 

(OEM) for the scene. 
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[A] 

[B] 
=I, 2, M [C] 

Screened Image Power 

i =I 

i =2 

=N 

D simi lar [D] t 
MLE 

nonsimilar !noise reduction 

Antenna Pattern 

Fig. 4·1. General processing flow of this study. [AI SAR images the distributed 

area. [B] the image is divided into many Cells, each of which has the size of Nrg and Naz. 

so that they can be screened us ing the x2 similari ty test. [C] Averaged image power versus 

off nadir angle is obtained. [D] Finally, the antenna pattern is mode led and fmed to the 

image powers. 
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h 

Earth Surface 

Earth Center 

Fig. 4-2. Coordinate system of SAR imaging, where Ren and Ret mean the earth 

radii at sub satellite point or scene cen ter. respectively. 
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4. 2.1 Accuracy requirements 

We define t.he accuracy requirement for this theme below. 

The antenna elevation pattern should be detennined so that 

i) the backscattering coefficient (y) image of the flat and dense rainforest hows the across 

track constancy (from the near range to the far range); 

ii) the variation should be less than 0.1 dB (including random and bias error : l sigma) to 

eliminate the across track stripe when mosaicing two contiguous path images. 

4 . 2. 2 Error criteria for an average 

We consider the statis tics of the averaged image power for an area A (See Fig. 4-1) and 

determine the measurement error criteria. Each pixel image power (correlation power) follows 

the 2Nvdegree x2 function with a mean, Pc. and variance, Pc2fNEL· where NEL is the effective 

number of looks (NL and NEL are almost simi lar as shown in Fig 2-ll). If the area A is 

comparatively small, the error depends only on the number of the samples and its distribution 

function. As the area A increases, the error due to the Pc variation over A increases. Because 

Pc changes slightly in range and azimuth in area A, the variance of the image power, crc.A 2 

contains the second moment of the Pc, crE2, and the variance of image power for distributed 

components, crc.o2: 

(J C.A 
2 = ()"~ + O"~.D 

a~ =± JL (P,(A) - P,(A))
2 
dA 

P,(A) = ± JL Pc(A)dA 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Two adjacent pixels even in Amazon SAR image is not independent [13]. Therefore, we need 

thinning out the image by every D pixels, whose auto-correlation p 1 is less than 0.1 in range 

and azimuth directions. The resultant variance, crc.0 2, of the averaged image power over N D

spaced samples is given by (see Appendix 4- l ): 

0"2 - l + 2p, + 2p2 p~ 
C.D- N.·N N. 

(4.7) 

where, P2 is the auto-correlation in 20 distance. Differentiating (4.1) (neglecting the noise) and 

taking the root sum square of its expansion, we get the limitation to crc.A 2 
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a~.A 5 P/ ·{( 1 J +(2~GJ + ..... } (4.8) 

where, G and r are the estimated antenna pattern and the estimated back scattering coefficient. 

We have ignored the deviations in P,, A., R, tanS and V8, because they are much smaller than 

t.G and t.y. We ignore t.y further since the standard passive array antenna (like the SIR-B 

type antenna) covers less than 6 degrees of off-nadir-angle region and we have actually 

measured the constancy ofyover the Belize rain forest [13). Thus, (4.8) can be simplified to: 

(4.9) 

The criterion for the antenna pattern error, t.G, can be considered as the averaged root sum 

square of the difference between the estimated and measured antenna patterns: 

G(¢) = G(¢) + t;G (4.10) 

Referring to the error analysis for the SIR-C data (see (6]-(8]), we apply the following 
criterion: 

~~~ = 0.3dB (3 sigma) (4.11) 

Arranging (4.4), (4.7), and (4.9), we obtain an inequality (4.12). This inequality allows the 

selection of the area A and the number of the uncorrelated image data points, N, in meeting the 

antenna pattern measurement requirement ( 4.11). 

ai + I+ 2p1 + 2p2 < (2t.G)
1 

P/ Nz·N - G (4.12) 

4. 2. 3 Number of data to be averaged 

The left side of (4.12) consists of two types of variances. The first one is a continuous 

function of the location; the second one follows some distribution function and becomes smaller 

with averaging over large data. Many combinations of unknown parameters N and A should 

exist for (4.12). For simplicity, we assume that the total is shared equally by two terms. The 

error criteria for each of them is then: 
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(4 . 13) 

(4 . 14) 

We u e Nmin as the minimum number of data points which satisfies (4. 14) and may rearrange 

(4.14) to describe this condition: 

N _ l+2p1 +2p2 

"''" - N~. (woo'•' -l)' 

4. 3 Screening Process for the Distributed Targets 

(4.15) 

To obtain the antenna pattern from SAR images of distributed targets, the distributed targets 

should behave uniformly in their backscattering characteristics (i.e ., the scattering coefficient 

should be independent of incidence angle or vary in a known fashion). Here, we use the word 

"uniformly" with the meaning that every datum in some specific area distributes under the same 

specific distribution function . The Amazon rain forest generally satisfies this requirement 

because the rain forest scatters the radar signal by the mechani m of volume scattering [I]. 

Some images archived in the JPL Radar Data Center show that the Amazon area appears 

uniform visually . Four Amazon data sets from SIR-B , designated Brazil-l , Brazil-2, Brazil-3 

and Colombia, and a Sumatra data set may probably satisfy the requirement of uniformity. 

Looking at the pictures carefully, however, we see some dark areas filled with rivers and some 

high-intensity areas visible. In Fig. 4-3 , we show pictures of the Canadian forest, and 

Colombia images used in the study. 

Removing the nonuniform intensity areas in the images may increase the credibility of the 

evaluation results. The first thing to do is thus to identify all these small nonuniform areas and 

eliminate them from consideration. For this task, a similarity test has been applied. As shown 

in [B] of Fig. 4-1 , a whole image is divided into many small rectangular areas (Cells), each of 

which has N02 pixels in the azimuth and Nrg pixels in the range direction. A Cell is designated 

as Cel!i j, where i stands for the stripe number and j for the column number. After we specify 

the size of the Cell properly within the error criterion, we can eliminate all the non-uniform 

Cells by using a screening process, which is based on the chi-square test. 
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4. 3.1 Similarity check by Chi-sq uare test 

The similarity test is based on the chi-square test, wh ich a ·ks "Are these two distribLilioos 

different?"( [I O], [II ]). Supposing that Ct•J and Ct• are the measured hi stogram at the Jth bin 

of Celi'J and ith stripe area. the following chi- ·quare parameter x.2 can be used to eva luate this 

problem: 

2 _ ,v (C;·1 -C;J' 
X - L C'·' +C' 

l=i I I 

(4 . 1.6) 

The accumulated ch i-square distribution function defined in (4.1 7) with r degree of freedom 

and the gamma func tion f () give the criteri on Xa, under which statistical value X.2 ex ists with 

the confidence of CX% ([I I]): 

Y. ) r w 

Q(x' !> Xa lr )= J---, . .,;;: 1
· e2 diV 

r -" rc-) ·2' 
2 

(4. 17) 

ff a x.2 is less than or equal to the value Xa with a.% confidence, we can say, ''The e two 

distribution functions are not different." He reafter. four values of (95 . 97.5 . 99, and 100%) are 

u ed for the levels of confidence. 

4.3.2 Determination of Nrg 

We cons ider cr t'.2 In a Cel l. Pc depends o nly on R. then, integration in (4. 5) and (4.6) arc 

simplified to one-dimen i nul ones. Using the fir t order Taylor expansi n of Pc(R) around 

the center o r the strip, where R = Ro, crE2/Pc2 is approximated by: 

(4 18) 

(4 .19) 

where Cis the speed of light. l~amplo the sampling frequency, and Lrg the width of the CeLl in 

the range direction. A ca lculation has been conducted ;, irnulating the Brazil ca:e with a 

boresight angle of 34.7 degree and the published antenna pattern model [3] ha been u ·ed. Fig. 

4-4 how the depe ndency of crEfPc on the tripe location . Ro. with the parameter o r Nrg. 
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which takes values 5, 10, 20, and 40. At the near edge. Nrg of 40 almost meets the limitation 

requirement of 0.14 dB. However, we pick 20 for Nrg to obtain better results . 

0. I 2 -t---t-----jr,:=:::=±==::::±---+ 

0.1 

-3 

Fig. 4·4. 

' 
' \J ·············--·---... ---. 

X 
·-······-·-·-···!··" 

-- err(5) 
err(JO) 

- <>- err(20) 

-- x-- err(40) 
/ 

X 

-~ 71 . 0 l 2 
Off-nadtr angle ongmed by boresight angle (deg) 

Simulation of tO* log 1 Q( I HJEIPc) for Brazil - l usi ng representative 

parameters of SIR-B. where the edges of the image swath have higher values even controlled 

less than 0.14 dB. 

4 .3. 3 Determina tion of Naz a nd Ia 

Regarding the azimuth sizes of the Cell CNaz) and entire image Cia). we set the following 

conditions: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

T he number of sub-samples to obtain the averaged image power should be more than 

Nmin (4.15) . 

The stripes, whose similar Cells are more than a half, are considered appropriate to 

produce the averaged image power. 

A priori, a ratio of Ia and Naz (Nraz) is set to I 6 because the following screening results 

can be easily handled on the computer monitor and paper. Ibis means the whole image 

is 16 fold in azimuth for the evaluation. Conditions i) and ii) place the following 

requirement on Naz : 

~.[N··]·[N"]'?.N 2 D D moo 
(4.20) 
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where, 0 means the Gauss notation. This gives the requirement for N32 : 

N"'?. (2 Nm;, . _!1_ + 1). D . [N ]-1 

N,,_ D 
(4.21) 

Once Naz is obtained, Ia is simply given by: 

I, =N"' ·N,.. (4.22) 

4 . 3 . 4 Similarity test procedure 

There are 16 Cells in each stripe. The procedure (see Fig. 4-5) is given below: 

i) Calculate the histogram of the image intensities in each Cell (Ciij), where i is the stripe 

number, j the column number in azimuth, and I the bin number of the histogram. The reference 

histogram for the ith stripe, C,i , is obtained by : 

1 16 c:=-.Lc:·l 
16 j•l 

(4.23) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

Obtain X2 by (4. 16) between CeiJij and the i1h reference. 

If X2 is less than Q which is calculated with a given confidence level, the CelJij is 

similar to the majority of cells in the i<h stripe. 

If there are more than eight similar Celis, the averaged image power and additional 

physical parameters are calculated only using the similar Cells. If not, the stripe is 

discarded. 

This procedure is repeated over the full swath. 

Applying this screening process to the Colombia image shown in Fig. 4-3-b, we frnd that tb.e 

algorithm successfully picks out the non-uniform points visibly, such as the river running 

across the swath on the right-band side. ~ of the data CeLls in the Colombia image are 

rejected as non-uniform. We found little difference among the results using 95, 97.5, and 99% 

confidence levels, so we adopted 99% as the confidence level for the similarity test. 
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Ia 
~--------------------------------~ 

J 

1 2 3 4 5 6 ... ......................... ......... ............. .. 16 
cj 

ith 
stripe 

Histogram 
20 

Procedure-! : Calculation of the histogram of each cell in ith stripe 

J 

Average 

1 2 3 4 5 6 ........ ...... ......... ... ......................... . 16 compare 

ith 
stripe 

Procedure-2 : Similarity check berween each cell and ith majority 

ith 
stripe 

J 

1 2 3 4 5 6 ...... .. .... ........ .. ..... ..... .. .................. 16 Average 

Procedure-3 : averaging the received power over similar cells 

Fig. 4-5. Screening procedure for each stripe's data in azimuth. 
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4.4 SAR Correlation Power Model for Each Stripe 

Once lbe screening processing is finished, each stripe is represented by several geophysical 

parameters, such as incidence angle, off-nadir angle, and averaged image power. Here, lbe 

expectation of lbe image power, Pcj(m,u), is derived for the ilh stripe based on (4. 1) and SAR 

geometry (Figs 4-2 and 4-6). 

P. ( ) =g!C¢,1 u)cot81 B·R 
C m,u 2 + ; 
·' R; 

(4.24) 

_ 1{(h + R,j + (R. + N,, · C·(i +0.5)1 f,.mp,j- R?, 
1/J; =COS . } 

2 · (h+ R.,)·(R. +N" ·C·(t+0.5)/ f,amr'') 
(4.25) 

e = sin_1 {(h + R.,) ·sin¢,} 
I Re.l 

(4.26) 

where suffix i means the quantity at the center of jth stripe; R., is the Earth radius at the center 

of the image; R.n is the Earth radius at the nadir of the SAR (see Fig. 4-6); h is the orbit height; 

R0 is the s lant range to the near edge of the whole image; B is the unknown constant; and 

gmC$ilu) is the mth antenna pattern model with characterization vector, u. 

While the expectation of the image power is formulated by several SAR processing parameters 

as shown in (4.1) - (4.3a), most of them are constants, regardless of their determination 

difficulty , except off-nadir angle, boresight angle and antenna pattern. Even if all of the 

processing parameters are carefully determined .in a straight forward manner using orbital 

information and geophysical parameters, the absolute calibration of the SIR-B image should be 

qualified by using a more reliable source for calibration, such as comer reflectors . The image 

power model (4.24) is then formed by gmC<Pilu), which corresponds to the relative antenna 

pattern G(u) multiplied by an unknown constant, and terms varying with R. 
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Fig. 4-6. Image coordinate system including the strip number 

4. 4.1 Antenna pattern Model 

We will compare three types of antenna pattern models: 

Model A 

g, (1/1 1 u) = lOO.t 1•·<• - •o>' +bl 

u = {¢0 , a, b} 

ModelE 
g

2
(¢ 1 u) = wo.t- t• ·<li- •ol' +b+c·t• - ?o>' l 

u = {¢0 , a, b, c} 

R 

{ 
. rrL sin(¢-¢ ) . rrL sin(¢+¢ ) } 2 

g3(¢1u)=d smc( • A 0 )+smc( • A 0 ) cos(¢-¢
0

) 

u = {¢0 • d, e, L,) 

n 
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(4.27) 

(4.27a) 

(4.28) 

(4.28a) 

(4.29) 

(4.29a) 

where a, b, c, LR. and e are the unknown parameters. and <Po the boresight angle of the 

antenna. 

Model A is similar to that used in reference [ 1]. Model Cis a tit to the ground-based (preflight) 

antenna pattern for SIR-B, as measured by the antenna manufacturers , Ball Aerospace, of 

Denver, Colorado. The Model C curve was used in the SJR-B image correlator, withe and LR 
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fixed at 0.37t and 2.16, for radiometric correction of standard SIR-8 products. Model B is a 

fourth order polynomial, which gives a greater degree of freedom in the antenna pattern shape 

than Model A. A s imple Taylor series expansion of the pre-flight pattern Model C reveals that 

fourth order terms are significant, suggesting that the higher order of Model B should provide a 

needed degree of freedom. 

4.4.2 Determination of B 

Unless we subtract noi se component from image power, the estimated antenna pattern will be 

broader than the actual. The SNR, which is lis ted in the processing parameter file or obtained 

by 2048-sample FFT based power spectrum for 756 contiguous raw data points, can be used tO 

estimate the noi se component in the image power or directly BR of (4.24). Although B can be 

estimated in the maximum likelihood estimation , MLE, routine, its convergence accuracy is 

degraded. B is then determined as below. 

P,0 tatCuJ, the integration of the image power model over the area where the signal-to-noise ratio 

was estimated, is determined as follows : 

(4.30) 

where S is the start stripe in the integration area (see Fig. 4-6); E is the end stripe in the 

integration area; Ru and Rn.i are the slant ranges to far and near edges of j<h stripe: and u is the 

unknown parameters (4.27a, 4.28a, 4.29a). Introducing PtntCu) for the integration of the ftrst 

term of the right hand side of (4.30), and the SNR for this integration area, Ptota1(u) is 

expressed in three ways. 

f B , 2 
P,,..,(u ) = P,, (u) + .L, -CRr.t - R •. , ) 

i=S 2 
1 

=P;,(u) ·(l+-) 
SNR 

(4.3la) 

(4.3lb) 

(4.3lc) 

where J: is the averaged image power for the screened i<h tripe, and L'.R is the range spacing, 

C/fsample· Deleting P;m(u) from (4.3 la) and (4.3 1b), B is given as: 
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E 

2·L,P, ·M 
B = ;-,/ 

(SNR + 1) L, CRr/- R,,') 
(4.32) 

i=S 

4. 5 MLE and Its Solution 

In the ftnal step, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method determines the antenna 

pattern models . The following chi-square parameter [Xm2(u)] is defined as the likelihood of the 

parameter estimation for the m<h model. 

2 u - f (P,- Pc)m,u))2 
Xm( ) - .L, ? 

i=-s a,~ 
(4 .33) 

2 _ 2 l + 2p1 + 2p2 . (P.)' . (R _ ) a, - a" + N . N , • . , l 
L ' 

(4.34) 

where o} is the variance of the image power of the i<h stripe; N1 is the number of samples for 

the averaged image power of the i<h stripe; RA,i is the ratio of variance to the square of average 

for image power in the jth stripe. The solution of the MLE probl.em, u, which minimizes (4.33) 

is given by the Lth order simultaneous nonlinear equations by differentiating (4.33) with respect 

to u and its arrangement. 

k=l ,2 ,3, ... L (435) 

Replacement of u by u+~u and its expansion around u simplifies (4.35). 

(4.36) 

Applying the Levenberg-Marquardt method [10] to the above equations, only first order 

derivatives are necessary to give good convergence. 
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4.6 A case Study for the High Dynamic Range SAR :SIR-B 

We applied the above method tO determine the inflight SIR-B antenna elevation pattern. We 

have selected the SLR-B as a representative SAR because of high dynamic range and simple 

radiometric scheme. The evaluated images are selected from the Amazon, Colombia, Sumatra, 

Canada, and Dlinois farm land as listed in Table 4- 1. 

Characteristics of evaluated im gcs 

a) Summary o 1maee d atn use 

Table 4- 1. 

d 
Number of <cenes evaluated 8 
Image data type slant range correlated image/ 

not radiomeoi.c converted 

Contents of data amplitude 

Number of bits per piXel 8 (0- 255) 

Number of looks 4 

Pixe l spacing in range/aLimuth 9.88/9(m) 

b) Summary of image data used (cont.) 
Area 
Data take I 
Scene center 

I Oat., ion . l2 

Incidence an• Je3 
Altitude (km) 
SNR(dB) 

Record length-! 

Number of rccords4 

Area 
Data take 
Scene center 

lat.. ion. )2 

incidence ungte3 
Al titude (km) 
SNR(dB) 

Record length4 

Number of records4 
remark) 

I) 

2) 
3) 
4) 

Brazil-l Colombia Brazil-2 Illinois- I 

11 8.30 11 8.30 118.30 070.10 

-4,17.4 3.22.0 -4,48. 1 38,12.2 

-64.35.1 -68,54.8 -64,17.4 -88.23.5 

35.6 36.6 35.6 49.0 

222.41 222.14 222.46 231.92 

9.22 9.28 9.22 4.48 

435} 4352 4352 4608 

1491 1491 1491 1441 

Illinoi s-2 Brazil-3 Canada Sumatra 

97.20 lt8.30 053.20 086.60 

40,16.8 -3 ,36.3 55 ,5 1.8 -2.49.6 

-90,56.6 64,58.9 -100.5.0 103. 12.2 

30.4 34.6 33.7 44.5 

229.04 222.37 237.79 222.79 

10.9 8.9 7.8 6.2 

4608 4352 4352 4096 

1492 149 1 1202 1697 

All these data were kindly supplied from SAR Data Catalogue Center in Jet 
Propul sion Laboratory . Data take is a un ique number assig ned fo r each SIR-B 
operation duration. 
lat. and ion. are the abbreviation of latitude and longitude in units of deg. and min. 
Defined at the center of the image. 
Unit1s Byte 

In Tab.le 4-2, we show p 1, p2, and Nmin value estimated from each of the eight scenes 

analyzed in this rudy. From this, we see that the worst case is for the fllinois farm land scene. 

Here the correlation is significant out to I 0 pixels, so a large number of pixels must be used in 

averaging. fa ( azl i calculated to be less than 928 (58), except for Illinois images. Most of 

the images can ati fy these conditions. 
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Table 4 2 N nlln• N and 1 az, a 
Scene PI P2 Nmin D Nro Ia Naz 
Brazil-l 0.08 0.03 3 16 3 20 368 23 
Colombia 0.10 0.05 337 3 20 ~00 25 
BraziJc2 0.06 0.03 306 3 20 368 23 
Illinois- I 0.17 0.09 394 10 20 41 12 257 
lllinois-2 0. 18 O.D7 389 10 20 4064 254 
Brazil-3 0.13 0.07 363 3 20 416 26 
Canada 0. 10 0.05 337 5 20 928 58 
Sumatra 0.06 0.02 301 3 20 352 22 . -) Nmm. Dare 111 piXels. Elfecuve look number NL 1s 3.~. 

Table 4-3 shows the coefficien t B for all the evaluated cenes. The estimation of the noise level 

in each SAR image is very important for obtaining more accurate values for the antenna 3dB or 

1.5 dB beam width. 

Table 4-3 Coefficient B 
Scene ID Scene name B SNR(dB) 
0 Brazil-l 1.45 9 .2 
I Colombia 1.56 9.3 
2 Brazil-2 1.47 9.2 
3 lllinois 0.42 4.5 
4 lllinois-2 0.49 8.9 
5 Brazil-3 1.56 10.9 
6 Canada 0.38 7.8 
7 Sumatra 1.36 6.2 

4. 6. 1 Results 

In total, 96 combinations (8 scenes, 3 models, 4 confidence level ) have been examined to 

determine evaluate i) wh.ich confidence level to use, ii) which antenna pattern model, and iii) the 

best scene. The res idual error (RE) has been selected as the parameter to evaluate whether the 

result i good or not. 

(4.37) 

4. 6. 2 Confidence level 

Figs 4-7-a and 4-7-b show typical relationships between the residual eJTOrs and the confidence 

levels used in the screening process. In Fig. 4-7-a, which corresponds to the Canada scene of 
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Fig. 4-3-a, the residual error tends to increase with confidence levels. Fig. 4-7-b for Colombia 

scene pictured in Fig. 4-3-b exhibits almost the same tendency as the Canada scene in that the 

first three confidence levels yield almost the same residual errors while the I 00% confidence 

level yields worse residual errors. 99% level is adopted as the confidence level for the rest of 

this study since it max.imizes the number of points used in the calculations and gives results 

similar to those of the 95% and 97% levels. 

... 

100 101 " 
confidtn« lnel (~I coontltn<:t level ('lid ) 

Fig. 4-7. 

(b) scenes. 

Residual error dependency on confidence levels in Canada (a) and Colombia 

4. 6. 3 Antenna pattern model 
From Figs 4-7-a and 4-7-b, we ee that Model B produces a smaller residual error than Model 

A or C. This is generally the case for the other six scenes analyzed. Through the estimation, 

Model C seems to be too sensitive to archive good convergence of the solution, partially 

because of the larger number of parameters to be estimated. Furthermore the solutions depend 

on the initial values set, especially the boresight angle, <Po. Except for the bore ight angle 

estimation, these three models can be easily fitted to the data. Two different methods have been 

tried to evaluate the accu racies of the MLE estimations following convergence of the models in 

terms of boresight angle initialization: Case A in which the boresight angle u ed in the image 

correlation (listed in the image header) is as igned and Case B in which the estimated boresight 

angle is obtained by using Model B and which gives the smallest residual error is assigned. 

Using Case A, errors of estimation have been found to increase in the order of Model B, A and 

C (as shown in Fig. 4-7-a). However, u ing Case B, Model A is fou nd to have a worse error 

than the other two model ( ee Fig. 4-7-b). The effect of the error in boresight angle on SIR-B 

wa previously noted in [3]. Based on these results, Model B has been selected as the best 

model for the rest of the tudy. 
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4. 6. 4 Best image data 

For each of the images used in the study, Figs 4-8-a to -h show how the screened data have 

been fitted to the best model (Model B). Fig. 4-9 shows the residual error distribution for the 

best fit over the images tested. 

As seen in Fig. 4-9, the smallest residual error occurs for lhe Brazil-l scene. This is mainly 

because there are very few nonunifom1 intensity patterns within that scene. It can be seen from 

Fig. 4-8-a how well the model fits the data for this ca e. Tbe Colombia data gives the second 

sma.llest residual error in the rain fore t data set. From Fig. 4-8-b, we can see thai the error 

are slightly larger than in Fig. 4-8-a around tbe peak of t11e antenna pauern. 

The worst fit is to the Dlinois- I data hown in Fig. 4-8-d. Even though the data are screened 

there is sti.ll a wide spread around the fitted curve. The Illinois-2 scene contains similar types 0~ 
scatterers (mixed agricultural fields), yet has a much smaller residual error. We believe there 

are two explanations for this: First, the illinois-! scene only covers about 2° of the elevation 

pattern (roughly one-third), whereas the lllinois-2 scene covers about 5°, which gives a better 

chance of a good fit. Second, the Illinois-! scene has an SNR of only 4.5 dB , whereas the 

Ulinois-2 scene bas an SNR of 10.9 dB. This again give a greater chance of a good fit for the 

Dlinois-2 data. 

The Brazil-3 scene includes a large river in part of the image. This i successfully eliminated by 

ihe screening process, as evidenced by the gap in the screened data, seen in Fig. 4-8-f. The 

Canadian forest data is located in the northern part of the Canada. The creened data are well 

fitted to the estimated antenna pattern, except for a few points near tl1e edge aud peak area. The 

fi nal figure shown is from the Sumatra rain forest (Fig. 4-8-h). Due to the large bore ight 

angle and the constraints on the SIR-B swath width, the antenna pattern covers only 3° of the 

off-nadir angle width. This data give a fairly small residual error of 0.04 dB. From the above 

results, we select Brazil-l as our best image data for tbe rest of the study. 
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Fig. 4-8. Data fitting for Brazil- \ , Colombia- \ , Brazi\-2, lll inois- 1, 11\inois-2. Brazil-3 . Canada, 

and Sumatra Scenes by Model B with 99% confidence. 
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Fig. 4- 11 . Estimated Beam width 
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4 . 6. 5 Effect of noise reduction 
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Fig. 4-10. Relationship between 
Antenna beam width and SNR of the image 
data. where two lines are o close for 1.5 dB 
width. 

" ..-----~---------, 

Fig. 4-12. Repeatability of the 
evaluation in terms of the residual error. 

A simulation has been conducted to evaluate !he effect of SNR on antenna beam width using the 

sc reened Brazil-l data wi th 99% confidence, Model A, and Model B. In the simulation , SNR 

has been assumed between 5 and 50 dB , tben !he related noi e has been ubtracted. Thus, in 

Fig. 4-10, the beam width correspond ing to an SNR of 9dB should be correct if the SNR is 

indeed 9 dB. Tbe beam width corresponding to 50 dB of SNR is !he same as the measurement 

which would result if no noise reduction are performed. 

As shown in Fig. 4- 10: 
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Model B with no noise reduction gives 6.5° as the 3 dB beam width. This is 0.5° bigger 

than the result obtained when noi e reduction is performed, assuming that the SNR is 

the same as that given in the image header, approximately 9dB. 

Using Model A without noise correction appears to give imilar results to those in [ 1] . 

4. 6. 6 Relation between the antenna beam width and off-nadir angle's width 

As shown in Fig 4-8, SlR-B data cover the off-nadir angles from 2° to 5°, depending on the 

boresight angle . The estimation accuracy of MLE depends on the type of the unknown 

function , the number of data points accommodated, and how wide the off-nadir angles are. 

Fig. 4-11 indicates the relation between the 3 dB beam width and the off-nadir angle's width 

using Model B on Brazil-l data screened at the 99% confidence level. This tigure indicates that 

if the off-nadir angle width is Jess than 2.5°, the estimated 3 dB beam width is smaller than the 

true. 

4. 6. 7 Repeatability of the antenna pattern fit 

The optimum antenna pattern results are summarized below. 

10 · log
10 

g
2
(¢ I ¢0 ,a,b,c) =a ·(¢- ¢0 / + b + c · (¢- ¢0 )

4 (4.38) 

a, b, c -0.286, 41.203, -0.00487 

residual error 0.024 dB 

$a. $ boresight angle, off nadir angle 

Beam width (3 dB down) 6.0° 

Beam width (1.5 dB down) 4.4° 

We calculate the RMS error between two antenna patterns, one of which is the target and the 

other of wh.ich is the reference defined in ( 4.38), and we call this repeatability. This error is 

defined as the standard deviation between two antenna patterns including residual errors, as 

follows: 

(4.39) 

where C.Gref is the residual error of reference antenna pattern, Ll.G1arge1 the residual error of the 

target scene, G"' the antenna pattern model for the reference, and G,,..8 , the antenna pattern 

model derived from tbe target G,.1 and G,"K" are calculated at the 3dB and 1.5 dB down points 

and conespond to the RMS errors shown Ln Fig. 4-12. Between the Amazon scenes, the RMS 

error is less than 0.08 dB at the 3dB down points. This error increases to 0.3 dB for the 
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Canadian forest image and is wor ethan LdB for the Sumatra and Ill inois- I images, both of 

which have poor SNRs. 

4 .6.8 Comparison 

Table 4-4 compares re ults of this study with previous SfR-B antenna pattern estimates. From 

this, it seems that our result is 0.7° smaller than that of Ball aerospace and 0.9° maller Moore's 

result. The possible reasons for the difference of 0.9° are: 

(I) The model for the antenna pattem The best fitted antenna model i confirmed as the 

fourth order power model. If a second order model is used in lead, the lack of freedom 

gives a 0.2° wider estimation in the 3 dB width result. 

(2) Noise reduction Noise increa e the total power in the image. The image with 

noise also gives a 0.5° wider estimation. 

The combination of reasons ( L) and (2) may explain why Moore's result is bigger than ours 

because some of the arne data were used. However, the reason the Ball Aerospace 

measw·ement is 0.7° bigger than our result and the model used in the SIR-B processor is not 

clear. Fig. 4-13 shows the angular dependence of the three antenna patterns i.n comparison 

with Model-B. Thi shows that the Moore's pattern and the Ball's pattern differ from the 

Model-B more than 0.3 to 0.5 dB and may cause stripes between two neighbor images' border. 
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Table 4-4 . Summary of the antenna paltern width 

hem J.5 dB beam width (deg) 3.0 dB beam width (deg) 

This study 4.4° 6.0° 

Ball data 4.8° 6.7° 

JPL 4.2° 5 .9° 

Moore 5.0° 6.9° 

0.4 

0.2 
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" 0 {) 
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~ 
~ 
"0 

-0.2 
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2 3 

Fig. 4- 13 Angular dependencies of the three antenna pal! ems in comparison with Model

B. Twice the difference is shown on the vertical axis because of the direct relationship withY· 

l06 

4. 7 Conclusions 

This chapter has showed a method of obtaining the antenna pattern of an in-orbH SAR 

instrument based on correlated SAR images obtained mainly over the Amazon rain fore l. 

Using this result, the SIR-B antenna pattern has been estimated to have the 3 dB beam width of 

6.0°. The conclusions about this methodology and about the parameters to be selected for irs 

use are as follows: 

(I) Area of interest The Amazon rain forest is a very good target because of its 

uniformity. 

(2) Signal-to- oise ratio Cboose an image with a good SNR. 

(3) Noise reduction Noise reduction for the SAR image is nece sary to ensure a 

properly estimated antenna pattern. 

(4) 

(5) 

Antenna pattern model The recommended antenna pattern model is Model B 

(fourth order polynomial) for SIR-B type antennas. 

Boresi~,:ht an~,:le It is necessary to elect the boresight angle o that the widest range 

of off-nadir angles can be included in the image power pattern to obtain a better estimate 

byMLE. 

(6) Error criterion The final results have shown that the antenna error (residual) is 

norn1ally less than 0.08 dB for the Amazon data. The en·or c riteria for the antenna 

(7) 

pattern (0.3 dB as 3 sigma) i thus confirmed to be appropriate_ 

Repeatability Over the Amazon. the antenna pattern estimate from one scene has 

been shown to be repeatable for others wi th Jess than 0.1 dB R.t\!IS error. 
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Appendix 4-1 
Suppose that there are N data sets (X;), each of which is governed by the same distribution 

function, P(X;), where i"'l, 2,,, L. 

(l) Each data set (Xi) is composed of M elements, 

Xk,k"'l,2, .... ,M (4A-l.l) 

(2) TheN data ets have the same variance, cr2, where Xi is its mean, and suffix i stands for 

the ith data set. 

a} =(x, -X,f "'a2 ,i"' 1,2,,,N (4A-1.2) 

(3) The correlation coefficient is symmetrical like the autocorrelation function . 

P .. ,"'{~' ~~~~JI} (4A-L3) 

The average over M data, z, and its variance, cr22, is calculated as follows: 

Using above relation, we have: 
I 2 - 1 a2 

-
a;= N2 (Na +2Npa )=N(! +2p) 

Tbe variance, crz2, is then given by: 

1 1 + 2p 2 a ;--a , N 
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(4A-l.S) 

(4A- 1.6) 

(4A-1.7) 

(4A- 1.8) 

(4A- 1.9) 

(4A-J.l0) 
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ANNEX 4 Small Dynamic Range Case : JERS-1 SAR 

The JERS-1 SAR antenna elevation pattern has been measured u ing the method introduced in 

the main part of this chapter. The differences with the SIR-B case (dealt previously) are 

summarized in Table 4AN-l. The representative differences are: 1) SAR correlation power 

model is modified to fit the JERS-1 SAR receiving function, which contain · two time-variant 

attenuators. 2) Error criteria is reconsidered including uncertainty of the Sensitivity Time 

Control (STC). The 17 Amazon SAR images have been analyzed to increase the credibility of 

the results. 

No. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 

Table4AN-1. Procedure comoarison between Chapter 4 and SAR 
Items described in Chaoter 4 
Error criteria 
Amount of data to be averaoed 
Screen in• orocessine 

Nr•• Nnz· la 
Similaritv test 
Correlation newer model 
Antenna oattern model 
DeLcrminalion ofB 
MLE and solution 
Confidence level 
Ima2edma 
Reneatabilitv 

Receiver 

ATI:0-3\dB 

SAR 
Almost same, but STC is included. 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Different 
Model B is adopted. 
Same. Soecial consideration of SNR added. 
Same 
99% 
Amazon data is used. 
Same 

Signal Processor (A DC) 

p (t) 
AD 

G ele 
P,,,REC 

0 dBm ..( 360 ~ec ).. Pn,ADC 

5 dB 

or 

P,\D (R) 
~4 

Fig. 4AN-1. SAR block diagram 

A.4 .1 SAR Correlation Power Model 

A. 4 .1. 1 .Received signal power 

The Automatic Gain Control (AGC) selects the receiver gain appropriately and maintains the 

signal power level almo t 0 dBm regardless of the target inten ity. The ignal is then 

modulated by the STC to cancel the power intensity change due by AEP (see Fig. 4AN-I, [5], 

[6]). The raw data power (after AD conver ion), P AD(R), is expressed as follows: 
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(4AN-l) 

where R is the slant range; ~NA is lbe LNA gain; Pn.REC is the noise power generated by LNA 

and receiver; GsTc is the STC gain; GAGe is the AGC gain; Pn.AD is the noise by ADC, which 

contains saturation and bit redundancy noise ; Go is the antenna one-way peak gain; P1 is the 

transmission power; Gcte is the antenna relative elevation pattern; A. is the wavelength; -y is the 

backscattering coefficient; 9 is the incidence angle; C is the speed of Light; and ~ is the azimuth 

antenna half width. 

A.4.1.2 Correlation signal power 

The SAR data consists of the signal scattered from the rain forest (distributed target) and the 

noise generated at the SAR receiver and signal processor. The correlation gain for those two 

components are almos t the same (see. (3.56) with SCR = l in Chapter 3 and refer the Section 

4.2 of this Chapter: General - SIR-B Antenna Pattern Measurement). The correlation power is 

given by the following [1) : 

(4AN-2) 

(4AN-3) 

(4AN-4) 

where fsamp le is the sampling frequency; PRF is the pulse repetition freq uency; V g is the 

satellite 's ground speed; Pa is the theoretical azimuth reso lution; and t is the pu lse width. 

Because y is assumed to be constant and .JGsrc( R) the moving average of .JGsrc(R) overt, 

compensates the relative antenna elevation pattern, the first term of the right side of (4AN-2) is 

proportional to R-2. B(R) is complex over an observation window. We estimate the order of 

B(R) and its components using the Amazon data and onground data. 

Fig. 4A -2 shows two raw data (power) patterns. The upper curve (Curve 1) is typical 

Amazon data acquired for Grid Reference System, GRS , 395-306 on May 17, '92 (refer [9) for 

GRS). The lower curve (Curve 2) is receiver noise data which was acquired at factory before 

launch. The AGC levels are 4 dB for Amazon data and 0 dB for noise data. The AGC level is 

the attenuation applied to the maximum receiver gain. This means that as the target becomes 

brighter, the AGC level increases. Based on the error analysis ([2], [3], [8) and Fig. 3-6 of 

Chapter 3), the averaged ND-conversion error is 0.45 dB when ND output power di tributes 
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between 5 and 10 dB. Therefore, the noise power included within Amazon data is almo t 

constant of 0.45 dB. Therefore, we can assume that B(R) is almost constant over the imaging 

swath. 

No. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

10 

8 

6 

iii' 4 
2-

0 
..: 2 a.. 

0 

-2 

-4 

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 
Address (slant range) 

Fig. 4AN-2. Comparison of ADC noise and receiver noise. Big spikes in Curve 2 are due to the 

phase jumps at tl1e auenuation changes. The phase difference between Curve land Curve 2 is due to the 

difference in the STC stan time. 

Table 4AN-2. Summarv of the images evaluated 

Path Row Acq. SNR B <Jp.dB PI P2 Nmin N:u Ia 

395 305 5 17 4.2 0.046 3.3 0. 13 0.11 403 69 1007 

395 307 5 17 4.4 0.043 3.3 0. 1 0.14 447 69 1118 

395 308 5 17 4.4 0.048 3.3 0. 11 0.08 376 69 940 

395 309 5 17 4.8 0.046 3.6 0.05 0.04 394 69 987 

395 3 11 5 17 5.3 0.049 3.6 0.15 0. 11 482 69 1206 

395 312 5 17 5.0 0.049 3.6 0. 16 0.12 500 69 1249 

395 314 5 17 5.7 0.053 3.6 0. 15 0.12 489 69 1222 

395 3 17 5 17 4.9 0.050 3.6 0.13 0.09 459 69 1147 

395 318 5 17 4.9 0.057 3.6 0.13 0.12 481 69 1203 

415 301 4 23 5.8 0.054 3.8 0.06 O.D3 435 69 1089 

415 304 4 23 5.7 0.055 3.8 0.12 0.09 51 8 69 1296 

415 309 4 23 5.8 0.056 3.6 O.D7 0.05 394 69 987 

4 15 310 4 23 5.8 0.057 3.8 0.09 0.08 494 69 1235 

415 3 11 4 23 5.8 0.059 3.8 0.13 0.09 521 69 1304 

415 3 13 4 23 5.8 0.057 3.8 0.04 0.03 416 69 1042 

415 3 17 4 23 5.8 0.056 3.8 0.09 0.06 48 1 69 1203 

4 15 319 423 5.3 0.055 3.8 0.10 0.08 496 69 1241 

[dB] x1016 [dB] 
where D = 5: 
Acquisition year is 1992. 
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Fig. 4AN-3. a) Amazon SAR image acquired o n May 17, 1992, GRS = 395-308, b) an 

example of screened Amazon SAR image with GRS = 395-308. Black area is recognized to be 

non similar and looks the same as the dark area in the above image. 
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A.4.2 Calculations 

A .4 .2 .1 Images selection conditions 

SAR data were acquired from the Amazon rain forests on April 23, '92 and May 17, '92. Each 

observation path collected 40 contiguous cenes during eight minutes activation. We have 

considered the following conditions to select the appropriate scenes. 

( I) AGC shou ld be constant over the whole scene. 

JERS-1 SARis always operated in the AGC mode, in which the appropriate receiver gain is 

selected every 64 pul e [5]. [6] . When the receiver gain is changed (in AGC), a received 

power quickly changes accordingly, and the saturation rate may change depending on the 

balance of the target brightness. The correction of ADC saturation is not con idered in the 

previou SAR correlation power model. Therefore, we should select the area observed with the 

arne receiver gain. 

(2) STC strut time should not change .in a scene. 

The STC strut time is controlled so that the SAR illumination area center can be at the an tenna 

boresite direction, and the received ignal can be with the best signal to noise ratio. Due to the 

fact that the Eatth is not a phere, the STC start time changes at least every 30 seconds and in 

10 ).lsec teps, which correspond to 1.5 K.m in slant range. To simplify the calculation, tbe 

STC strut time is required to be constant. 

Seventeen of eighty Amazon scenes sati fying the above two conditions have been used for the 

calculation. Table 4 -2 hows B, crp.dB· p 1. P2 and Nmin (minimum number of N) (See 

chapter 4). Generally , Nm;n is 460 for Amazon data, and a. is 99% based on [4]. A sample 

sc reened result (Amazon 395-308) is shown in Fig. 4AN-3-b. Comparing it with the original 

image in Fig. 4AN-3-a confirms that the non-similar area (the black square) coincides with the 

vein like pattern at the left top of Fig. 4AN-3-a. This screening can be used to extract an similar 

intensity area. The calculation results are shown in Table 4AN-3. 
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T bl 4AN 3 a e s ummarv o amennapattems obtai ned from 17 Amazon tmagcs 
.No. Path Row JdB width Off nadir (deg) Residual (dB) Repcmability(dB) 
I 395 305 5.5 34.75 0.08 0. 15 
2 395 307 5.5 34.75 0.10 0. 15 
3 395 308 5.6 34.69 0.09 0.20 
4 395 309 5.6 34.71 0.09 0.23 
5 395 3 tl 5.4 34.78 0.13 0.16 
6 395 312 5.5 34.68 0. 18 0.22 
7 395 3 14 5.4 34.97 0. 11 0. 18 
8 395 317 5.3 34.90 0. 11 0.21 
9 395 31 5.4 34.85 0.13 0.17 
10 415 301 5.5 35.02 0.06 0.13 
II 415 304 5.9 34.98 0.06 042 
12 4 15 309 5.6 34.87 0. 11 0.2 1 
13 415 310 5.3 35.02 0.11 0.17 
14 415 3 11 5.3 35.07 0.09 0.23 
15 415 313 5.2 35.07 0.0 0.27 
16 415 317 5.4 35.05 0. 10 015 
17 415 319 5.2 35.22 0. 12 0.33 
average 5.4 34.9 1 0.10 0.2 1 
standard dev 0. 17 O. t6 0.03 O.D7 

A.4.2.2 Error criteria for the averaged correlation power 

The AEP error criteria, t.Gele. which is defined as the difference of the estimated AEP, G,,,(¢) 

in dB and the measured AEP, Gele(<l>) in dB, are established below referring to SIR-C and SIR

E [7]; 

lt.G.~,I ~ 0.3dB (3 sigma) (4AN-6) 

After differen tiating (4AN-2) expre sed in dB , the root sum square o( aU the right ide error 

sources is calculated (B·R product is not considered because they are negligibly smaller than the 

ftrst term). 

(4AN-7) 

In this analysis , L'.Gsrc, t.R, and !'.cote are much smaller than t.A and I'.Gele and are therefore 

neglected. While y in A is variable, L band SAR data over Amazon exhibits constant y in 

several experiment of AIRSAR [4] , and SAR imaging swath ha only 6 degree change in 

incidence angle. The above equation is then simplified and lbe error criteria for the Me is 

detenn.ined as follows: 

M e = 2D.G,1, ~ 0.2dB(l sigma) (4AN-8) 
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A.4.2.3 AEP estimation r esults and discussions 

Dete rmination of the AEP model and its comparison with onground AEP 

The AEP i generated by averaging AEP coefficients over 17 scenes. These parameters and 

model are shown below. 

a= -0.39971 

c = -0.00133 

<Po = 34.91 

Standard Deviation= 0.0372 

Standard Devi ation= 0.0072 

Standard Deviation= 0.16 degree 

(4AN-9) 

Coef[icient "b" is not hown because "b" depends on y of each scene. Determination of "b" is 

not the problem, here, in antenna pattern determination. Coefficient "b" should be determined 

using comer reflectors and active radar calibrators a a calibration problem (Chapter 5). Figs 

4AN-4-a) and 4AN-4-b) sbow the coincidence of the best-fit correlation power model and 

screened correlation power for two scenes (395-309 and 4 15-313). In these figures, white 

circles plot screened data (also mea), and black circles plot the best-fit correlation power model 

(also mod). These figures do not plot the points where screening processing failed, so some 

data (white circles) are missing. 
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Fig. 4AN-4-a. Fitted SAR correlation power model Pm,i(a ) (black circles) and averaged 

correlation power P, (white circles) fnr Amazon 395-305 
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38 

Fig. 4AN-4-b. F~ted SAR correlation power model P111,;(a) (bl ack circ les) and averaged 

correlation power P; (whi te circles) for Amazon 415-313 
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Fig. 4AN-5. Comparison of estimated antenna elevation pauern (dashed line) and ground-

based measurement (solid line with black dots). 
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The estimated AEP and the ground-measured AEP are compared in Fig. 4AN-5. The ground 

measurement i made by combining the actual measurement for one 2.2 x 1.5 m antenna sub

paddle and the antenna array theory. The comparison indicates that AEPs before and after 

atellite launch are similar. The 3-dB down one-way beam width of the estimated AEP has 

been calculated to be 5.44 degrees with a standard deviation of 0.17 degrees. This is almost 

equal to the prelaunch value of 5.4 degrees. The fact that the half widths for all the sample 

image are distributed equally around the average shows the con i tency of the calculation (see 

Table4AN-3). 

The averaged residual error, defined as the averaged difference between best-fit correlation 

power model in dB and averaged correlation power in dB, is 0.10 dB as shown in Fig. 4AN-6 

(maximum 0.18 dB and minimum 0.06 dB). This re idual error generally satisfies condition 

(4AN-8), but is far from the 0.0 l dB obtained in SIR-B data analysis [4]. This can be 

explained as follows. The STC changes in 1 dB teps between 0 dB and 5 dB. A !-dB step in 

the receiver may be lost in the ADC because of saturation and bit-redundancy error. This 

mi si ng power is not perfectly corrected in the SAR processor as the screened image shows 

several stripes in azimuth (2], [3]. 

Repeatability 
Repeatability error(!::.") defmed below is a measure of the stability of the estimated AEP over all 

the images. 

[dB] (4AN-LO) 

where llGref is the standard deviation of the referenced AEP (0.10 dB) ; 6Gtarget is the standard 

deviation of AEP obtained for each target image; G,,1 is the reference gain ( -3dB); and G rarg.r 

is the AEP gain in the target where the half width of the reference AEP is measured. The 

repeatabilities of all target image are shown in Table 4AN-3. Except for scenes II and I 7, all 

repeatability errors are within 0.3 dB. The value 0.21 dB is also reasonable since the included 

reference gain error is already 0.1 dB. 

Stability of the off-nadir angle 
The antenna off-nadir angles are distributed between 34.7 degrees and 35.2 degrees (centered 

around 35.0 degrees). An average is 34.9 I degrees with a standard deviation of 0.17 degrees . 

This means thur the antenna was deployed at a smaller off-nadir angle than designed, and 

illuminates a region about 4lcm clo er to the nadir. Originally, the SAR antenna was expected 

to be deployed at 35.2 degrees. However, confirmation telemetry data has not yet been 

obtained from the satellite. fler the SAR antenna deployment, the antenna off-nadir angle was 
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estimated several times using satellite dynamic analysis. Results in this study qualitatively 

agrees with previous re ults. 

Comparing the results of path 395 (Scene_IDs l to 10) with those of path 415 (Scene_fDs 11 

to 17), we see that I) these results are grouped and 2) the error increases as the scene shifts 

south as shown in Fig. 4AN-7. The former result is somewhat related to SAR transmission 

characteristics. The SAR has three transmitters, two of which were supposed to activate in the 

normal transmission mode. One of the three, however, is u ed in the normal operation in order 

to prevent arcing and compensate for there ultant image degradation when two transmitters are 

turned on. Paths 4 15 and 395 correspond to two transmitters. The arcing may affect the 

antenna boresite direction. 

A.4.3 Conclusions 

The antenna elevation pattern of the JERS-1 SAR has been measured by image data analysis 

using the Amazon rain forest SAR data who e backscattering coefficient is ex pected to be 

constant over small off-nadir angles. First, the correlated power images over these areas have 

been screened to remove non-similar areas from the total image. These non- imilar areas are 

sl ightly darker areas, such a rivers and deforested areas, and brighter areas, such as mountain 

ridges. Second, a correlated power model has been developed as a function of antenna 

elevation pattern, receiver and ADC noises, and applied to obtain the antenna elevation pattern 

using the maximum likelihood estimation method. Using these procedures, the 3-dB-down, 

one-way beam width has been estimated to be 5.44 degrees, which is very close to the pre

launch pattern of 5.4 degree. The off-nadir angle has been estimated to be 34.9 1 degrees, 0.3 

degrees smaller than the designed value. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5.1 Introduction 

Chap. 5 

CALIBRATIO USI 'G FREQUENCY TUNABLE ACTIVE 

RADAR CALIBRATOR 

In this chapter, the impul e response function (lRF) of a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 

image for frequency tunable reference point targets (e.g., act ive radar calibrator (ARC)) is 

analyzed. The frequency wnable active radar calibrator is an effective SAR calibration 

device that yields a radar cross section (RCS or cr) larger than that of a corner reflector, and 

displaces the respon e in a desirable background area for isolating from brighter man-made 

targets (e.g., buildings). The larger frequency sh ift, however, degrades the calibration 

accuracy becau e of less correlation gain and broadening resolution. We have compared a 

theoretical ly derived impulse respon e function with the measurement data, taking the care of 

the JERS-1 SAR, and have drawn the following conclusions. First, the location shift and the 

peak gain loss can be theoretically estimated with an accuracy of 4.2 m and 1.6 dB (a 

standard deviation), respectively. Second, the peak calibration method i not effective for the 

frequency-tunable ARC because of broadening of resolution and decrease of peak. Third, the 

integration method should be used for the frequency- tunable ARC. Fourth, the allowable 

frequency shift ha an upper limit, which is about40 Hz in the case of the L·band SAR. 

5.2 Theory 

5.2.1 Coordinate system 

A spaceborne SAR flies on a circular orbit and transmits cascaded pulses at the pulse 

repetitio n frequency of (PRF; pulses per second) to the targets fixed to the earth, targets of 

which are the ARC and the background area (dashed area) in this study and move with the 

earth in the inertial coordinate system (see Fig. 5-l , [6]). The essence of the SARis the 

possibility of carrying out compression processing of the signal's phase history in azimuth 

coordinate, o, the di ranee between the SAR and target is required to be expressed as 

accurate as pos ible. Let us express the satellite position and target position by r 5 and r p. 

respectively, then, their distance, R, is given by 

(5.1) 

The round-trip time from the ARC and nearby scatterers change non-linearly as the satellite 

moves, as is called as the range curvature migration. for which the first-order time 

dependency is the range walk and the second or higher order dependency is the range 

curvature [5] . Range walk correction is one of the key points for forming well-focused SAR 
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images [3], (4]. [8], although the attitude control in yaw reduces the range walk. Thus, we 

consider both the range curvature and range walk for model derivation and use non yaw

steered SAR data that employs a relatively large range walk for the evaluation. 

Fig. 5·1. 

Earth rotation 
vector 

T=O 

Center of 
the earth 

target area 

SAR and target positions in the inertial system fixed atcanh center. The ARC and the 

background are fixed tO ~te earth and move with the earth. rpo and r sO are the satellite position and 

ARC positions at T = 0. 
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T (azimuth time) 

____ lo_c_u::-_~ 

--locus_b" 

ARC image with f5 >=0 

ARC image with f,=O 

Fig. 5-2. Geometry of the azimuth correlation. The range respon e for ARC is on the locus_a. Phase on 

A is propagated to point 8 and correlated with the reference function along locus_b. Correlation on locus_b, 

lherefore, maximizes the output, and those on locsu_b' and locsu_b" minimize it. 

5.2.2 Received signal 
Fig. 5-2 shows the range-azimuth coordinate system for SAR observation. The (slow) 

azimuth time coordinate, T, corresponds to motion in the azimuth direction, and the (fast) 

range time coord inate, t, correspond to the pulse propagation in a perpendicular direction. 

Azimuth time origin, T = 0, is defined as when the ARC is observed in the antenna azimuth 

peak gain direction and the distance between ARC and SAR is Ro. A pulse, St, transmitted to 

the ground at T is expressed by: 

( t) 2ft/( for+~•') 
S,(t,T)=rect; ·e 2 

I {j \t\ ~ T/2} rect(-)= 
r 0 else 

(5 .2a) 

(5.2b) 

where t is the time delay from T; fo is the transmission frequency; 1: is the pulse width; and k 

is the chirp rate (Hz/s). Since a pulse i detected by the ARC, ARC changes the received 
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signal phase by the frequency off, (positive or negative); amplifies it; and retransmits it to 

the SAR until the SAR main beam is outbound from the ARC. Here, two phase modulations 

are initiated: one is the nonlinear phase modulation due to the time compression by the 

satellite- ARC relative movement; and the other is the active linear modulation by the ARC. 

The SAR - ARC relative motion compresses the pulse width and the time delay from the 

ARC at the center of the pulse as follows: 

c+R 
'l'~---'l' 

c-R 
2R 2R 

1=-~---
c c-R 

(5.3a) 

(5.3b) 

where R is the time derivative of di tance at T and c is the speed of light. The received 

signal, S,(l, T), is, therefore. expressed as follows: 

[ 

2R l I---. 2R 
S,(t,T)=rect ___s;_:;:.Jl -c . .,(r---.. r) 

c+R'l' c-R 
c-R2 (5.4a) 

l ( ) (r-k 'R) '(r·k 'R )' } 2,'lJ J, , .. r ~r, +/o _,_....:.....,.- _,_._ -lot 
.:_.R c-R 2 r;.,. R c - R 

·e 

(5.4b) 

where fs is the frequency shift added by ARC; T5 is the t[me when the ARC start the 

frequency modulation; Gant is the one-way relative antenna pattern; Gele i the elevation 

pattern; Gazm is the azimuth pattern ; 80 rr is the off nadir angle to ARC; and c!>azm is the 

azimuth angle to ARC (see Fig. 5-1) . Here , we do not discuss the ampli tude decrea~e in the 

free space propagation. Under the maximum error of 2% within the azimuth correlation 

duration for spacebome SARs, (5.4a) is approximated by 

·{ 2R~ 2RJ. y 1R)') _ . (I- 2R I c) ( 2R ) '"' r,(~+T+T,)--;-'-•~ •a~ •--;:-
S,(t,T)=Iect --- -G • ., 1--,T ·e . 

'l' c 
(5.5) 

[n the exponent of (5 .5), fs · (1 + T + T,) is the phase shift introduced by ARC, -2Rfot I c the 

phase change (Doppler) within a pu lse due to time compression, -2Rfo I c the phase delay 

between ARC and SAR, and kl2·(t-2Ric)2 the delayed pulse modulation. In the SAR 

antenna main beam, the following approximations are valid: 

1 .. )' R: !?,; +-!?,; · (T + f3 
2 

(5.6a) 
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fJ; ~ (5.6b) 

2 { I ·· ( )2} t=; Ro+2,Ro T+fJ 
(S.6c) 

where R, and ~> are the first and second derivatives of !ant range at T = 0. 

5.2.3 Range Correlation 
A range correlation output, S,.,,. is given by 

(5 .7a) 

where 

k( 2R)' 
(

I - t'- 2Rfc) -1"'1 ,_,._7 
s,,,,(t-t')=rect '!' e (5.7b) 

is the transmission pulse with unit amplitude, "*" the complex conjugate, and t' the new 

variable replacing t. Integration is performed over a pulse width ( -'t/2 to -r/2) centered at 

2R/c. If the antenna elevation pattern does not change radically within a pulse width (w ithin 

the main lobe), (5 .7a) can be well approximated by 

( 
2R ) ( 2R ) in{E(t' ,T)m} 

S (1, T)=/"'F(• ·'·l,..c t'-- T ·G. t'--,T ·-L...:--,--"---'-
c, r ' - tie C , a..,l C E(r' ,T)-rn 

(5.8) 

where 

2R.fr. k( 4R2 J . 2R F(t' T)= 'T+f.T--0 -- t'
1
--2 +E(t,T)-, 

I )s $,( C 2 c c 
(5.9a) 

2i?.J, ( 2R) E(t',T)=t,-----;!-+k t'-7. (5.9b) 

and G is the averaged antenna pattern over a pulse width. The third term on the right ide 

of (5.9;) dominates the other two terms because k is huge. If we use 0 as a deviation from R, 

the sine function in (5.8) become sin(2k1:7tO/c)/(2kmO/c) and suppresses range resolution in 

several meters (for tandard SAR with k- I.Oe 11 Hz/s and 't- 35 ~ts). Terms involving Tin 

F cannot be ignored because they ex.i t for a relative ly longer duration and correlate with the 
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azimuth reference function. Note that different exi tence areas of the two integrand · in (5.7a) 

does not produce a significant error (see Appendix). 

5.2.4 Azimuth Correlation 

The azimuth correlation is the same as the range correlation except that the integration i 

conducted on the range curvature. The range curvature is the locus of any target location on 

the azimuth time (T) - slant range (or t') coordinate system, and is bounded by the antenna 

azimuth pattern and the processing frequency width. Let the locus_a in Fig. 5-2 be the range 

curvature for the ARC response. Since the azimuth reference function is defined on the 

locus_b which is almost the same as locus_a shifted by the azimuth time delay T 1 in T (i.e., 

T ~ T- I;) and by the range shift t.R in R (i.e., Ro ~ Ro + t.R), the expressions for the 

locus_b in terms of R" and t" become: 

l .. ( )2 R"=.R.,+M+-R., T-I;+{J 
2 

(5.l0a) 

2 { I .. ( )2} t"=.;; R.,+M+2,Ro T-I;+{J (5. 1 Ob) 

where W is an estimation from knowledge on the orbit, attitude, and Doppler azimuth 

spectrum. Although erroneous information makes~· slightly different from~. we as ·ume ~ 

= ~· for simplicity. On rhe locus_b, we do not consider the frequency shift at the ARC, so the 

azimuth reference function, Sa.ref• should be 

(
T-T.) _2/nR. 

s •. ,..AT-I;)=rect ~ e , . 

Tllen, the azimuth correlation output, Sc,r,a. is given by 

(5. 11) 

(5 .12) 

where Ta is the azimuth correlation duration. Since the azimuth antenna pattern in (5.8) 

changes steeply within the azimuth correlation duration, it cannot be moved out from tbe 

integration of (5.12). [ntegrand S,,, on the locus_b can be interpolated by replacing t' of (5 .8) 

by t" of (5.!0b). The Taylor expansion of the exponential terms in the two integrands and 

rearrangement of the dominant terms simplify (5 .12) to: 
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S ( ., T.) _ -G (,. 2R) 
~.r,a t, I= tfl' { ----;;--

(5 .13) 

. -frecr(T-~) - c. (r"- 2R ,r)sin(E(r",T)m) el"'(J,+J,. r,)rdT, 
_ T. "·"' c E(r",T)n-r 

where 

(5.14) 

and foo is the Doppler chirp rate given by -2f0Rolc. The exp{2nJT.(.fs+ /00~)} in (5.13) 

provides a inc-function-like output after the integration. The sin('t!tE)/(mE) maximizes the 

integration if we select such ~R that crosses locus_b and locus_a at their centers (see Fig. 5-

2). The integration is then maximized at: 

(5.1 5a) 

(5.1 5b) 

where T ns is the azimuth time shift. The azimuth location shift (x.) and range location shift 

(xr). then, are given by: 

x. = r., vg 
x, = R; - ~ = RofJT., = k,.,T., 

(5 .16a) 

(5. 16b) 

where V 
8 

is ground speed of the beam center along the sub-satellite track. Thus, IRF moves 

in the azimuth direction and it shift amount depends on the frequency shift (f,) and Doppler 

chirp rate (foo); lRF also moves in the range direction if the product of slant range velocity 

at the center of the beam and time shift (T as) is bigger than a range resolution; if the antenna 

beam is controlled to track R,., = 0 (i.e., yaw steering), range sh ift is eliminated; and the 

decreased overlapped area of two loci may looses the correlation gain (see Fig. 5-2). A 

computation with parameters based on JERS-1 SAR (Table 5-1) evaluated the dependence of 

the impulse re ponse peaks on the frequency sh ift, and showed that the correlation gains 

decrease as f, increases (Fig. 5-3): and the correlation gain loss is predicted to be -10.1 dB at 

f, =180Hz. 
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Table 5-1 . 

Parameter 

ro 
r, 

Height 

Ro 

T3(s) 

Parameters of the SAR simulaLion 

Value 

1.275 GHL 

0-200 Hz 

-4.2857ell Hz/s 

300.000 km/s 

35J.ls 

568 km 

730 km 

1.8 

Note tha t JERS- 1 's orbi t data and ARC's actual location, were used for the si mulation parameters. 
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fs=20Hz , 0 ct. 7 , 1996 fs=40Hz, Oct. 8 , 1996 

fs=SDHz, Nov. 21, 1996 fs=180Hz, Nov. 22, 1996 

Sa1e1li1e moving direction 

Fig. 5-5. S,unpk inldgcs of the >hi fted ARC P•ll nttarge t>. 1;. = 20. 4(), RIJ. and IHO Ht (top left, wp nght , 

bouom le ft . and bott om righ t). In order to Jisungui,h the ARC I 1111ngc .tt f,: IRQ Htlrom the hnght 

mrgc1s on the lam.!. n 1:-. \ Urroundcd by a while .;m:-lc. 
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5.3 Experiment~ 

Calibrauon experiment\ for JER - l SAR were conducted u:mg l\\ o L-band. frequency

tunable RC varying f, from 0 to 180 H7 at Japanese test . tte> . The experiment ·ought to 

acquire data relating the frequency hift and the location ·hilt correlauon gain lo s, and the 

re>olution broadentng. The modds dc\'eloped in the prev10us section were verified and the 

appltcabtlity of ·uch ARC to the caJibrULion was evaluated. 

5.3.1 Frequency-tunable ARC 

The L-band frequency-tunable ARC has been introduced m Chapter 2. While the SAR pulse 

i' bemg detected. the phase controll<!r continue mixing the ignal (SARcl whose phase 

changes linearly with Lime smce the pul e i fir r detected. 

(5. 17) 

5.3.2 SAR products 

We use full-resolution (single- look) s lant-range complex data proce ·ed by the range

Doppler type SAR processor 1191. Eight times mterpolation using the FFr lll] was applied 

to analyze the lRF. Tht: S R data is corrected for sensitivity variations by the antenna 

pattern, sensitivity tune control (STC). and automatic gatn control (AGC) [91. A rectangular 

window functi n wa> ·elected in generating the SAR data in order to compare the data with 

the theory. We elected 42 dBm2 as ARC' cr, so as not aturate the SAR raw data but 

ach ieve a s ignal-to-cluner ratio of 30 dB for the background crO of -10 dB. 

5.3.3 Experimental desniption 

The J ERS- 1 recurrence cycle i · 44 days, and the path move 49 krn we t every day at a 

latitude of around J5 deg. A 26 km (75 km minu · 49 krn) area can be doubly observed over 

two consecutive days, i.e .. the first day for the far range and the second day for the near 

range. We establi>hed the following experiment strategy: first. we se le~ ted te~t ires that can 

be ob,erved by SAR over two con e utive day ; second. we located two ARCs at the ame 

~lam ranges in rcler to e ·elude the SAR inten,ity dependency on the ;lam range; third. we 

always frequency-shifted RC I but not ARC 2. 

Becau e the Doppler chirp rate depend on the lant range, the IRF aztmuth location shift 

slight ly depends on the AR ' · physical location. From an example for the JERS-1 re;LiLUted 

orbit of path 66 on Aug. 19, 1993. we estimated the differential location hift to be 
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approximately lOm/Hz (e.g., 200m for 20Hz, 400 m for 40Hz, 900 m for 80Hz, and 2000 m 

for 180Hz, Fig. 5-4). 

Table 5-2 shows the history of the experiments and the parameter configuration for the two 

ARCs. Test sites were selected from the NASDA calibration sites, Hatoyama site (N 35 deg 

58'50.4", E 139 deg 23' 14.4"), Kumagaya site (N 36 deg 08'00.5'', E 139 deg 16'52.9"), and 

Niigata site (N 37 deg 54'26.3", E 139 deg 09'11.5"). Combinations of frequency bifts and 

the ARC locations should be carefully selected so that the re ponses can be seen on the dark 

background and recognized as clearly as possible. Ideal background are rivers runnino near 

aU the above test sites. However, those rivers are less than 500 m wide, and the eff:ctive 

river width along the satellite track is less than I ,OOOm. For a location hift of 2000m, the 

IRF moves across the river. The ARC physical location is adjusted acros the track so that 

the IRF can fall in rice fields and not in the nearby urban area. 

Figs 5-5-a, b, c, and d show the typical ARC image samples at Niigata test site in response to 

the four different frequency shifts. Each image size is 3520 m (azimuth) x 1800 m (slant 

range). We confirm that more frequency shift defocus the IRF, and moves it in azimuth and 

range directions. For these figures, ARC 1 and ARC 2 were deployed at almost same 

location; and their locations differ only a few meter. 

Table 5-2. Experiments usin£ the ARC with freQuency shift 

ARC..1. ARC.l 
No. fs (Hz) xm(m) fs (Hz) "m(m) Date Snc 

I. 40 462.5 0 0 I J/J6f93 Niigata 

2. 0 0 0 0 ll/17!93 Niigata 

3. 0 0 0 0 2111!94 Oppe 

4. 180 2026 0 0 5/10/'94 Oppe 

5. 80 862.5 0 0 5/J Jf94 Kumagaya 

6. t80 0 0 0 6/25f94 iigaLa 

7. 0 0 0 0 8/6!94 Oppe 

B. 80 862.5 0 0 8nt94 Kumagaya 

9. 0 0 0 9120!94 Niigata 

lO. 40 0 0 0 9/21/'94 Niigata 

I( 0 0 0 0 J0/21/95 Niigata 

12 0 0 0 0 J0/22/95 Niigata 

13 20 223 0 0 7n5195 Qppe 

Remarks RCSs are selected as 42 dBm2 for both ARCs. JERS-1 SAR is incorporated in this 

experiment. Xm is the measured location shift (m) 
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5.4 Analysis and Discussion 

Analyses were conducted for location shift , correlation gain loss, re olution broadening, 

adaptability of the frequency tunable ARC to the calibration, and the frequency shift 

allowance. 

5.4.1 Image shifts in azimuth and range 

Fig. 5-6 shows the location difference between the measured azimuth shift (xm) and the 

theoretical azimuth shift (x0) at five frequency shifts. The mean difference is -0.65 m. and the 

standard deviation, 4.2 m. The e errors might ari se from manual recognition of the lRF and 

satellite velocity determination error. The velocity error is around 15 cm/s for each 

component (16), it deviates the Doppler chirp rate error of around only 0.007%. We then 

conclude that orbital may not be the main error. A good estimation of the location shift 

requires the accurate calcul ation of the Doppler chirp rate foo (6] . Range image shift has 

been confirmed from Fig. 5-5-d, for which tbe theoretical shift x, at fs =180Hz is 59 m ( Ra= 
0.22 km/s, and T as = 0.28 s); and the measured shift in slam range i. 63 m; therefore, both 

agree very wei I. 

5.4.2 Correlation Gajn Loss 

To evaluate the correlation gain loss, the ARCs' receiver gain mu t be known for each 

experiment. If an ARC can transmit two equal-amplitude signals si multaneously, one 

frequency-shifted and the other not frequency-shifted as same as the time delay ARC [ 12], 

the measurement loads for these ARC differences may be reduced. The ARCs used in these 

experiment were manufactured to stabilize within ± 0.5 dB over two years. To ensure 

measurement credibility, however, those gains were monitored all through the experiments 

using tbe calibrated signal generators and spectrum analyzer before and after the satelli te 

passages. Results confirmed that the two receiver gains differ within 0.5 - 1.0 dB except at 

several points (Fig. 5-7). 

The clutter and the less-focused SAR data may prevent accurate detection of the impulse 

response peak as welL In tum, the integration of the impulse response is known to be well 

stabilized [2]. We introduced the following two parameters (Rp and R1) for the gain lo s 

evaluation: 

R _ ~(0,0)- pback.l . G, 

P- P,(O,O) -P~;a"·' G, 
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Jf { P, (x, y)- P,.,, .. }dxdy 
R - •· . G2 

1
- Jf{~(x,y)- P,.,,,Jlxdy G, 

(S.l8b) 

., 
where Rr is the gain loss ratio measured by the peak value; R1 is the gain loss ratio u ing the 

integral method; P 1(x, y) and P2 are the impulse response function of ARC I and ARC 2; G, 

and G 2 are the gain of ARC 1 and ARC 2; and P back.l and Pback.2 are the averaged background 

intensity for ARC 1 and ARC 2. We selected the integral area "At" (A2) that surrounds the 

impulse re pon e to be as large as pos ible but not to contain other brighter targets. 

Background intensity is estimated from the far sides of the above integral areas. 

The evaluation resu lts are given in Fig. S-8. Measured peak gain losses (Rp) are shown by 

black diamond (+ ).measured integral gain losses (Rtl by (0), theoretical correlation 

(peak) gain loss by the solid th.in line, and theoretical integral correlation gain loss by the 

solid thick line. The azimuth integration time is set to 1.8 seconds. Integral gain loss shows 

good agreement between the theory and the measurements with a standard deviation of 0. 7 

dB and a mean resid ue of -0.3 dB. However, the peak gain loss exhibits slightly worse 

agreement with a standard deviation of 1.6 dB and a mean re idual of 0.1 dB. Th.is mean 

that the correlation gain loss due to the frequency shift can be estimated from the theoretical 

model (integral method ha much better agreement than peak method) , and the resultant 

calibration factor variation could be corrected. We summarize the differences at the peak and 

integral methods in Tables S-3 and S-4. 

Table 5-3 

no. f5(Hz) 

0 

2 20 

2 40 

80 

4 180 

Rp(peak)(dB) 

0 

-0.15 

·0.65 

-2.67 

- 10. 14 

Pt(integral)(dB) 

0 

-0.00 

-0.01 

-0.05 

-0.24 

Table 5-4 Com anson of the ak nnd in1egral method 

Mean residual 

S1andard deviation 

Peak method 

0.1 dB 

J.6dB 

- --

Integral method 

-0.3 dB 

0.7 dB 
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Fig. 5-10. Azimuth cross section of Lhe impulse response function centered al each location shift. 
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5.4.3 Resolutions 

Fig. 5-9 compares the measured and simulated azimuth and range resolutions (3dB down 

width). This bows that both azimuth and range resolutions agree well with the theoretical 

va lues until f, = 20Hz; the theoretical values are lower than the measurements for f, of 40 

and 80 Hz; and after that the theoretical values exceed the measurements. Disagreement at f, 

<!: 80 Hz is probably because the range-Doppler SAR processing algorithm used in this study 

is not perfectl y matched to the data and needs some improvements. Simu lations of the 

azimuth and range resolutions are as follows . 

Azimuth resolution 

The azimuth cross sections of the impulse response function are calculated from (5.13) by 

deviating the azimuth time (T!) arou nd the shifted time (T
35

) and fixing 1.\R as given by 

(5.15b). Fig. 5- 10 shows the results fo r fo ur frequency shifts (f,s; 0, 40, 80, and 180Hz) with 

the azimuth distance ( V
8
(I;- T,)) instead of azimuth time. We confirmed that the azimuth 

resolution of rhe single-look image is almost 6 rn until f, is less than 80 Hz; a fter that, it 

becomes broader quickly as f5 increases; the IRF for f, = 180 Hz has the wider Plato peaks 

than the lower freq uency cases. 

Range resolution 

A similar calculation is performed for the range resolution by changing 1.\R in (5.13) from -20 

m to 20 m at I; = T~. Fig. 5-11 shows that the be t resolution is confirmed to be 9 m for f, of 

40 Hz; but for f, = 180Hz resolution quickly increases to 22 m and asymmetry appears. 

5.4.4 Discussion on the ca libration applicability 

The frequency-tunable ARC has several advantages compared with the standard ARC (non -

frequency tunable). Shifting the impulse response location lo a low back ground area or an 

area which does not receive radiometric interference from brighter mao-made target is the 

major advantage. Although the ARC can generate a larger radar cross section, the 

interference from other targets or medium bright clutter decreases the quality of the impulse 

response. This shi fting capability is thus welcomed when searching for a test area that is 

easily accessible from the data processing/calibration center located in an industrialized area. 

In turn , the correlation gain loss, the resolution broadening, and some complexity of 

manufacturing the phase shifting function are the disadvantage . The app licabili ty of such 

ARC to ca.libration is discussed below in terms of the improvement of the calibration 

coefficient. 

Two represen tative SAR cal ibration methods using the point target re ponses are the peak 

method and the integral method. Ulander [17] theoretically compared the accuracy of those 
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two methods, and summarized that the peak method achieves smaller error than the integral 

method if the image i well focused, but that the integral method i. a robust method 

regardless of the SAR focu . 

The callbration coefficient by the peak method depends on the peak va lue of the response, 

and the azimuth I range resolutions. As shown in Fig . 3 and 11 , those terms are significantly 

reduced in higher frequency (e.g., the peak value by 10.1 dB at f, = 180 Hz, the azimuth 

re olution to 22 m from 6 m, and the range resolution to 22 m from 9 m) , and drop the 

calibration coefficient dramatically. The SAR image may be calibrated with an accmacy of 

1.6 dB if no error is assumed for resolution estimation . We, however, can not recommend 

this method because integral method gives better results. 

The calibration coefficient by the integral method depends only on the integration of the 

impulse response function, not on the resolutions. As shown in Fig. S-8, the theoretical 

integral gain loss agrees well with the measurement wil11 an accuracy of 0.7 dB. This means 

that the integral method corrects the calibration coefficients wi!h good accuracy. Alihough 

the hardware limitations do not allow evaluating the integral gain loss at higher f, than 180 

Hz, we expect that the integral method can be applied to higher frequency cases. 

Defocusing affects the resolution measurement, wb.icb is one item of the SAR image quality. 

From Fig. 5-9, azimuth and range resolutions become broader as f, increases. The range 

cross section becomes asymmetric at f, = 180 Hz (Fig. 5-11), and the range and azimuth 

response differ from the case off, = 0 iff, exceeds 80Hz (Figs. 12 and 13). The frequency 

shift should therefore be preferable less than 40Hz from the image quality evaluation point of 

view. 

5.5 Conclusions 
In mis chapter, we have shown that the frequency tunable active radar calibrator suffers from 

correlation gain lo s and the resolution broadening a disadvantage ; but it has a location 

hif!ing advantage. We have verified that the correlation gain loss can be estimated 

theoretically with an accuracy of 1.6 dB and the location shift in 4.2 m. We have proposed 

that the integral method is a robust calibration method for using frequency-tunable ARC; and 

the frequency shift should be les than 40 Hz for image quality evaluation for L band 

spaceborne SAR. 
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Appendix 5-1 Range correlation 

We consider coefficient "a" in the range reference function sin(ax)/ax. Range correlation 

output is given by: 

0.0 ... I k k 

P( ') Js () . J t l+t - J28(-1n'+-r' '> 
I = '"I ·SReF(I+t) dt= rect(-)rect(--· )e 2 2 d1, 

- - 1: 1: 

(SA. I) 

where 

(5A.2) 

, I +t' j2:r!tr""l')1 

SREF(r +I ) =reel(--). e z 
1: 

(5A.3) 

For, t' > 0 (on, t'<t/2), 

T/2-r' 

P(t) = e-jmu'' J e-i'•'~''dl (5A.4) 
-r/2 

= e-pru'' [ ei''""'' ]_,, ,.,. +e-P'"''' [ei''""'' ],,_,. 

j2n; kf -r/2 j27rkl' -dl-1' 

_ -pd"·•Sin{n: Bct'(l-21' /-r))( . 
:e -r-21) 

71: Bct'(l-21'1-r) 
(SA.S) 

where k is the chirp rate, 'tis the pulse width, and Be the tran mission band width. Since 

t' = 2r' 
c 

(SA.6) 

(5A.7) 

where r is the slant range. (5A.7) is not strict ly in the form sin( ax)/( ax). However, if 

c-r 
r<<-

4' 

then, 

sin(2n Bcr) 

IPCtll= 'J B _n cr 

c 

Here, the coefficient "a'' becomes 

271: Be 2n · 15 x 106 /sec 
a=--= tOn;. 

c 300000 kml ec 

(5A.8) 

(5A.9) 

(5A. IO) 
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Chap. 6 

SAR CALIBRATION EXPERIMENT USING FLAT

R A I N - F 0 R E S T IM A G E A N D EX T E R A L 
CALIBRATORS 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will verify the calibration method developed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 by 

using the JERS-1 SAR data, as an example of low-dynamic range SAR data. Difficulty in 

calibrating JERS-1 SAR are that 1) the sensitivity time control (STC) and the automatic gain 

control (AGC) change the receiver gain quickly, 2) 3-bit AID converter has limited dynamic 

range, and 3) 1he data is always saturated in the near range region and coastal region. SAR 

images at the rainforest and point-targets were used. We evaluate the acros track radiometric 

variations and calibration accuracy using the peak method and the integral method. We also 

propose a method to eliminate interference from ground radars. 

It was reported that the JERS-1 SAR performance almost meets the specification except for 

several poin ts: a smaller S R (5 to 6 dB) over land, light sa turation of the raw data, serious 

saturation in coastal areas, and the frequency interference from the ground radar signals [ 1], 

[2]. These deviations are caused by a lower tran mission power (325 Winstead of 1300 W) 

and a time-variant receiver gain that is automatically selected slightly beyond the adequate level 

for the incoming signal. Initially the JERS-1 SAR was evaluated u ing the SAR images that 

were not corrected for saturation [I]. Here, the SAR images that were corrected following 

Chapter 3, 4, and 5 were evaluated and the SAR calibration was conducted. 

Section 6.2 summarizes the preprocessings to compensate for the saturation, to determine the 

SAR sensi tivity, and the calibration methods. Next, we evaluate the SAR data using the 

Amazon rain forest and check discontinuities over two-path SAR images. We also evaluate the 

stability at the peak and integral calibration methods. In section 6.3, we summarize the image 

quality of the saturation-corrected SAR data. Finally, we describe a method to eliminate the 

ground radar interference. 

6.2 Theory 

6. 2. 1 Radar Equation 

The radar equation for s lightly saturated SAR correlation data (image data) is modeled [I 0]. 

These SAR image data can be radiometrically corrected by scaling the input signal so as to 

compensate the saturation-reduced-correlation gain. Let us consider SARs which employ a 

sensitivi ty time control (STC) and an automatic gain control (AGC), a low-dynamic range 

SARs. The raw data is scaled by 
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(v,) l (/-7 ) 
VQ = .,jG,cc(T) ·G.rrc(r){l-S,(c,T)} . Q-Q ' 

(6. 1) 

where V1 and Yo are the scaled in-phase and quad-phase signal ; l and Q are the in-phase and 

quad-phase ignals; I and Q are the averaged I and Q values; GAGC i the receiver gain at the 

azimuth time (T); GsTc is the sensitivity time control's gain at range time (t); and Sa is the 

saturation rate defined in [10) . From Chapter 3, the SAR correlation power Pc' can be 

approximated by the signal component and the noise component as: 

(6.2) 

(6.3a) 

(6.3b) 

where Pt is the transmission power; Go is the antenna peak gai n; A. is the wave length; 'tis the 

pulse duration · fsample i the sampling frequency; PRF is the pulse repetition frequency; V g is 

the satellite ground speed; crO is the normalized radar cross section; Oa is the azimuth pixel 

pacing; 8, is the range pixel spacing; Pa is the azimuth resolution; Lis a sy tern loss; crmo is 

the thermal noise power; 9 is the local incidence angle; Gele is the antenna elevation pattern; and 

R i the I ant range. 

A constant a can be determined by using the external calibration signals , and Pta from tbe raw 

data analysis (Chapter 4). Ignoring noise component, we obtain the calibration factor (CF) to 

convert Pc' or its linearly scaled digital number to the normalized radar cross section, crO. The 

general form is 

(6.4) 

where ( ) means averaging. 

6.2.2 Radar parameters 

Among several parameters in (6.2), the antenna elevation pattern should be carefully 

determined because it causes a weak intensity difference at the two-path image's boarder. 
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Sensitivity Time Control 

GsTC can be modeled by evaluating the receiver responses to the fo llowing inputs: 1) thermal 

noise generated from the noise generator, 2) SAR observation data for dark target (like the 

ocean), and 3) that for uniform targets (like the Amazon rain forest). If the STC circuit is made 

of a set of di crete attenuators (i.e., JERS-1 SAR employs 0, 1. 2. 4 dB unit artenuators to 

generate a specific attenuation of 5 dB), statistical evaluation of the output at different 

attenuators can express the attenuation model. Fig. 6-l shows the two relation. hips between 

the raw power and tbe attenuation level (integer) . Tbe upper curve i for ocean data, and the 

lower curve is for preflight measurement. The higher the raw power i , the lower the gracliem 

is. Tbis predicts that GsTc can not be modeled from the Amazon data. We therefore used the 

preflight noise for detennining the attenuator model. Fig. 6- l shows U1atthe gradient is not J.O 

(but slightly less than 1.0) and all the unit attenuaror bave the same gradient. Thu , GsTc can 

be modeled by using the gain number (K) in the satellite telemetry, such us 

(6.5) 

Typical pcean dala -------- :····-·····-·-~·-·······----- .:. 

-1 0 2 3 4 5 6 
Attenuation number 

Fig. 6-J. Relationships between ADCoutput power (dB) and the aucnuat ion level (dB) 

for preOight data (lower cu.rve) and ocean observation data (upper curve). Both axes are relative 

values. 
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Automatic Gain Control 

AGC is composed of a constant-gain receiver and a set of anenuators (i.e., JERS-1 SAR 

employs 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 dB attenuators to provide attenuation from 0 dB to 31 dB in 1 dB 

steps). [n the in-flight configuration, those attenuators can not be measured under saturation

free conditions because SAR always operates in the AGC mode and the resu ltant data are 

slightly saturated. We assume that the AGC gain gradient is the same as the STC gain grad ient. 

The AGC can be modeled by 

(6 .6) 

where GLNAO is the receiver's gain . 

Saturation 
The saturation rate, S., can be measured from the raw data as follows [ 10]: First, an image is 

segmented into smal l pieces, each of which is 5 12 pixel in range and 64 pixels in azimuth. 

Second, a normalized histogram, hm(i) witll i = 0 ro 7, is measured for each segment. Since 

tbe histogram hm(i] fori= l to 6 is Gaussian distributed, we have a following relationship: 

(6.7) 

Because!! is a measurement, a tandard dev iation cr can be determined by tbe iterative way. 

Finally the saturation rate can be obtained by 

_ 1.5 l _ (•-P)' 
S, = 1- J = e 2

". dx. 
-<>.s v2ncr 

Antenna elevation pattern 

(6.8) 

The antenna e levation pattern (AEP) bas been determined in the annex of Chapter 4 using 

Amazon rain forest images (see also [6] , (7] and Eq. (4AN-9)). 

a= -0.39971 

c = -0.00 133 

~0 = 34.91 

Standard Deviation = 0.0372 

Standard Deviation = 0.0072 

Standard Deviation= 0.16 degrees 
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6. 3 Valid ation 

6. 3.1 Unifom1ity tes t by mosaicing 

We used the Amazon images to eva luate the cro. track umformity or crD (or y) . Most of the flat 

Amazon areas are covered by rain fore. Lo; , and the scattering from the dense forest is suppo. ed 

to be volume scattering. Thus, crO for the fully grown rain fo rest - va ries as cos8, andy should 

not change across the track. A two-path mosaic image is ;.hown in Fig. 6-2. The images used 

for this mosaic are Paths from 4 15 to 416 and Rows from 300 to 301 (refer [12] for Path and 

Row). We can say that the calibration wa.~ performed so well that intensity difference can not 

be identified ar the boarder of the four individual images. 

Feb. 25, 1993 
150km 

Fig. 6-2 Two-path SAR mosaic 
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6.3.2 Calibration factor~ 

Next, we ca lcu laied the .:althrauon factor~ for the~e SAR 1mage' by U\lng two ca libra1ion 

method,, 1he peak method and the integral method [3 [. l I . The ca libration fac toro;. CFP"·'" 

anJ CF10, are deli ned as fo ll ows: 

(6. 10 ) 
CFP"'I = {P(O OJ P. p } P .. ·p, · - !om!- ,,..,,.. 

CF,"' J J { P(x. y)- P,.,,, 1 - P,,..,, }<'-~dy 
(6. 11 ) 

I 

where G ARC is 1he radar cro•~ ec1ion of the ARC. P (\. yl "the Lwo-tlimen~ional impulo;e 

rc>ponse funclion, x (y) is the two-d1men"onal coord inates. Pl>.t<k is the background power. 

P"""" ''the receiver noi'>e, A is the imegrallon area. p,, ami Pr are Lhc re~o lutions in azunuLh 

and ran ge, and e i' 1he mc1dence angle . No1e thm we calibraledibe input-output relationship of 

the ARC U>ing a signal general or and a spectrum analyzer. 

We used the riftccn impube respon, cs of the non- freq uency shifted ARCs Lo ca lcu late the 

calibration !'actor. Each impube rc»ponse is eight-times FFT-inte rpolatetl , then the azimuth 

reso lution, range resolution. and the CF were calculated. To e liminate the long-rem1 change of 

the AR ensitiYity. CF~ were _ orted in I he time order and the change ra1e of - I dB/3 year' 

wao., corrected. Fig. 6-3 hows that I ) the two methods yie ld s imilar errors in CF, thoua h the 

integral method1 sl ightly beuer than the peak method (i.e .. error of the peak method i~ 0.7 dB 

and that of the integral method is 0.6 dB ), 21 CFs do no1 depend on 1he lant range although the 

ARC. were de ployed in near and far ranges , and 3) the range dependency of the SAR image is 

well calibrated. We also present the Ji 'lribution of 1he a£imuth and range reso lution in Fig. 6-

4. This shows that resolutions are almost equal to the lhcoreticallimils. 

6.3.3 Evaluation of measured crO 

SAR image responses from the AR · and corner relle tor were converted to crO by using (6.4) 

and the calibration factor . They we re then compared with the true va lue~. which are the radar 

crm,s section normalized b a pixel area. We used ,even teen rt: ·ponse. from ARC and the nine 

from the 2.4 mtrihedral Rs. The mtegralmethod and the peak method were u~ed to ca lculate 

each pixel\ ene rgy . The RC had 42 dBml of radar cross section and the CR had 34 dBm~ of 

radar cro. s $cction. We ·care heel for a darker target with a known radar c ross section. but, we 

cou ld not find any. We evaluated the measured crO by u 1ng two factors , the radiometric 

accuracy (R_error) and the s lope. R_enor is de fined by 

14 

--------~~~~ --
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(6.12) 

where crO; is the estimated normalized radar cro s section of the ilh ARC or CR. and crO,ru<h is 

the theoretical value for the ARC (25.9 dB) and CR (17.9 dB). 

The slope is a multiplicative factor to cro,ruth so the sunrn1ation of the squared difference 

between crO and crO,ru1h is minimized. The measured radiometric accuracie and the slopes are 

summarized in Table 6-2. This show that the rad iometric accuracy satisfies the requirement 

given in Table 6-l and the integral method showed better accuracy and linearity than the peak 

method. 

6.3.4 Error Budget 

We estimated the error budget for the calibration factor and the measured cro. The antenna 

elevation pattern required an accuracy of 0.1 dB to eliminate the stripes at the border of two 

path images. The calibration factor is affected by lbe instabilities at the ARC and SAR receiver, 

as well as by the speckle and receiver noise. The variance is 

(6.J3) 

where the first term on the right s ide depends on the ARC's ignal-lo-clutter ratio (SCR), and 

the representative val ue at SCR of 20 dB is 0.5 dB [8]. The CF is not calculated in saturation 

because the saturation degrades the accuracy. Based on the estimation shown in Table 6-1, CF 

could be determined with an accuracy of 0.9 dB. The variance of cr0 is given by 

(6. 14) 

We show the expected variance of crO for four cases in Table 6-1 : l ) saturation-free case for 

clutter (SCR = 1), 2) saturation case for clutter (SCR = I) corrected by this study, 3) saturation 

case for clutter (SCR = l) corrected by the previous method, 4) saturation case for brighter 

target (SCR = 10) corrected by this study. 5) saturation case for brighter target (SCR = 10) 

corrected by the previous method. The terrain slope correction is only required for the high and 

moderate leaf area, and no correction is required for the ocean and flat areas. 
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Tabl 6 I e Erro b d ets r u • 

Case This study This study Previous This study Previous 

Contents Var(CF) VarcaOJ Var(dl) Var ccfll Var(aO) Var(aO) 

Condition(Sa) 0% 0% 20% 20% 20% 20% 

SCR I I I 10 10 

Pc-Prec-Pciuuer 0.5 

Pc-Prcc·Psat 0.6 1.7+(+0.6) 1.7+(·1.5) 0.7 + (0) 1.7+(-2.0) 

Gant2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

CJAR2J 0.5 -
GRECJ) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

All 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

CF - 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

Total (dB) 0.9 (O.Dl 1.2 ro.OJ 2 .0 (+0.6) 2.0 (-1.5) 1.3 (Q) 1.3+(-2.0) 

Total error consists of the random error (dB) and (the b1as error (dB)). 0) 

I) Not applicable for lhe nat land and the ocean. High-and moderate- leaf areas should be applied. 

2) Stability or ARC. 

3) Stabi lity of SAR. 

Sa Stands for the saiUration rate and 20% is one of the serious saturation conditions. 

Saturation generates bias noise. 
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Fig. 6-3 Satiab1hty of the two cahbratioo factor> deri,ed from the peak method and the in tegral 

method. 
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Fig. 6-5 Validation of tbe aO using ARCs and corner reflectors. Integral method was 

used to calculate the energy contained in a pixel. 
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6. 4 Image Quality 

The SAR image quality using point targetS and distributed targets has been measured following 

the CEOS recommendation (4], (5] and is summarized in Table 6-2. The impulse response 

function for the active radar calibrator is shown in Fig. 6-6. The e results show that the JERS-

1 SAR image processed by the range Doppler processor designed and manufactured by the 

author produces well-qualified image data. 

Tablc6-2 Image qualitv of JERS-1 SAR data 

Item Azimuth (Std Dev) Specification Range (a) Specification 

R=llllilm 6.5m (0.3) 6. 1 9.6 (0.1) 8.9 

£Sl.& - 15.56 dB (5.9) - 15.53 (5.2) 

l.S1E. -8.70 dB (4.9) 

~ 22dlJ 20.0dB 

G:.Emlr -40.0m -104.0m lllm(RSS) 

Eaar aECE 0.6dB (Integral) <0.9 dB 0.7 dB (Peak) < 0.9 dB 

&Emll: I.! dB (Integral ) <1.2dB 1.4 dB (Peak) < 1.2 dB 

Slope 1.0025 1.2436 

llnif=.i.ly 0.2 dlJ (I sigma) O. IOdB <0.1 dB 

Silll.!rnlilm 0% 

~ 27% 
B&I:!J.m SAR images were acqutred in the smglc transmitter mode (325 W). 
Resolution , PSLR, and ISLR were calculated by evaluating the impulse responses from 
ARCs. 

0 0 

- 3 -3 

-6 - 6 

-9 -9 

-12 -12 

-16 -16 

-19 -19 

-22 -22 

Fig. 6-6. Three-dimensional view of the impulse response function of the corner 
rcncctor deployed at Niigata T""t Site on May 24, 1993. 
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6. 5 Interference Analysis and Correction 

rnterfering signals from ground radars sometimes seriously degrade the SAR image quality. L

band is widely used for ground communications, Global Positioning Sy tern (GPS), airline 

traffic controLling systems, and spaceborne remote sensing. According to the stati tical 

evaluation of images processed in Japan and other countries [9], [I\], 27% of the processed 

images are degraded by these interference ignals. The degradation occurs in several form·. 

Very strong bright line appear over several contiguous range lines and look like a white area. 

We call these white areas "bright bands." The target is masked by these bright lines (see Fig. 

6-7-c)). The appearance has a regional dependency. It is statistically recognized that eastern 

Hokkaido, Tokyo and Kanro, Chiba, Osaka, Kobe, and Hiroshima are most seriously affected. 

The interference could be elin1inated experimentally, but not operationally because of the lack of 

knowledge about the complex power pectrum of the interference signals. We next consider 

the conditions under which these bright bands appear and propose a method to eliminate them. 

6.5.1 Condition for bright band appearance 

The bright bands are visible at the raw data and the correlated data. We then estimate the 

transmission power of the interference signal in two power levels. I) raw data power and 2) 

correlated ignaJ power. 

Comparison of the correlated signal power 

The interference signal is not correlated with the SAR reference signal. The correlative signal 

power is increased by "n2," and the non-correlating signal power is increa ed by "n." 

Therefore, a comparison of the correlated signal power for the natural target and that for the 

interference signal gives the following inequality: 

(6. 15) 

where Ps is the SAR transmiss ion power; Gs is the SAR antenna gain; P, is the radar 

transmission power; G, is the radar antenna gain; R is the slant range; f.. is the wavelength; L is 

the atmospheric propagation loss; crO is the NRCS of the target; and A is the pixel area (12.5 m 

x l2.5m). Equation (5.16) can be rewritten by 

PG > P,Gs o L 
11

_--,o-An . 
47d?-

(6.16) 

If the ground radar's antenna pattern is uniform ( l/47t), its transmi sion power can be 

calculated. It depends on the target's crO. [f crO is -10 dB as for a natural target, forest and 
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grass land, Pt should exceed 19W. If crO is larger than I 0 dB as for the brightest target, such as 

a building or trihedral corner reflector target, Pt should exceed 1900W. The urban SAR 

correlated images for Tokyo, Hiroshima, and so on, are seriously affected by the bright bands 

and covered images can not be recognized at all. Therefore, we should pick crO as lO dB. 

Comparison of the raw signal power 

(6.17) 

where Grec is the receiver gain (it was 78 dB when the bright bands appeared); 50 is the 

impedance of the SAR (ohms); and 0.51 is the maximum voltage of the saturated SAR raw 

data. The left side is the received raw data power at the input port of the ADC, and the right 

side is the aturated power level. This inequality implies that the transmis ion power should 

exceed 1440 W. From these two estimations, it is concluded that the peak transmission power 

may exceed 1440 W or 1900 W. This calculation can be applied for both pulsed radars and 

CW radars. 

6 .5.2 Correcting the contaminated signal 

We next consider how to eliminate the interfering signal from the correlation. The raw signal 

power spectrum is not unique; i.e., it has different forrns in time. One correction method is to 

I) divide the whole image into several segments (i.e., 1024 pulses), 2) convert the data in the 

frequency domain, 3) identify the frequency bin which may be affected by the interference by 

comparing the power spectrum with theoretical values, and 4) entering zero values for the 

interference points. Sample images are shown in Fig. 5-1 7-c and d for the uncorrected and 

corrected images. Perfect correction is not possible. However, most of the bright bands may 

be eliminated and the image made useful. 

6 . 6 Con cl us ions 

This chapter bas discussed the calibration of the JERS-1 SAR. We 1) have shown a method to 

determine the STC and AGC gain models, 2) have performed the mo aicing of four SAR 

images to evaluate the cross track variation, 3) have calculated the calibration factors in two 

way , peak method and integral method, and verified that the measured crO is obtained with an 

accuracy of 1.1 dB, 4) have obtained the error budgets for crO measurement at several saturation 

conditions, 5) have calculated the image quality of the SAR data, and finally 6) have shown a 

method to eliminate the interfered signals. 
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·10 -s 0 
frequency(MHt) 

10 · 10 - s o 
frequ~ncy(M~I7.) 

a) Power speclrum of raw data b) Corrected power spectrum 

c) noise is not removed d) noise removed 

Fig. 6-7 . Noise was reduced in the interference signal; a) shows the power spectrum of 

the raw data; b). the power spectrum of the filtered data for which zero value is added for the 

spike points; c), the SAR correlated image without any correction; and d), the SAR correlated 

image after noise has been fi ltered. 
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CHAPTER 7 

7.1 Introduction 

Chap. 7 

CORRECTIO OF ERROR IN ()0 DUE TO 

T 0 P 0 GRAPH I C SL 0 P E UTI LJ ZI t G SAR 
INTERFEROMETRY 

While crO is defined as a unit-area quantity, the flat-earth-corrected cr0 deviates from the true crO 
that is corrected for the local gradients in two ways. First, the ameuna elevation pattern is 

incorrectly estimated for the target position. Second, the tangential plane at the target area 

differs from that on the flat earth. The first way affects low-altitude SAR (i.e., airborne 

SARs) more. The second affects both airborne and spaceborne SARs [I], [2]. 

Zyl et. al. [I] first published error analyses for the airborne SAR (A!RSAR) and the 

spacebome SAR (ERS-t AM1) using a digital elevation model (OEM) prepared on the ground. 

Ulander [2] [ust proposed the use of tbe SAR interferometry for tbis correction. He described 

how lhe slope correction can be perfonned for a non-singular area, which excludes the 

layovers . His method uses the zero-padded FFT to estimate the two-dimensional local 

gradients, and the related error estimates. He also pointed out the importance of u ing the two

dimensional surface gradients for calculating the local surface nonnal vector. 

In this cbapter, we develop an improved method using the SAR interferometry technique to 

derive tbe slope correction factor. Two factors are known to influence the slope correction 

factor: the estimation of the local in tantaneous frequencie which takes very much computation 

time for the FFT and the accuracy of the restituted orbit vectors. We have improved these two 

points by employing fast processing for the frequency calculations (not using the FFT 

estimation) and by constructing an error model including phase measurement error and the 

satellite position error . We have applied this method to correct JERS- [ SAR images and 

achieved slope correction with an accuracy of around 0.3 dB. 
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satellite 
~ 

" I 

Ground trdck 

Earth center 

Fig. 7-l. S lope effect (AO is lhc pix.el area made by a slam range distance (6r) and azimuth 

di tance (t.y): A', the surface area projected on the ellipsoid; and A. tl1e pixel area tangential to the 

topography.) 
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7.2 Theory 

7 . 2. 1 Slope Correction Factor 

Because the disturbance from the atmosphere is less. it can be assumed that a SAR pixel is 

composed of the scatrerers existing on a tangential surface intercepted by two adjacent lant 

range planes and two azimuth plane (Fig. 7-l). We define the area of this tangential pixel as 

A, and the radar cross ection of this area a cr. The true normalized radar cro s section cr~ is 

then given by 

0 (J' 
(J' =-

' A 
(7.1) 

Next, we assume the slant range pixel area, which is enclosed by slant range scale of ~r and 

azimuth scale of ny (i.e. , Ao= /';.y*~) to be Ao. ll f to be the local normal vector at the point P, 

and n, to be the tangential vector, then (7. 1) can be expressed by 

(7.2) 

where 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

n1 =(cosO, 0 sinO,)'. (7.5) 

Here 8 1 is the local incidence angle at P; xis the ground range perpendicular to the satellite 

path; y is the ground range along the satellite path; z is the height perpendicular to the Earth 

ellipsoid's surface; \jl is the angle between the local urface normal vector and the slant range 

pixel 's normal vector; and t denotes the transverse vector. If we do not know the local gradient 

vectors (nr) at P, we must assume that z = 0, and we obtain the wrong normalized radar cross 

section ( cr~) as 

(7.6) 
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The ratio of a} to c;~ is defined as the slope correction factor (SCF) 

SCF: COS'!' . 

sin8 
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(7.7) 

We have made a imulation to estimate how Lhe two-dimensional local slope affects the SCF. 

In this simulation, we have assumed that the target is compo ed of a single sinu oidal mountain 

with a peak height of 8 km over a base of 40 km and that the satellite flies at a height of 700 

Km and observes with incidence angles of20, 30, 40, and 50 degrees at the image cenrer. Fig. 

7-2 shows there uh of the imulation. We see in the figure that the SCF is smaller on the far 

mountain side, and larger on the near mountain side; that SCF correct more for the far 

mountain side and suppresses the near mountain side; and that it varies more in an image for 

smaller incidence angle SAR. For the incidence angle of 40 degrees, SCF takes the maximum 

value of 1.7 dB (LO*Iog 10 1.5) at x = 10 Km, and take that of 3.5 dB (lO*logJ02.25) for 20 

degrees. The larger incidence angle SAR is less affected by the terrain gradient than smaller 

incidence SARs. Note that the negative SCF means that the area is laid over, and the SCF 

between 0.0 and 1.0 is for foreshortened areas. 

2 
0 
0 cf 1.5 
c 

.!2 

~ 
8 0.5 

-0.5 

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 
X (Km) 

10 15 20 

Fig. 7-2 SCF for a sinusoidal mountain with a peak height of 8 Km and base of 40 Km. Four 

different incidence angle cases are examined. Negative SCF indicates the area is overlaid. SCF 

between 0 and I is the foreshonened area. 
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7.2.2 SAR interferometry 
We derive a slope correction factor using the SAR interferometry technique, and also derive its 

error model. SAR interferometry utilizing the phase information of two complex data bas 

become a robu t method for mea uring the Earth (planetary) surface topography and 

deformation [3]. The accuracy of the measurement depends on the target' temporal properties, 

SAR signal quality, baseline distance, co-registration of two images, orb ital information 

accuracy, ignal propagation delay , unwrapping, etc. Errors related to the ftrs t three (targe t's 

temporal property, SAR signal quality , and baseline distance) have been precisely investigated 

in [11], [12], [13]. 

Height gradient estimated by the interferometry SAR 
The flat-earth-surface corrected phase difference($) of the two interfering SAR data at point P 

can be ex pre sed by: 

( . ) _ 4n{(B"+M")z } ¢ 1,y =- . +M,, 
A. r ·sm8 

B• = B·sina+h·cosa 

BP = B ·co a- h ·sin a 
M. = M ·sina+L'>.h · coso: 

M P := L'ill·cosa-t.h ·sina 

(7.8) 

(7 .9) 

(7.10) 

where parameters without t. are the true value ; Bp is the perpendicular baseline distance; Bh is 

the horizontal baseline di tance; B is the horizontal distance; his the vertical distance; A. is the 

wavelength ; Cl. is the off-nadir angle; r is the slant range between SAR and the point P; z is the 

height of the point P from the Earth eUipsoid; and e is the incidence angle at the Earth ellipsoid 

(Fig. 7-3). The values with t. are deviations from the true values. Because the orbital 

information con tains errors (i.e., severaL tens of meters for JERS- 1 SAR), and the orbit cannot 

be sufficiently corrected even by intensively canceling the external phase patterns, the above 

phase difference still contains some errors. We assume that the surface does not move during 

the two data acqui itions. q, is a two-dimensional function of slant range (r) and azimuth 

ground range (y). We consider the partial differentiation of q, in range. From (7.8), we have 

-=--- 8 +M ·-+M , a¢ 4n {( ) az } 
i:Jr A.r ·sin8 P r ar P 

(7.11) 

and 

(7.12) 
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Combining the azimuth components, the two dimensional height gradients are given by 

(7.13) 

We note from (7.13) that the flat-earth corrected phase difference give the height gradient 

information without unwrapping, the orbital error cau es an off et error in Lhe gradient vector, 

and the offset depends on the ratio of the error to the true value (I'>Bpi'Bpl· 

Coordinate conversion 

We convert the height gradient from the slant range coordinate system to the ground range 

coordinate system. Fig. 7-3 gives: 

r
2 = (Ro +H)'+ f?o 2

- 2(f?o + H)R;, cosrp 

x=R;,·rp 

(7.14a) 

(7.14b) 

where Ro is the Earth radius at the satellite subpoint, and H is the height of the master orbit. 

Differentiating (7.14a), and manipulating it with (7.14b) gives 

dx _ r-{(R;,+z)-(Rr,+h)cosrp} ·ik./i:Jr 
dr- (Rr,+h)sinq;> 

(7.15) 

and 

az az;ar 
ax= ()zjar I 

--+--
(7.16) 

tan8, sine, 

where e 1 is the local incidence at P depending on the height "z." Further analysis allows the 

following approximation: 

- R;,z e,=( ) +e. R;,+Hrsin8 
(7.17) 

where e is the incidence angle on the ellipsoid. The approximation is valid within a maximum 

error of 0.017 degrees in the worst case for z = 8 km, r of 720 k.m , Cl. of 36 degree, Roof 6378 

k:m, and H of 568 km. Therefore, the local incidence angle (St) can be approximated by the 
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global incidence angle (9) , and the gradient component in ground range can be well 

approximated by 

dz az;ar 
ax=' {)zj {)r I . 

--+-
tan8 sin8 

Here, we should note that this factor has lower and upper bounds as given by 

--1 -~ik.~tane . 
tan8 ax 

7. 2. 3. Error analysis 

(7. 18) 

(7.19) 

We investigate the error caused by the phase measurement, variance of the slope correction 

factor, and the allowance of the orbit error for a slope corrected oO. 

Variance of the instantaneous phase gradients (d <Jl/dr and d<Jl/dy) 

We assume that the same amplitude complex function (f(r, y)) governs the two-dimen · ional 

pha e behavior for everal adjacent pixels. We then measure the pha e gradient in range (for 

example) by the following operation: 

{)¢ 1 -•[5{f(r+M,y)f"(r,y)}J 
{)r = M tan 9\{f(r+M,y)f(r,y)} . 

(7.20) 

where I'll is the !ant range difference between two pixels; g stands for the imaginary prut of 

tbe complex data; and 9\ stands for the real part. The maximum error in estimating d<Jldr in 

MLE is bounded by Cramer-Rao as given by [ 14], [I 5]: 

6 (7.21) 
SNR·N(N2 -l) 

where SNR is the power ratio of the coherent components (fringe) and the noise component, 

given by Ulander [2] and Spagnolini [ 16]. ote that the above operation is done only for the 

two non-s ingular adjacent pixels which are selected by the residue operations [24]. In this 

case, we elect N = 2. SNR is defined as the power ratio of the coherent signals to the non

coherent signals, and it is expre ed by using the thermal decorrelation (!ln). an.d the 

decorrelation (!lc) for the temporal and spatial decorrelation [2] as follows: 
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(7 .22) 

r=f..l,Jl, , (7.23) 

where y is the correlation coefficient defined by Zebker et. al. [ 12) as the ab olute value of the 

normalized complex covariance between master and slave complex data, and N1 is the number 

of looks. In (7.13), the second term on the right side is a constant, not a distribution parameter 

for each small image. The standard deviation of dzdr can be expressed by 

(7.24) 

In the normal case in which 1 is 400 and N is 2, the above standard deviations are much 

smaller than 1.0. The standard deviation of dzdx is calculated through a Tay.lor expansion of 

(7.17) by replacing dzdr by dzdr +a small perrurbation as 

sine 0 

l(aik/ifr)· a.,p,. 
I 

t:,y 

(7.25) (
ailz/ilx) 
a iJo./a,. = (

dz/(Jr l )
2 

t>r 
tan8 +sine 

0 

Variance of cos ljf 

For simplicity, we rewrite the height derivative dzdx and dzdy by Zx and zy. respectively. 

Because the standard deviations given in (7.25) are so mall, we can assume that z~ and zy 

distributes in Gaussian with the averages of Z, and Z, respectively. Replacing Zx by Z, + t:,z, 

and zy by Z, + t:.z,. in (7.3) and keeping the first order terms, we have 

[ --
~- Z ·COS 

COS'If='COSljl+ x 2 ljl 2 
l+ z., +z, 

cos8 J z, ·cosljl 
-2 -2 t:.z, + 2 2 t:,zy. 

~l+ z, +z, l+ z, +z,, 
(7.26) 

Thus, the variance of cos ljf is calculated by 

(7.27) 

Here, we used a #ilK and a irJ il.,. for the variance of dzdx and dzdy, respectively. 
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7. 2. 4 Phase gradient calculation 
The phase gradient estimation is a study to estimate the instantaneous spatial frequency in two

dimen ional images. Several methods have been proposed both for the SAR era and for the 

signal and information theory era, and the advantages and disadvantages of each are compared 

(20], [2l] , (22] . The forward , central and backward finite difference methods are the most 

basic and less computer intensive. However, they may be easily affected by noise. In 

contrast, the least square method, Cross Wigner-Ville Distribution (XWVD), Maximum 

Likelihood E timation (MLE), and Digital Fourier Transform are robust methods though 

impose a heavy computation load. 

If the SNR of flat-surface-corrected fringes is extremely high , simple differentiation can 

provide the answer in a robust sense. If the SNR is smaller, we should select the time

con uming, computer-intensive method. As given by Rodriguez [ l3] , the standard deviation 

of the phase difference ( cr$) also depends on the coherence (i .e., sqrt(( l-y2)/(2N tY2))) . For the 

cases withy= 0.4 (low coherence) andy= 0.6 (high coherence), standard deviation becomes 

0 .08 radian and 0.047 radian respectively. We can start with this type of image. Finally, we 

pick the four hundred look (five times five pixels. each of wb.ich is composed of ixteen look 

fringes) for tb.is processing. 

One difficulty in dealing with the SAR phase difference is the residue which is a singular point 

in two-dimensional unwrapping. Because the phase difference is the wrapped witb.io -7t and 11:, 

phase differentiation should consider the existence of the residue. The proposed method uses 

two adjacent phase differences which do not eros the branch. cut proposed by Goldstein et a!. 

[24]. The gradient over these pixels is interpolated using the gradient vectors calculated from 

the non-singular pixel pairs. 
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Fig. 7-4 The Mt. FUJ I test mea. l\) ampliLudc tm~tge. . The rcctangul.u buxcs are U'l.!t.l for 

the accuracy cvalua1ion. h), coherence m.tp ; c), flat car<h corrected phase difference. d). Slope 

correction factor map; e). slope corrected aO map using the proposed method . 1) . 'lope corrected aO 

map using the GSI DEM 
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7. 3 Experiments 

The proposed method has been examined using the JERS- 1 SAR data. We have calculated the 

slope corrected dl for the Mt. Fuji area and compared it with the one using the GSI DEM. 

7. 3 . 1 Test area 

The Mt. Fuji area is appropriate for evaluating the DEM-related quantity because it contain 

various geological features such as mountains, lake • flat land, grape plantations, fields, army 

training regions, and urban cities. The heights range from the lowest, 800 mat Yamanaka 

lake, to the highest, 3776 mat the top of the Mt. Fuji. The height difference is around 2900 m. 

Mt. Fuji is a monopole-like mountain with higher altitude, and the highest part is normally 

overlaid. The foothill area is quite wide and its gentle gradients simplify retrieving OEM except 

for the vegetated area. 

Among the many available data pairs collected during the JERS-1 mission Life (May 1992 to 

present, and the data acquired every 44 days) , we picked the best data pair. They are 44 days 

apart in the autumn season (Sept. 7 1995 and Oct. 2 1 1995) and almost 360m apart as the 

perpendicular baseline distance . JERS-1 SAR interferometry requires a ba eline distance (Bp) 

of less than 1 km for good interferograms (higher correlation), although the critical (theoretical) 

baseline is 6.5 km [4]. We selected the images satisfying this condition (Table 7-1). Branch 

cut trails were set using the residue method in order to find the differentiation path [8]. 

We selected a small rectangular area in the range direction for quantitative evaluation of the local 

incidence angle and the s lope correction factor in comparison with the SGI DEM information. 

The area selected contains low, moderate, and high relief areas. The area size is 50 pixels in 

azimuth and 630 lines in range as shown in the rectangular box in Fig. 7-4a. 

7 .3 .2 SAR processing and the Interferometry processing 

We used the SAR processor developed by the author in adopting the range Doppler type [4]. 

Rectangular windows were applied in the range and azimuth correlation to achieve the best 

resolution. Range and azimuth reference functions were first generated in the time domain then 

converted to the frequency domain. This allows accurate generation of the reference function. 

T he master and slave data were processed using tbe common Doppler frequency centroid, 

wbich was generated using the averaged satellite velocity vectors. The start address for the 

slave image processing was selected using the satellite telemetry to make the sJave image 

overlaid onto the master data as large as possible. 

Co-registration of the master and save image was conducted so that a wide area (200 pixel x 

200 line) in the master image is referenced and the corresponding area was searched on the 
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slave image. Thi i called the first order co-registration process. The reference tie points were 

piled on the master image every several hu ndred pixels, and their corre ponding coarse tie 

points were also found on the .lave images. Fine co-registration points were searched in the 

slave image by using the covariance of the two amp! itude images. A tie point found within the 

specified pixel/line allowances and with the covariance factor exceeding 0.2 was selected as a 

good tie point. The successfully selected tie points in the above procedure were used to form 

the continuo co-regis tration func tion which governs the master and slave images. The 

standard deviation of the difference between the co-registtation function and the successfully 

selected tie points is normally less than 0.5 pixel. Here, the size of the pixel is 4.4 m in 

azimuth and 9 min range. 

After co-regi tration, the phase difference (ljl) has been measured by the following operation: 

g(fc~ .cf) 
1/1= tan -1 ·~ , 

~(I C7' · c() 
•=I 

(7 .28) 

where C~ is the jth complex full resolution data; the suffix "m" stands for master ; and "s" for 

lave. q, has been wrapped and normally contains the high-frequency paral lel component 

caused by the horizontal baseline distance. This component should be eliminated using the 

orbital data. However, the orbital determination error (60 m vertical, 40 m across track, and 

180m along track; all those values are in three sigma's [5]) leaves the undesired low frequency 

component. 

It can be removed by tuning either/both t.h or t.B by using ground control points, analyzing 

the frequency gradients. However, it is very difficult to perfectly eliminate these frequency 

components. The output at this point gives the averaged flat earth corrected fringes 

(interferograrn). This corresponds to the ljJ discussed in the earlier section. 

7. 3. 3 Data examples and evaluation 
A 16-look (eight looks i.n azimuth and rwo looks in range) slant range SAR amplitude image 

(square root of the correlation power) for the Mt. Fuji area is shown io Fig. 7-4a. This area 

contains various types of land feature . In the mountainous area, we see many wrinkles and 

high relief areas. M ost of the satellite side of the mountains looks brighter, and the opposite 

side looks dark. As shown in Fig. 7-4b, the flat fomh.ills and low relief areas have a coherence 

of 0.4 or more, and the top of Mt. Fuji and itS back side have lower coherence. The coherence 

of Lake Yamanaka is the lowe tat around 0.3. The interferogram ($map) is shown in Fig. 7-

no 
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4c. A four-hundred-look image reduces the additional noise and generates the phase 

uncertainty of around 2.7 degrees for"(= 0.6. 

As shown i.n Fig. 7 -4d, the slope correction factor produces grad.ient-dependem brightness for 

most of the area excep t for the overlaid and low coherence areas. The overlaid area is not 

visible and is not di cussed here. The foreshortening area with high gradient is under 

sampled, and the range gradient does not show the exact value. The s lope-corrected SAR data 

(amplitude data times square root of the slope-correction factor) i shown in Fig. 7-4f. Most of 

the high-relief areas in the mountain are corrected. Low-coherence areas and high-relief area, 

however, s till have uncorrected brightness. For reference, the lope-corrected SAR data using 

the GS I OEM is shown in Fig. 7-4e. By comparing them, we see that the high-relief area still 

has uncorrected slope components. 

We compare the slope correction factors calculated from this proposed method and from the 

conventional method using OS! OEM. The slope-correction factor is averaged along the 

azimuth direc tion for each range line within the rectangle areas (A and B) in Fig. 7-4a. The 

results are shown in Fig. 7-5, where the thick solid line is for the proposed method and the thin 

solid li.ne with square is for GSI DEM. The theoretical and measured differences in Fig. 7-6 

shows a good agreement. Standard deviation of difference in region A is 0.24 dB and thai for 

B is 0.14 dB. The lines (so lid and dashed lines) exhibit the better coincidence for regions B 

than for region A at tbe address of more than 500. This may be because that the water vapor 

distribu tion io A is less uniform than B. 

From (7. I 3), L'>Bp should ideally be zero. However the reality is that the orbit determination 

error sometimes reaches several tens of meters e pecially for lower altitude atellites, such as 

JERS- 1 [5] . We have evaluated the behavior of the slope correction factor due to the baseline 

estimation error. We have used the following parameter "ratio" for the evaluation: 

(
COSI/f' J ratio= 10log,0 -- , 
COSI/f 

(7.29) 

where ljl' is the angle calculated from the erroneous satellite positions (from the I'>Bp+Bp 

instead of Bp). Fig. 7-7 shows that an evaluation parameter (t..BpfBp) should be less than+-

2% in order to make tne error in slope conection factor less than 0.1 dB, and that the smaller 

incidence SAR has the smaller allowance for the existing Bp error ratio. 
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7. 3.4 Applicability of the proposed method 
We evaluated the applicability of the proposed method to calculating the lope corrected crO in 

comparison with the method using the ground measured OEM. The question is " how much 

pixel spacing is achieved by this method for a certain accu racy requirement?" Because the high 

or moderate leaf areas are onl y meaningfu l for the lope correc ti on. we focus on those areas 

and calculate the number of looks which satisfy the given radiomet ric correction allowance. 

From (7.25) and (7.27), the minimal number of looks is given by 

(7 .30) 

Here, the correlation coefficient y depends on the target's temporal change. baseline distance, 

and thermal noise of the SAR receiver. and they of JERS- 1 SAR for the mountainous area can 

be empirically expressed by [4] 

r = 0.4. 10-•, + 0.2 . (7.3 1) 

We calculated the minimal number of looks and the corresponding pixel spacings for two error 

requiremenrs of 0.1 dB and 0.2 dB when z,, and zy are 1.0, ~Ln is 0.75. e is 38 degrees . ljf is 

50 degrees, M is 18m. t:.y is 36m, r is 700 krn , and A. is 23.5 em. The results are shown in 

Fig. 7-8. I t shows that : 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

The minimal number of looks increases a the perpendicular ba eline decreases; 

Better accuracy requires a larger number of looks; 

The 50 m paci ng is achieved for Bp exceeding 0.35 km and an error requirement of 0.2 

dB; 
The 50 m spacing i not achieved for tbe error requirement of 0.1 dB. 

Because the error in proposed method is random, a slightly larger value degrade the quality of 

the slope-corrected image. Thus, the maximum error mu t be 0.2 dB or less. For an error 

allowance of 0.2 dB, this method can perform as well as the ground OEM . If we requi re 0. 1 

dB , the ground OEM is superior to this method. The medium leaf or hilly area generally has a 

higher y than the high leaf area. and the condition on the pixel spaci ng and the number of looks 

is relaxed. 
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The flat-earth-corrected cfl generates large error in a high-relief area. The correction of such 

errors using the surface gradient vector is crucial for terrain analy. e ba ed on <fl. Most of the 

land area is not flat , but undulating or somet imes steepened due to the topography. 

Classification based on the nom1alized radar eros section reqLlires a slope-corrected <fl. Most 

of the global land is not well covered by high-resolution DEMs. NASA's g lobal topograph y 

mission is the only existing plan for this . 

After the OEM is prepared in a different way (not from the same SAR image) , the SAR data 

and the slope-correction factor map generated from such an inconsistently generated OEM 

should be co-registered. Diffe rences in the coordinate system require greater computing power 

for co-registration and require linearizati on within the segmented areas . In contrast, the 

method proposed in this chapter ha the advantages that the coordinate system has no difference 

between the SAR amplitude image and the slope correct ion map and co-regi tration does not 

become a problem. This me thod can also be applied to areas for which maps have not been 

prepared, i.e. , Brazil, Central Africa, and Central Siberia. The disadvantage of the proposed 

method are that overlaid and low-coherence areas cannot be corrected and that surface wrinkles 

cannot be corrected in detail if the baseline is too mall. Further analysis has revealed that the 

baseline di stance error ratio t:.B p/B p should be less than 2% in order to ac hieve a slope 

correction error of less than 0.1 dB 
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The proposed method uses less proce sing time to perform corrections becau ·e the finite 

difference procedure is adopted to estimate the surface slope. This advantage is obtai ned if we 

deal with the averaged phase difference which minimizes a phase error. However, the re idue 

point generate an inaccurate correction factor. The correction of those points should be funher 

investigated. 

The accuracy of the propo ed method has been measured. One example shows that the error 

model was fu ll y verified usi ng the GS! DEM truth data. The estimated difference in cr0 is 

around 0.3 dB. The accuracy thus becomes almost equal to the calibration acc uracy 

requirement fo r crO [9]. If the ba e line di tance i. appropriately selected, thi - method can be 

used to correct SAR images. This method does not require the use of the ground-measured 

DEM, nor does it require phase unwrapping to obtain the height distribution. 

7. 4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have presented a method to calculate the slope corrected normalized radar 

cross section. This method calculates the two-dimensional gradient using a SAR interferometry 

technique which does not require pha e unwrapping. We have verified that such a s lope

corrected crO can be obtained with an accuracy of 0.2 to 0.3 dB whe n the lnterferometric 

condition is satisfied. It has been shown that the perpendicular baseline distance should be 

determined with an accuracy of the 2% for L'.BpiBp to generate a slope-corrected crO of less than 

0.1 dB accuracy. 1t has also been shown that the correction accuracy of this method does not 

exceed the ground DEM. If the spacing requirement or the radiometric reqnirement is relaxed 

to 100m or 0.2 dB, the JnSAR-based slope correction can be used. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSTONS 

This thesis ha pre~ented the results of investigations on the accuracy improvement of 

measuring the normalized radar cross section (NRCS) of earth surfaces using synthetic aperture 

radar data. 

In Chapter I, the background and the outline of this thesis have been introduced. We l) have 

reviewed the need for earth monitoring by the ynthetic aperture radar (SAR), 2) have described 

the SAR instrument and process ing algorithms, 3) have introduced the definition and the: 

properties of normalized radar eros section, 4) have shown SAR data interpretation examples 

and summarized the accuracy requirements for different observation targets, 5) have shown the 

SAR artifacts due to the i ncorrect SAR calibration. 6) have summarized the new SAR 

calibration procedure investigated in this thesis, 7) and finally have shown the outline of the 

thesis. 

ln Chapter 2, the preparative reviews have been given for the subsequent chapters. We I) have 

shown the principle of SAR imaging, 2) have discussed the details of the SAR calibration , 3) 

have described the SAR system, SAR processor, and calibration insu-ument, and 4) have 

shown the current calibration accuracy. 

In Chapter 3, a new radar equation has been theoretically derived for the correlated SAR power, 

which consists of backscattered ignals from the terrain, receiver noise, redundancy noise at the 

analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), and the saturation noise at ADC. The correlated power is 

expres ed by the signal-to-clutter rari.o (SCR), igoal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the saturation 

rate (Sa)· When the saturation rate become larger, the power loss increases proportional to 

s.2. For example, 20% of the saturation rate underestimates the power in -1.5 dB. A 

simulation has hown that the power loss can be successfull y recovered regardless of the SAR 

gain mode, automatic gain control (AGC) or manual gain control (MGC). The method has 

been applied to the JERS-1 SAR data and has confirmed that the saturated image is corrected 

well. 

ln Chapter 4, a method to estimate the antenna elevation pattern of the inflight SAR has been 

investigated. The SAR data observed for the Amazon rainforest show the constant 

backscattering coefficient (cr0fcos6) over an image swath. Screening processing using x2 test 

bas successfully extracted tbe imilarly distributed area by excluding the different brightness 

area, rivers and mountain ridges. The least quare method has detennined the antenna elevation 

pattern. The method ha been applied to the SlR-B an tenna and determined the antenna 

elevation pattern with an accuracy of 0.1 dB. In the annex of the chapter, the JERS-1 SAR 
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antenna elevation pattern has been examined. More consideration on automatic gain controller 

(AGC) and sensitivity time control (SIC) bas been taken in the analy is. Eighteen Amazon 

SAR data sets have been analyzed, and the antenna elevation pattern has been derived. Worse 

SNR and the STC's steep gain change have made the standard deviation of the measurement as 
large as 0.1 dB. 

ln Chapter 5, the impulse response function (IRF) of the frequency-tunable active radar 

calibrator has been investigated. The [RF of the frequency-shifted ARC ha been theoretically 

derived. The expression prescribes the location shift in azimuth and the decrea e of the IRF's 

peak. The computer simulation has e timated the frequency dependency of the location shift, 

the decrease in the peak value of IRF, and there olution decrease. Some of them have been 

compared with experimental results on the JERS -1 SAR. The following is the main 

conclusions: First, the location shift and the peak gain lo scan be theoretically estimated with 

an accuracy of 4.2 m and 1.6 dB (a standard de iation), respectively. Second, Lhe peak 

calibration method is affected by the broadened resolution and the decreased peak. Third, the 

integral method that is not sensitive to the defocus[ng should be u. ed for the SAR calibration 

using a frequency-tunable ARC. Fourth, the frequency shift should be less than 40Hz for the 

image evaluation in the case ofL-band SARs. 

In Chapter 6, a calibration of JERS-1 SAR has been described. we have applied the calibration 

method developed in the previous chapters to low-dynamic range SAR data, which is saturated 

in the near range region, and whose receiver is composed of a sensitivity time control (STC), 

an automatic gain control (AGC) and a low-bit-number analog-to-digital converter (ADC). We 

I ) have shown a method to determine the STC and AGC gains, 2) have performed the 

mosaicing to evaluate the cross track variation of the calibrated data, 3) have calculated the 

calibration factors in rwo ways, peak and integral methods, and verified that the measured crO is 

obtained with an accuracy of 1.1 dB, 5) bave obtained the error budgets for crO mea urement at 

several saturation conditions, 6) have calculated the image quality of the processed data, and 

finally 7) have shown a method to eliminate the interfered signals. 

In Chapter 7, the radiometric s lope correction of crO us[ng SAR interferometry has been 

investigated. The method calculates the two-dimensional gradient using the SAR interferometry 

technique which does not require phase unwrapping. We have verified that such a s lope

corrected cr0 can be obtained with an accuracy of around 0.3 dB when the interferometric 

condition is satisfied. It has been shown that the perpendicular baseline distance should be 

determined with an accuracy of tbe 2% to generate a slope-corrected crO of le s than 0.1 dB 

accuracy. 
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In this thesis, we have proposed the three new algorithms to improve the SAR calibration 

accuracy. They are 1) the new radar equation to describe the saturated and non-saturated SAR 

image data, 2) a method to estimate the antenna e levation pattern using the flat amazon 

rainforest data, and 3) a method to correct the slope effect on a O using SAR interferometry. 

We have shown the effectiveness and limitation of the frequency tunable active radar calibrator 

by the theoretica l and experimental approaches. We have verified that the proposed methods 

are very effective fo r calibrati ng the SAR data, and have confirmed that JERS- l SAR data, 

which is saturated slightly and has lower SNR of around 5 dB , can be calibrated with an 

accuracy of l.l dB using the active radar calibrator and 2.4 m trihedral corner reflecto rs. It 

should be however noted that the proposed method is effective to decrease tbe bias error more 

than the current method but not for the random error. We bave also confirmed that tbe slope 

error on cr0 can be corrected with an accuracy of 0.3 dB. 

Needs for the calibrated SAR data (cr<l) has been increasing recently. This is because I) SAR 

can measure the earth surface reflectance of high resolution accurately and effective ly, not 

depending on the weather condition neither solar irradiance condition; 2) the cal ibrated data can 

retrieve the geophysical information of the earth surfaces (e.g., biomass of the forest, types of 

the land utilization, sea-ice distribution, etc.), and 3) retrieval of the geophysical information is 

mandatory for the global understanding. Measurement accuracy fo r this application is required 

as less than between l.O dB and 3.0 dB, depending on the targets. As the future approaches to 

these goa ls, we require two more investigations on accuracy improvement. First, a .method to 

effectively subtract the noise from the SAR data should be developed. Currently , the total 

power of signal and noise is calibrated and there is a problem to separate the signal power from 

it. [f we find a method which subtracts the noise power component from the total power 

effectively, we can generate stripe-free SAR mosaic images. Second, a robust method to 

calculate the two-dimensional surface s lope should be developed. As discussed in Chapter 7, 

the slope correction is mandatory for the SAR calibration. However, the ingular points in the 

SAR image (e.g., layover, foreshortening , low coherence) loo e the calculation accuracy. We 

expect that the phase unwrapping approach can solve the problem. We will also require 

investigation on the phase delay due to the local di trihution of the water vapor and the 

determination of orb it vector using the ground control points as to improve the calibration 

accuracy. 
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